


Introduction

        What a joy it’s been to chair this year’s YSSW contest—from interacting 
with our region’s outstanding teachers and facilitating judging at UTC 
to assembling this collection of our winning submissions. All is done 
with an eye toward promoting the literary arts and the creative energy of 
young writers. Reading the submissions this year, in my own experience 
as a judge and in reports from other readers/judges, has been an exercise 
in both humility and hilarity. The submissions, especially the winning 
submissions that follow, demonstrate exceptionally strong writing as 
they likewise provide a glimpse into the wild imagination of young 
minds. So, I thank this year’s young writers and their teachers! You’ve 
given me much to laugh about, much to enjoy, and much to appreciate 
in your good work.

Many thanks, too, to the Board of Directors and staff of the Southern 
Lit Alliance, particularly Lynda LeVan (Executive Director). Lynda 

deserves our thanks for her generosity and for her support of this area’s outstanding young writers. Leadership 
at the Southern Lit Alliance and its partnership with UTC’s Department of English combine to lift up and 
celebrate the literary arts in our region. I am grateful for the Southern Lit Alliance as a partner in this contest.
 
I also thank this region’s dedicated teachers, K-12, who work tirelessly to instill in young minds and hearts the 
value of literature and creative writing. I am grateful for their efforts as they teach young authors to enjoy the 
craft of writing. Without our elementary, middle grades, and high school English/Language Arts teachers, along 
with parents and guardians, we would not have such fine work from these young people. 

I am also grateful to this year’s readers and contest judges. It is true that every submission is read by a faculty 
member in UTC’s Department of English. Our faculty serve in this capacity with pleasure. In fact, it’s not 
uncommon to hear our teachers sharing with one another submissions that are especially funny, creative, or 
inspiring. It’s another way in which we contribute to this wonderful city and this region. I appreciate the time 
and care with which my colleagues read every submission. It is worth noting that more than 4,200 students from 
schools in the Chattanooga area and beyond submitted entries this year, so it’s no easy task to manage, but our 
judges did so this year once again with grace and enthusiasm.

Finally, I thank Damon Miller and Madison Tartar, two outstanding undergraduate students in UTC’s English 
program. Damon and Madison worked tirelessly to facilitate judging, to organize the winning submissions, and 
to create this year’s winners booklets. They have spent countless hours managing the contest and collecting the 
winning entries for this publication. Indeed, they managed this substantial project with grace, with sincerity, 
with maturity, and organizational skills that that we typically find only in experienced professionals. I’m 
grateful for their outstanding work and their attention to detail.

Now, read and enjoy! 

Joe Wilferth, UTC English Professor and YSSW Contest Chair
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Veteran

There he stands 
Tall and bold
When he fought he was not old
He wore a brownish suit and a cap
Feeding off berries and tree sap
He fires off round after round 
Hoping he will not be found
He shoots off cannons with a boom
To try and save us from our doom
He was a zero before the war 
But he is now a hero but lives no more
I miss grandpa with all my heart 
He was dedicated from the start
I didn’t get to say goodbye
Me and grandma try not to cry
A few years later I joined the war 
To continue my family’s legacy even more

Chase Barnard
6th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: John DeVore
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The Cat in the Field 

Cat runs on green grass
Running, skipping, feeling free
The breeze on her face

Oona Cruikshank
6th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet School 
Teacher: Sara Clarich-Page
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Flags
                                                          
Flags they wave and wave
In the wind. 
Sometime they stay still but they  
Are still waving in the wind.
Flags they wave and wave
All around the world waving and 
Waving in the wind.
Flags they fall but they are still
Waving and waving.
Sometime Flags are put in case
For good or sad reason but they still
Remembering when they was waving in the
wind.

Bradley Dowlen
6th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: John DeVore
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Void

Far up in the heavens,
Away from our homes,
 Lies a place of danger,
But  peace and beauty.

Dark, vast, ever expanding
There is a void,
Filled with stars, shining bright, 
Watching the asteroids pass by.

So much to explore,
So little time.
Looking through the glass window,
At millions of tiny lights.

I think to myself,
I will see those tiny lights
Up close,
With my own eyes.

Tons of people, 
With the same dream,
Gazing up at the sky,
   With hearts brightly gleaming.

 Realizing how amazing,
Beautiful and scary,
The universe is,
Away from our homes.  

Nicolette Gonzalez
6th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teachers: Lisa Todd & Channa Leighton
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Untitled

Shh.. Listen.. don’t you hear?
I’m crying, but they are silent cries.
I’m crying on the inside so you can’t see all the pain running through 
I cry for you,
I cry for me, I cry for the times, I cry. 
So if you listen,
You may hear my silent cries.

Kelsey Hargis
6th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: John DeVore
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A Poem’s Poem

A poem seems to be a bunch of words,
Sometimes it can read like a lot of wordy words.
A poem can sound like words that describe describing words.
A poem even has metaphors about those words, to tell us that the world is a stage
And even similes to help us understand that how the milk flowed like a river.
A poem can tell a detailed story.
A poem can even pour out our feelings - they can make you happy or sad. 
A poem is quite different from all other writings
A poem can be two words, or it can be a thousand lines.  
A poem can motivate someone to write more, or
And poems can just be a poem.

Cooper J. McLaughen
6th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy 
Teacher: Dina Couch
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The Life of a Shoe

To you I am just a shoe, 
But did you know I have a “sole,” too?
I also would like to say,
We are stuck with your stinky feet all day. 
You surely realize how bad they smell, 
Likely something no one would ever tell.
We are used and bruised,
When you work out, we are abused.
When you run, jump, stomp, put all your weight on us, 
It seems to never end.
You do not give us time to mend. 
You let your dog chew on us and even think we are for fashion.
So, the next time you put on a shoe, 
Remember this. 
We do it all for you, 
And we have a “sole,” too.

Ethan McLaughen, 
6th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Dina Couch
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I Am Alive

Do not stand at my grave and weep
I am not there; I do not sleep.
I am a thousand winds that blow,
I am the diamond glints on snow,
I am the sun on ripened grain,
I am the gentle autumn rain.
When you awaken in the morning’s hush
I am the swift uplifting rush
Of quiet birds in circled flight.
I am the soft stars that shine at night.
Do not stand at my grave and cry,
I am not there; I did not die.

Nicholas Moncato 
6th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet School 
Teacher: Sara Clarich-Page
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Behind the stage             

Many things can happen “behind the stage”
they sometimes feel like they are behind a cage.
Always being controlled and can never be bold..
They face their own fears alone and cold.
Is this what always happens behind a stage ?
Yes… it is true and they are afraid..
Always alone… and never home worries people.
but sometimes you just need to be alone and forget.
They are sometimes broken and never heard…
They have a voice but it comes out blurred.
The truth is they were scared, they had no one
If you were them, maybe you would have none ?
Maybe this cursed world will never be broken…
maybe then someone’s voice will be heard and spoken..
Well maybe someday….

Amelia Moss
6th Grade
Hixson Middle School       
Teacher: John DeVore
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My mom

I cry and cry every night I think of her
But I couldn’t get her out of my head
How dearly I missed her
Although she is in a better place
I miss her with my heart
I wish I could see her
To tell her that I love her and miss her 
And I hope that I see her again
Whether she is in heaven or hell
I still love her with all of my heart 
I never got to say goodbye to her
I miss you mom.

Maggie Nunley
6th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: John DeVore
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People Behind a Mask

Act as if full of thrill,
When truly evil and shrill.
Not who you think they may be,
Depressed or troubled lives they may see.

The people who hide behind a mask,
Possibly wash away sorrows with nothing but a flask.
More and more people hide,
With a mask to go outside.

Do not judge people by what meets the eye
For what truly matters
Is deep inside.

 
Shelby Putt
6th Grade 6
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: John DeVore
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Popcorn

Popcorn is like a friendship
It starts as a small seed unaware of what it is capable of
The seed can be annoying but also amazing
Once it is developed it can be a treat
But leave it in too long and you have a burned mess
It can leave you thirsty and unsatisfied
You  need something
Something sweet
Something sweeter than the sweetest honey
Something that gives you a tingle down your throat
Something like chocolate
One can’t understand how important it is
But then you realize
That both are playing an important role
You have to appreciate both no matter how annoying or sweet
Just take it slow and don’t burn it

Macey Reagan
6th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teachers: Lisa Todd & Channa Leighton
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Just Lies 

I struggle with the lies
They are always in my head
They catch me by surprise
While I am lying in my bed  

But recently I’ve found
That others struggle too
And I’m no longer bound
By all these untruths

It’s been hard for me to see
Even in my dreams 
That I am really beautiful
And even harder to believe

Instead inside my head
I think I’m worthless instead
And then my self-confidence
Instead makes me self-conscious

I look around at others
And forget what true beauty means
I’m distracted by the different colors
The lies are killing me

Then I hear a soft whisper
That says I’m just fine
And that the things inside my head
Really are just lies.

Falon Rogers 
6th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Dina Couch
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Creative Colors

The colors splattered everywhere, 
The soft paintbrush running across the canvas,
With the brush going here and there,
Creating a beautiful masterpiece of colors.

The brush builds a world of endless possibilities,
Paints in which make Pablo Picasso cry,
Portraits with even the most creative colors,`
The red, purple, green, blue, white, and yellow.

The colors mix into a galaxy,
 With millions of endless possibilities,
Among unlimited amounts of creativity,
The mind produces an astonishing image for the eyes. 

The tool soon migrates to makes stars,
Which are still other creations to be discovered,
The stars on the page help to form an entire galaxy,
It’s a universe where fantasies will forever come true.

The paints are now to be placed on another canvas, 
Where they will now create a beautiful meadow,
Flowers with the most amazing smell,
Lillies, lilacs, petunias, and even roses.

The petite brush produces the greatest detail,
The artist starts off by making the Lillies,
He adds the uttermost detail to the image,
The picture is now puzzling its way together.

Audrey Rowe
6th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teachers: Lisa Todd & Channa Leighton
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My love 

My love, had hair that flowed
 like water in the wind.
                                                  
her smile was as white
 As snow.

Her eyes were deeper than 
 any ocean.
                                              
My dearest, had a voice as
 smooth as silk.
                                            
But like a flower, my love wilted
 into nothing
                                              
I miss you my love,
 my dearest.   

Rylie Seale
6th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teachers: Lisa Todd & Channa Leighton
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Titanic

Tara

An icy slash,
It happened so fast.
Deeper and deeper we fall.
Where’s Mama and Papa they’re lost in the see of all

Screaming, screaming, and more screaming, it rings in my ears.
All I can hear is pain, all around.
Families departing, death absolutely screeching.
Tears are flowing now, where are they

Papa I call, I know I won’t see him after this.
There he is
He’s embrace is so sweet and calm
I love him, I already miss him.
Brave, calm, loving

But he begins to shovel me into the life boat
He says ‘I love you my girl, and I couldn’t live with myself if I chose my life over yours. 
You must forgive me my love, I love you.’
I scream out “PAPA!” “I love you too’ 

We begin falling in line with the oceans ice and the other boats.
I will always remember him and that hug!
Goodbye Papa ‘thank you”

Mama

Where is Tara my girl! 
I hear her silky voice.
Turn to see her tear-stricken face. She knows.
She is beautiful. Even sad, she looks like her father.
Her father

The love of my life my godly man, choosing to keep us alive instead of himself
His touch is strong and protective yet loving as her shuttles us into the boat.
He kisses me, and I know it will be the last one,
He is warm and kind, and I love him
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Papa

My girls, Oh how I’ll miss you!
Tara, know it pains me to know I won’t walk you down the aisle, or see you graduate.
But when you think of me know that I’m at the right had of the King now
I crave the day I see you I love you
Forever work to hear the words “…. Well down good and faithful servant”

Lucy, my love look at our baby, raise her with God
You are positively the most perfect woman ever! I am so lucky!
Remember God has a plan for you, all the valleys and storms in life, it’s all a part of it.
Stay strong throughout this storm.

Mallory Shelton
6th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Dina Couch
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Your Colors

Everyone has times when they feel broken...dark.

An explosion of emotions bursting through with tears and anger that spark.

You have the right... god gave us emotions for a reason.

That’s why we humans have laughs and cries in conclusion.

But think of the colors that spark through.

The red, pink, purple and blue.

Your insides are beautiful...like you.

The blue in the oceans when you went to the beach.

The white sugar cookies your mom gave you when you couldn’t reach.

The red when your leg started to bleed.

The yellow band-aid your dad put above your knee.

The rainbow when your with your family.

Let your colors shine through you.

And give your emotions a big hug too.

Sarah Sidiqi                                 
6th Grade
Annoor Academy
Teacher: Kelsay Cate
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New beginning

Each year
Like a phoenix
We burn our nest,

Out of it
There is,
A new nest,
A new us,
A new year.

Henry Singer
6th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet School 
Teacher: Sara Clarich-Page
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Walkin’ the Tracks 

Old wooden bridge, Soft like a sponge With muddy clearing underneath. 
In which deer and peacocks Stomp and yelp! 
Three peacock chicks Following their mother, Into the shade. 
Where a doe and buck Rest and relax. 

Adam Slifko
6th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning
Teacher: Shelley George
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The Feather

The dove’s silky feather
soft and downy white,
beautifully dancing in the wind
is an extraordinary sight.

Floating slowly down to me 
it’s shadow casting on the ground,
as it gracefully touches down
to the grass without a sound.

Now a gust of wind blows in.
Another gust and up it goes.
I watch as it leaves the ground,
up and up it rose.
The dove’s silky feather
soft and downy white,
beautifully dancing in the wind
is an extraordinary sight.

Emma Waldoch
6th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Dina Couch
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All about a gift

For you to walk run and swing and slide
Dance and swing and climb and ride
And sing and shout whistle and whisper
With brother father friend and sister 
Hold hands with mom and gran
Push prams or your own one day
Teach your children how to play
Walk and run skip skate and feast
Handstand and cartwheel hide and seek
And bat and bowl kick and score
Read and write paint and draw
Laugh and smile and kiss and sigh
And float and and glide and fish and fly

And dream the dreams you never dreamt you could 

In this” the peopls park” with a heart shaped lake this precious gift of love

Arstazia Walton
6th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teachers Lisa Todd & Channa Leighton
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She Walks On The Shore

She walks on the shore
Feeling unsure
About her body and about her words

She compares her life to the others
Crying alone cause she misses her mother
Depressed and sad
She was all she had

And now she compares

The others girls are pretty
But she is not
The other girls have boyfriends
But she does not

With no one at home 
And no one to hold
The birds fly by
Tears coming out eyes
“They bully me everyday
And I know I can not stay,
I have nobody else
That’s all I Can say”
Put on a fake smile
It will take a while

She walks on the shore
Feeling unsure

Baylee Wordlaw
6th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teachers Lisa Todd & Channa Leighton
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Sad Boy

The Wind Blows Across My Face, 
With A Teardrop In My Eye,
I Am Sad Every Single Day,
I Have No Friends To Play, 
I Lie In My Bed Every Day
With That Teardrop In My Eye,
I Look Into The Sky To See The 
Clouds Pass By, Then I See My
Dad Looking Out Of The Sky,

Alex Young
6th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teachers: Lisa Todd & Channa Leighton
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6th Grade Prose 

The Racehorse
 Tomorrow, I was leaving behind my whole life. I was moving all the way across the 
country, from California to Kentucky. I was leaving my school, Orange County Middle. I was 
also leaving behind my room. The only place where no one could bully me. The only place I felt 
safe.

***
 “Natalie Rose Turner! Time for school!” I heard my mother yell from downstairs. I 
snapped out of my daydream.
 I managed to mutter a quick, “Coming,” before I rolled off the bed. I tried to finish 
putting my clothes on before I dozed off. 
 I stumbled down the stairs and saw the school bus pull up to the curve of my street out of 
the corner of my eye. I gasped.
 “Tony! Let’s go!” I screamed up the stairs. Tony, my younger brother, was notorious for 
sleeping in too late. I heard him mumble, probably a mean comment, then I heard a loud thump. 
 Then, I heard crying. Ugh. Not again! Every time something little happened, Tony cried. 
He was eleven, for crying out loud! 
 “Tony! I’m leaving you!” I screamed in a hateful voice. I stood from my position in the 
kitchen chair and grabbed my backpack. I stomped out the door before anyone could stop me.

***
 Three hours later, I realized the terrible mistake I had made. I had decided to go to school. 
Yeah, it would have been my last day at school, but I hated school. I didn’t have any friends, 
and I also didn’t really like any of my teachers. My stomach grumbled. I especially hated social 
studies. You had to wait one whole hour to go to lunch. I was absolutely starving by the time I 
got to third period. 
Social studies also had the boring lectures. “Class! Stop sleeping this second! You need to 
remember the order of the Egypt kings!” I could imagine Mrs. Fiona yelling. 
“Natalie!” I heard a stern voice. Oh wait. I was just daydreaming. Again. Yet again, I snapped 
out of my dream and quickly got to full attention.
“Yes ma’am?” I asked politely. I heard giggles from across the room.
“I asked,” she snapped, “do you know which Egyptian king built many temples?”

***
“Get the car loaded!” Dad hollered up the stairs.
“I’m bringing my final bags downstairs,” I said as loudly as I could. I grabbed my purse, my 
laptop, and my last tote. As I closed my bedroom door for the last time, I felt a small tear make 
its way down my cheek. Today was moving day, and I was not happy.

***
We were officially in Kentucky. After a twelve hour plane ride, I was exhausted. We got all our 
luggage and stopped to eat a bite of food. I looked around me. Some people looked out of place, 
like me, but most talked in a country accent and wore funny looking cowboy hats.
“Mom, are we in the country?” I asked, sounding nervous.
“Almost! This state has tons of horses! In fact to cheer you up, I thought I would bring you to 
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see a horse race!” She said cheerfully, as if nothing was wrong. Didn’t she understand? We had 
left our entire lives behind, our memories, our friends, and our family! And she didn’t even 
seem bothered by it!

***
My mother practically dragged me across the bleachers in the horse racing stadium. She had 
also dragged me out of bed this morning, too. 
“I really don’t want to go,” I remembered saying.
“I also remember her saying, “It’ll be fun!” This was most definitely not fun. I saw all the 
horses, and also all the yelling people betting on which horses they thought were going to win. 
But, worst of all, the smell! It smelled of poop everywhere. When I asked mother, she had said 
the poop was “horse poop”. I didn’t believe her. How could ten horses poop so much to stink up 
a stadium? Or did they never clean the place?

***
“Whooo hooo!” I screamed in joy. The race had just started, and it was so exciting! I never 
expected that watching horses run would be so fun.

***
A pretty brown horse called Secretariat ended up winning. After the race, I found out there was 
a meet and greet. I begged Mom to bring me.
 “Mom, please! I really want to meet Secretariat!” 
 “Fine! But you have had a sudden change of heart about this place!” She exclaimed, 
smiling. Later, she also told me that we had gone to a famous race, well, one of three races, 
called the Kentucky Derby.

***
 “He’s so pretty!” I told the jockey sitting on top of Secretariat. 
 “Thank you!” He replied. I gently petted Secretariat’s soft nose. I suddenly realized that I 
felt happy about moving across the country. I leaned over to Secretariat.
 “Thank you,” I whispered, “I will never forget this.”

Delaney Blair
6th Grade
Loftis Middle School
Teacher: Betsy Poe
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My First Day Of Middle School 

                      It’s my first day of sixth grade and I’m freaking out. My first period teacher Mrs. 
Dean seems nice. She tells us she will be our English teacher. She gives us the whole class 
period to get to know each other. 
    My second period teacher is conversational. “okay, so this will be my second period class.
Correct,”Mrs. Blake said with smile. Unlike first period I see some of my friends. There’s 
Lydia,Mia,Tyler.(This school is really big) 
    When I get to third period, I see my best friend Chloe. She is waving at me like a crazy 
person. The teacher in this class is scary. She is old,and she stares at us like we’re in detention. 
Her name is Ms.Other.My older brother told me that I will not want her. Chloe and I pass notes 
when we know that we are supposed to be writing an essay about ourselves. 
        When I’m in the hall heading to fourth period the “Lyns” walk by me.The “Lyns” are 
Brooklyn,Katelyn,and Maddilyn.They are the girls everyone are afraid of.Personally,I am not 
afraid of them. I just don’t like them. 
           “Savannah, what are you doing here.”Brooklyn says full of attitude. 
                 “I go to this school.Did you forget that or something?”I say wishing they were not 
here. 
                    “Whatever “all three of them say at the same time. Then they walk away full of 
sass. 
                      When I get to fourth period, I see that I have a guy teacher. Thing is I have never 
had one. I Look around the room and I see that we have couches instead of metal seats. I think 
this might be my favorite class. 
         “Welcome Class. I see you kids have comfortable name is Mr.Mollow In this class we will 
have social studies. I try to make it fun in this class. Mainly because I like fun and I do not want 
you kids to fall asleep…..”Mr.Mollow says as I stop listening. 
   I look around and see that one of my good friends Blake. We start passing notes about how 
this class is so cool. That’s pretty much what we did the whole time. 
         I head to seventh period. I am so happy, because this is my last class of the day. I have 
band with Mr.Ball.I have seen him before, and he seems nice. Thing is my big brother told me 
he is mean. I’m going to be playing trumpet only because I have experience with it.When I 
get inside the band room I see none of my friends. Everyone in here I have never seen before, 
besides some other random kids from my other classes. 
        “Welcome kids. I am Mr.Ball,and I will be your Band director. If you kids would get out 
your instruments I want to see how good you kids are at playing them,”Mr.... Ball told us. 
       That whole class he was just testing us. When he said it was time to go I felt so relieved. 
That is how my first day was.            THE END 

Meaghan Brock, 6th Grade
Rhea Middle School 
Teacher: Denise Jenkins 
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“Life as a Mexican-American boy”

 As a half-Mexican, half-American boy, there are numerous stereotypes I have to live up 
to.  For instance, I’m expected to know both Spanish and English since the day I was able to 
talk.  On top of that, I also have to speak both languages like a pro.  I also have to blend in with 
the other American kids while also blending in with the Mexican kids. I can’t be too Mexican 
nor too American if I want to satisfy both my father and my mother.

My father was born and raised in Coahuila, Mexico.  He came to America in 1998 to start a 
family in this free country.  He came from a very proud Mexican family.  His family knows only 
a little english.  I myself know only a little spanish.  It’s hard to not be able to communicate 
with my cousins, aunts, and uncles, grandparents, and friends in Mexico.

My mother, on the other hand, was born in Dayton and raised in Sale Creek, Tennessee, and 
eventually moved back to Dayton at eight-and-a-half years old.  She came from a very proud 
American family.  My sister, my cousin, and I myself are the only Mexican-Americans in 
our family.  Our other cousins, aunts, and uncles rely on us to translate words from english to 
spanish for them.  My cousins, uncles, and aunts believe that if we are incapable of speaking 
spanish and if we do not eat spicy foods 24/7, they tell us that we are not truly Mexican.

Ezequiel Castanon 
6th Grade
Rhea Middle School
Teacher: Jenny Roberts
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The Crazier the Better

A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away… actually it was 2017 or 2018 on my front porch in 
east Tennessee.  
 Anyhoo, I got my bike and carried it to the porch. I strengthened my muscles as I slowly 
walked up the concrete steps, and carefully set my bike down. 
The next step was to move the flower pots. They didn’t have flowers in them but they had herbs 
for my dad’s cooking. But these were big pots. I picked up the first pot and threw it in the grass. 
Luckily nothing spilled. I did the same thing for the rest, except the bitty cactus which was in a 
smaller pot. 
Then came the great one. For this one I gathered all of my strength and pushed. And pushed. 
And pushed more, until it got in the grass.
I relaxed. It was now time to do idiotic. I remembered what I told myself, ¨The crazier, the 
better.¨

Andrew Doepp
6th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet School 
Teacher: Sara Clarich-Page
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Passing Away
 
 The first time, a pet of mine passed away was tragic. Her name was Miya she was the 2nd 
dog our family got. Miya was a beautiful black and white husky. Miya was named after a dog 
our family got a while back whose name was Maylie. She was also a black and white husky.We 
had three dogs the first was Odis he was a shih tzu who was also black and white. The 2nd dog 
we got was Miya. The third is Bella she is a mix of poodle, chihuahua, and a few other dogs.
One weekend, my dad, sister, brother, great uncle, his wife, my grandfather and I decided to 
go to Ohio where a lot of my family members were.  At that time Miya had an infection on her 
neck which  made her drool a lot. My siblings never really acknowledged it but I felt bad for 
her.
 Once we got in the truck it took us about one or two days to get to Ohio.My mom had to 
stay home and take care of the dogs. I really hated having to stay in a truck constantly feeling 
squished in between with my siblings, for more than a day. However, we did have snacks and 
some sodas. When we got to Ohio we stopped to eat breakfast. My dad and my siblings then 
went home to rest, but not me. I had enough sleep in the morning so I wasn’t tired. 
The next day, is probably the worst day of my life. My dad was working on my great 
grandmother’s porch when he got a call from mom. 
Dad didn’t seem too happy while he was on the phone.My heart dropped when he said “ They 
had to put Miya down,”
I hugged my sister trying not to cry. Thoughts dashed through my head “ Am I ever going to see 
Miya again? Why was she put down?”
My sister and I walked back to the truck, to tell our brother the news. When my sister told 
our brother the news I didn’t even see his face because I was too busy crying in the back seat. 
The reason Miya was put down was because her temperature was over one hundred degrees 
fahrenheit and her neck was so swollen she could barely breath.To this day I still try to avoid 
the thought of Miya passing away.

Colin Gaskill
Hixson Middle School
6th Grade
Teachers: Lisa Todd & Channa Leighton
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Journey To The Grocery Store  
Once upon a time, I was sitting in my room watching youtube videos, (as normal) and my mom 
told me to go to the grocery store to get some milk for brownies. I had just got my driver’s 
license around 2 weeks ago, now, I was being put to the test. “Don’t we already have milk?” I 
said. “No, I ran out making the cookies. Hurry up, the bake sale is tomorrow.” mom said. “But 
I’m busy!” “Olivia, if you get the milk, I will let you get more brownie mix to eat for dessert.” I 
immediately started my car. I would never pass up a night to have brownies. I grabbed my coat 
and walked out the door saying, “I’ll be back home with the brownie mix!” “And the milk!” my 
mom shouted. “That too!” I said as I closed the door behind me. 

I hopped into my little blue volkswagen beetle car my dad gave me for my birthday, turned 
on my favorite radio station, and drove off singing Taylor Swift. On my way, I saw that my 
fuel was low, the nearest gas station was 10 miles away, but I only had 9 miles left. So I start 
driving, trying not to panic about what to do if my car does run out of gas a mile away from the 
gas station. At least 3 songs passed by, and I realized the gas tank was (almost) dead. My car 
starts clicking and clunking, and then stops. I get out, lock the car, and start walking towards the 
gas station. It becomes dusk, and there was no gas station. I check my phone again, realizing I 
went the wrong way, and the gas station was now 20 miles from where I was standing. I look 
up from my phone, looking at the sky. Just thinking about the brownie mix, and how i probably 
wouldn’t be home in time for my mom to make some. I look back at my phone, and see it is at 
15 percent battery, there was a youtube video in the background taking up all my battery, great.

 I thought about calling my mom, but I remembered that she was cooking the sweets, it was 
getting really late and she wanted to finish. So instead I call a taxi to take me to the store with 
the little battery I had left.
“Thank you for contacting us, we are sending a cab to you right now, it will take around 12 
minutes.” “TWELVE MINUTES!!!!, I don’t have that much time!” I ran back to my car, 
desperate for water, and got in. The taxi finally came, and he drove me to the store. I went in 
and got some water from the water fountain. I ran to the dessert isle and got the brownie mix. I 
went to pay and got back in the taxi. Half way back to my house i felt like I forgot something, 
but I ignored the feeling, (bad idea). We finally made it to the house. I could smell the scent of 
chocolate from the driveway. Gently opening the door, trying to not wake up my dog, I yelled 
out, “I GOT THE BROWNIE MIX!” “Olivia, where have you been, it has been 2 and a half 
hours, and the store is 20 minutes away!, anyways, where is the milk?” “Oh no” I thought I 
didn’t get the milk, the thing I went out shopping for. My mom looked at me in disappointment. 
I guess she realized from my face getting red and the sweat dripping down my head.

  “Ummm, haha, funny story. So I was….” “HEY” my dad yelled coming in the door. “I got 
the milk.” I looked at my mom and she was giving me that look, that look that says I knew 
what would happen. “When you left, all you said was you were going to get the brownie mix, I 
realized you would probably forget the milk, so I texted your dad on the way home and told him 
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to stop by and get some.” Sorry mom, will you still make me brownies?” There was a pause. 
“Of course I will.” she said. I gave her the box of brownie mix and went to my room to watch 
youtube videos. I jumped on my bed and said in my head, “It was worth it.”

Later that night, I wake up in a panic, just because I remembered, my car was still dead on the 
road.

Nicolette Gonzalez
Hixson Middle School
6th Grade
Teachers Lisa Todd & Channa Leighton
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“The Monster that Wanted to be Friends”
                 
    Once upon a time there was a half human half skull monster that wore a black   robe.  One 
day he decided to go for a fly Then he came along a bunny but he wanted to pet the bunny.

        When he reached his hand out to pet the bunny, the bunny froze in fear and dropped to 
the ground.  After he saw the dead bunny, he stood there sadly.Next he spotted a deer, he also 
wanted to pet the deer but the deer just ran off to catch his family.

               The monster followed  the deer.  After a few days the monster and the deer  became 
friends.  One day the deer was leaving with its family, but the monster didn’t want the deer to 
leave.  The deer wanted the monster to pet it but the monster backed away a little while putting 
his hands in the air.  The deer put his snout in his hands.  The monster wrapped his hands 
around the deer and the deer passed  out.  The monster gentle put down the dead deer and stood 
sadly in tears,then he remembered, while looking at the deer, that he had killed this only and 
one and only friend.  He flew off back through the woods and to never come back out ever 
again.

Sage Hawkins, 
6th Grade
Rhea Middle School 
Teacher: Jenny Roberts
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My Roller Coaster Adventure 
 
Click! Click! Click!  I can feel my heart racing as the roller coaster makes it up the tracks.  It 
is a hot summer day. Me and my friend Jasmine, had been waiting to take on The Eagle all 
summer long.  But, as I glance over at Jasmine she does not seem as excited, with her eyes 
closed shut and is squeezing my arm so tight, I can almost feel her fear.  “Jasmine are you 
ok?” I ask anxiously waiting for a response. “I’m fine um...first time nerves!” She replies. 
I’m thinking in my head that after the drop you are fine (over and over again).  Jasmine keeps 
rambling on but it sounds as though she is getting drowned out by my thoughts, and she is 
distant like miles away. All of the sudden I see Jasmine faintly with her phone out right when 
I go to tell her to put it up...Ahahaha!!!  The roller coaster zooms down the tracks and my 
thoughts get pushed away to be the sounds of screams and shouts, put your hands up. After 
a few minutes, the roller coaster is back at the starting station. Everyone is loading off and 
Jasmine is frozen as if she had been like that for months.  “Jasmine?” I say as I shake her. She 
starts to speak but it is stuttered and quiet. Finally, she says, “That was awesome!” As she is so 
wrapped up with the ride. I ask her about her phone. “Oh no Summer did it fall? I didn’t even 
think about it,” she says frantically. We race back to The Eagle so fast it feels like the wind is 
carrying me way above the trees and as if I’m flying.  When we get back to the ride it is closed 
for it’s daily track checking but in this case the wait time is 2 hours. “We don’t have 2 hours,” I 
tell Jasmine. “I know,” she says sadly. Jasmine and I try to buy time but we can’t do this forever, 
Right as all hope is gone and we are heading out, with our heads down and disappointed, we 
hear over the music speakers, “Jasmine Bird, please report to front gates.”  I stare at her as she 
stares back and we quickly hurry to the gates. When we get there is a lady about 20 that tells us 
she found a phone and the lock screen said Jasmine. After all we find her phone and thank the 
lady so very much. Jasmine dropped her phone right near the station so it wasn’t badly cracked. 
On our way home we realize to main lessons...think less and live more! 
 
Lindsey Jenkins 
6th Grade
Rhea Middle School 
Teacher: Denise Jenkins 
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Waterfowl Hunting
                                                                                                         
“Get ‘em boys” my uncle says!!!  BOOM we got them boys. Waterfowl hunting is a popular 
sport.  Over 2.43 million people hunts waterfowl.  Hunting is a fun sport in my opinion, and a 
fun sport I personally hunt them myself.

If you go waterfowl hunting you will need a lot to be prepared.  First you will need to go and 
get camo.  Next, you’ll need to get a gun and ammo.  Last, but not least you’ll need to get a 
blind then wait for it to become season.

While waterfowl hunting, you’ll need to be careful about killing some birds, because you can’t 
kill water chickens and blue herons.  You can, on the other hand, kill  sandhill cranes, but there 
is only certain times of the season that you can kill them.  Waterfowl hunting can be fun, so if 
you ever go hunting for these amazing and awesome birds, make sure you are safe and don’t kill 
the wrong bird.

There can be some fun parts in hunting these birds.  Some of them have a band on their leg, and 
if you kill it, you can look and see the tag number and call and see where that bird if from.  You 
never know the bird might be far far away from here.  You can go to different states a country to 
hunt these birds.  I have personally went to Arkansas and Reelfoot.  

Jesse Mullins
6th Grade
Rhea Middle School 
Teacher: Jenny Roberts
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Escape Terror

“Four minutes and twenty-three seconds!” That’s how much time we escaped with. Lily, 
Fields, a couple of girls, a mom, and I went to an escape room by Coolidge Park. We had just 
come from Superfly, and it was 10:00 pm. The elaborate and terrifying escape room was called 
Hunted. The horrifying escape room theme was that a psycho man called The Revolution was 
going hunting and trapped us in his cabin. We had to escape before he came back to murder us.  
I was not jittery, until the supervisor split us into two groups, hikers and search and rescue… 

 She put my group of girls, the search and rescue team, in one closet sized room, and 
the hikers in another. Our room had a first aid kit with a lure in it, (found out later,) and light 
switches. When the challenge began, I realized I was very, very claustrophobic.

 I could hear my heart thumping and pounding against my chest as I started to cry. I felt 
the hot tears roll down my cheek  as Lily gently touched my shoulder. When she pulled me 
in tightly, I was as reassured as possible. She looked up, and we all saw something under the 
backlight outside. It was a code! We switched codes with the other group and got out of the tiny 
first room. 

 Next, we made our way out of the closet room and into the kitchen. Our supervisor, 
Gracie, gave us a clue. “Look behind the deer skin on the wall,” Under it were the names of 
people he had attacked or wanted to. Some of them were crossed out, and they eventually led to 
more clues that unlocked the cupboard. 

 Inside, there was a meat grinder, (I don’t want to guess what for.) Also, on the corkboard, 
there was a handle. When we put the handle on the meat grinder, it turned.

 I thought nothing had happened, until the space behind the dog bed moved. When it 
opened fully, we crawled into the last room.

  I was shocked to see a big metal table, people’s possessions, ID cards, plastic covered 
walls, and cans labeled with organs. 

 I don’t remember much of how we got the code to get out of the cabin because my brain 
was on autopilot for the last room.  
 When we were out, Gracie congratulated us on making it out before the time ended. 
My tenseness disappeared, and I realized, when I wasn’t panicking in the escape room, I had a 
pretty fun time. I should have tried harder to enjoy things in the moment, rather than wishing I 
had afterword. 

 For the rest of the night, I had as much fun as possible. I milked every second, from water 
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balloon capture the flag, to Steak and Shake at three in the morning, I had one of the best nights 
of my life.

Marigold Newton
6th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet School 
Teacher: Sara Clarich-Page
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A Human to Squirrel Relationship. 

It was a sunny fall day, and a squirrel named Ben was gathering acorns in the woods. Behind 
the woods, there was a family who lived in a house with a kid named Jacob. He wanted to build 
a treehouse. There was a hunter who lived nearby. He wanted to shoot the squirrels who lived 
behind Jacob’s house. This is story of how a squirrel and human became friends.

I was gathering acorns for the winter when a human walked by. I was so scared that I ran up a 
tree and hid in it’s branches. The boy looked around and said, ‘’What was that? Who’s there?’’ 
I didn’t answer. I was curious about what he was doing.  He was talking, but there was no one 
around. The boy did this sometimes. He said, ‘’Do I want to build my treehouse in this tree or in 
that tree? Here over there? Yes! I want to build it right here!’’  

Then, we both heard a loud, bang! The boy ran to his house and I hid in a tree hole. Another 
human with camo clothes and a gun was approaching. I made the alarm call. All of the squirrels 
went into hiding. I couldn’t hide in the tree hole that I was in before, because it was already 
taken. The hunter was aiming his gun right at me! I dodged the bullet aimed at me and jumped 
into an empty tree hole. Whew! I was safe. 

After the coast was clear, the boy came back to work on his project. I went back to collecting 
acorns. Not only, did he come back, but he brought some boards and tools. He started to build a 
treehouse by placing the support beams in the trees. He was working off a diagram. He must be 
a smart boy. Hey, he might be an inventor, like me. I decided to ask the boy for help. 

Over the past year, Ben had learned how to speak English by watching Jacob play. Jacob was 
always talking, building and talking some more. Ben walked over to Jacob’s boards and made a 
sound that caught his attention.  

“Is that squirrel trying to talk to me?”, Jacob said.  He climbed down his ladder and approached 
me. He said in a high, pitched voice, ‘’Hello tiny squirrel!’’ 

I said, ‘’Hello big human!’’ 

He was startled. “ Squirrels can’t talk,” he exclaimed.  

I replied, “Oh, but I can. I learned how to talk by watching you. You are always talking.”

The boy said, “My name is Jacob. Do you have a name? If so, what is it?”
 
  “I do have a have a name. It is Ben. It is short for Benjamin,” I replied. 
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 Jacob asked, “Were you named after Benjamin Franklin?” 

I answered him, “Yes, yes, I was. He was an inventor, like me. Would you help me    please?”

Jacob said, “Yes, but how can I help a squirrel?” 

            Ben explained his problem. He needed a treehouse that could protect him and his family 
from the hunter. He needed the help of another inventor, like Jacob. He agreed to help. 
  
Jacob got out his diagram and we worked together to build the best treehouse. The outside of 
treehouse was built out of strong, hickory wood. Our treehouse had seven rooms. There was 
two bedrooms, a kitchen, a living room and 2 bathrooms -one for squirrels, one for Jacob. And, 
of course, there was a secret meeting room where Jacob and all the squirrels could meet. It was 
a hidden room and the door was behind a bookcase. Only one book, Jacob’s secret invention 
book, was the key. Outside there was a rope ladder that was made just for Jacob. It was too 
small for the hunter to climb. This treehouse was special because it had an air conditioner. 
Squirrels and boys don’t like being too hot and sweaty. Ben thought of solar panels to power our 
air conditioner. Jacob thought of a 3 way pulley system. One part was a like an rope elevator. 
And the last part had a basket to carry acorns up and down the tree for winter storage. The 
best thing about this treehouse was it was camouflaged in 3-D paint. No matter which way you 
looked at it, you would only see branches. 
 
 Their treehouse was completed in the nick of time, the hunter was back. This time he was 
prepared. He had a lot of ammo, a backpack full of supplies, and a tent that he could hide in. 
He looked around the woods to expecting to find squirrels hiding in tree holes. There were no 
squirrels to be seen. Crunch, Crunch. The sounds of leaves as he stepped. 

Ben thought. Would he spot the tree house? If he did, we would be toast. We watched and 
waited. The hunter was getting closer. He came dangerously close to our treehouse. Jacob was 
tempted to look out the window, but he forgot to add a periscope to the diagram, to spy on the 
hunter. If we survived, Jacob said he would definitely add a periscope. The ladder was rolled 
up. Our 3-D paint fooled him. The camouflage worked. He couldn’t find the treehouse where all 
the squirrels were hiding. He walked straight into the zip line, thinking it was an branch. But he 
still didn’t find us. He thought all the squirrels ran away. Angry and confused, he packed up his 
supplies and he left. 

Ben and all the squirrels were safe. The hunter was gone. To celebrate, Ben and Jacob had an 
acorn party, with acorn cake, acorn juice and of course, acorn decorations. This was the first 
acorn cake Jacob had ever tried. It was okay, but not his favorite. This was a phenomenal and 
very unusual party! Afterwards, Ben and Jacob added the periscope.   
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Maybe, humans and squirrels can live together in harmony afterall. 

Jacob O’Bryan
6th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning
Teacher: Shelley George 
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“The Long Trip”

Three days!  It’s been three days since my last full meal.  Tonight is the final night.  I always 
wondered when I would do this, but it’s tonight.  My family was always harsh, abusive, and 
mean.  So, I am leaving this dump.

 It’s 1:30 am.  I knew it was time for me to leave, so I got out of bed and left out of my 
room window.  I walked and then I ran because I heard footsteps. 
Now, it’s 5:00 am.  I was getting sleepy, so I went under a bridge to took a nap. The next thing 
I knew, the bright sun was out.  However, there were no cars, so I knew I could keep on going.  
So it’s afternoon now, 1:00 pm, and I was so hungry, so I looked in my bag to get me an apple 
to eat.  Then I went on walking. 

On day two, I shuffled my bag to see half two-thirds of my food was gone. I looked some more 
and saw a little hole.  I knew I couldn’t keep on going like this, so the only thing I knew to do 
was to train hop.  
It’s now day three, and I’m still on the train.  I have no bag because around 1:00 am, it got 
stuck between the rails, and the food I had left got torn up.  I’m now having to eat little bugs.  
I cut my lip trying to drink water from the big tanks on the train.  On day 4, I’m at the border 
of Canada.  I was scared someone would see me, so I waited until dark , then I jumped into 
Niagara Falls.

Today I have a house in Toronto, Canada.  I have friends and even a job. Those nights were 
some that I will never forget, and I would pay a lot of money to get them out of my head.          

Jacob Santiago
6th Grade
Rhea Middle School
Teacher: Jenny Roberts
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Memories: Chapter One

           I woke up in a pool of sweat today the same as always. The same dream that catches my 
thoughts  and makes me cry in my sleep. The melancholy makes my stomach churn as tears 
drift down my cheeks as if my heart fell out of place. Then I got it. A memory. “Mohammed 
sweetie come eat your food” My mother called. “Yes mama” I screamed back. My papa was 
sitting in the kitchen. “Hey kiddo” he said then he spun me around like a rollercoaster… that 
is until he got a phone call. The army needed him urgently. I remember tears rolling down my 
sweet mothers cheeks. She was as delicate as a flower, but not just any flower. A flower that no 
one can find. In a garden full of weeds she was the rose that gave the gardner hope. As strong as 
my father was he fell for her. 

         My mother was the water that sprouted my father’s heart. Her smile and light brown eyes 
comforted your heart. As usual I drifted into another memory. “Mama” I screamed. “ What is 
is sweetie” she said, I replied “I hurt my leg on the concrete” She kissed it and wrapped it and 
it immediately stopped hurting. Than I nappe back to reality. My uncle is watching my mom 
and my aunt has gotten “it” too. My aunt wa like my stepmother comforting me everyday. It 
was great. I got a memory again. “Sweetie wanna see mama” she said. “YES” I screamed and 
followed her. My mother was helpless she just stared at the ceiling above her without a word. 
As my aunt took me out of the room I kissed my mother’s soft and gentle hand. I should have 
cherished and been more thankful those days where she was well. I snap out of it. Where am I. 
There is nowhere in sight but a small little house. Not knowing what to do I turn to it hoping to 
find some directions or something. After all I need to find my father…

                                                    TO BE CONTINUED… 

Sarah Sidiqi
6th Grade
Annoor Academy
Teacher: Kelsay Cate
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My Best Sister Madison 

Man, where do I even start? Madison is the most sweetest person I ever met and she has a kind 
heart. She always have my back when I am getting bullied and she is very funny and a smart 
person she is 12 years old , and she wears a black jacket and also sometimes she wears makeup 
and she has brown hair and brown eyes she likes wearing Nike slides she likes being on social 
media a lot .I don’t know what I would do without her in my life Madison is the best sister I 
ever had yeah me and Madison might have our little fights but we apologize to each other she is 
very quiet when she wants to be we also sit by each other every day at lunch . Madison favorite 
color is blue and her favorite animal is a dog ,favorite food is French fries, favorite class in the 
6th grade is math and favorite teacher is Mrs. Jenkins , favorite movie is the kissing booth she 
also likes wearing her hair down a lot . Madison is the most beautiful sister in the whole world 
she is very stylish and she is a very cool sister and she is very loud at lunch my life would suck 
without her I love her so much. 

Isabela Smith
6th Grade
Rhea Middle School 
Teacher: Denise Jenkins 
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Left Behind

   Jordan Parker was raised to be a fan of college football, and although he did enjoy watching 
the game, he never got into playing it. I should mention that Jordan was very hyper and loved 
to be active, so because of asthma problems not allowing to play real organized football, he 
wanted to find a new sport, and although he knew his dad would miss the intense nights with 
his own son watching the national championship, he knew it was best for himself. So he looked 
for a sport that was as new and enjoyable as an ice cold lemonade on a hot summer day. Jordan 
thought finding a new sport would be very difficult and would take a pretty long time, but to his 
surprise, he had felt an immediate connection to on sport in particular, a connection stronger 
than football, basketball.  At this point he knew that all of his friends had already been playing 
basketball and were much better than him, but he started practicing right away because he knew 
he would not want to be left behind. So even though he wanted to play basketball immediately 
without stopping, he also wanted to get into watching the game, as he knew it would give him 
a better understanding of the game, so he looked for the right team to cheer on for the rest of 
his life. He had found the obvious ones right away, like the Cleveland Cavaliers, or the Golden 
State Warriors, the same team  he would go on to hate for many reasons, but that’s beside the 
point. So he looked for a team that he would love to watch, but also would have him stand out 
from just wearing the team gear that no one else would be representing, something unique. So 
after looking and watching many highlights of each team he had found the team he felt would 
stick with him for the rest of his life, the team he would want to call his name during the night 
of the NBA draft, the New Orleans Pelicans. So he had it, he would play basketball until the sun 
had gone down, and once he would make it to his house, he would watch and study the team he 
had started to support. So he practiced almost every day in his final months in the third grade, 
getting better and better as he said he wanted more than anything, but then like any school, 
drama had occurred, and had no problem running all over Jordan’s plans. Now the drama was 
more of a distraction than an interruption, Jordan went from playing for about 3 hours every 
day, to only a few shots at recess, and the reason was clear. Jordan had a variety of friends, 
simply because he could have been one of the popular boys who were seen as nothing but good 
and hung around the popular kids, but instead Jordan realized he enjoyed time with the less 
popular kids and would not let anything like that get in is way of being happy, so he stayed in 
the middle of popular and unpopular, which mean good friends coming in from both sides of 
the story. Now this also meant his friends would not get along the greatest since they are very 
different most of the time. At first Jordan hung around two “unpopular” boys named Chandler 
and Mike, and they were all best friends, if they could somehow be together they always would 
be. So when Jordan started playing basketball, they kind of took a step back as the other two 
boys loved soccer and would always play together, so even though they were still best friends 
and were very close, Jordan was very focused on basketball and had to play. But unfortunately 
as I was saying, drama had to get in the way, so because of random rumors from random people, 
Jordan was getting in lots of fights with his friends, and even his best friend, all because of lies. 
So this really slowed Jordan down over the summer while all of the popular kids were getting 
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better and better, at this point Jordan had accepted the fact that he was being left behind. But 
basketball had not completely vanished from his mind just yet, because over the summer Jordan 
watched clips and games of the New Orleans Pelicans, but sadly none of this stuff motivated 
him to get back up and play basketball, until one thing had appeared in the corner of his eye, it 
was simply a Nike commercial, and although that sounds as foolish as can be, this commercial 
had a message in it that Jordan went on to live by the rest of his life, that saying was “It’s 
only crazy until you do it”. And as Jordan was watching the commercial it was almost like his 
eyes were tied to the screen as he couldn’t look away, and the commercial showed one of his 
favorite NBA players of all time, Anthony Davis as a kid talking to other kids at school as they 
were all doubting him after he told them what he would go on to accomplish in his lifetime, so 
this motivated to work hard and never give up until you accomplish your dream, so he got up 
every single day, and played basketball for this time 4 hours a day, and he loved every second 
of it, and over the summer, he had gotten much better, and he believed he was good enough 
to make the team next year. So he practiced and practiced and practiced, and then the day had 
come, tryouts. Although he was a little nervous, he was ready to show the school what he could 
really do. So trout’s had ended, and not much happened, but the one thing I can tell you is that, 
Jordan did not make the team, but to everyone’s surprise Jordan did not show any emotion over 
the topic, and instantly went back to practicing for next year, although deep down in Jordan’s 
mind, he knew he once again, had been left behind. Over the time Jordan had played so much 
basketball that he basically had lost his friends, including Chandler and Mike, and although 
he feels bad for putting them to the side in his life, he knew he had to focus on basketball. So 
it had once again been a whole year, and at this point some people were questioning if Jordan 
still went to their school because when I say he only played basketball, I am not exaggerating 
one bit. The day had come again, Jordan was entering the gymnasium once more for tryouts. 
Nothing really happened this time either, but a week had passed and the roster was put up 
online, and as Jordan went to check on his phone he had clicked on the roster, and although it 
had felt like it was loading for a year, Jordan saw his name on the roster for the first time in his 
life, Jordan had already felt like this was one step closer to the night of the NBA draft where his 
name would be called, and Jordan was no longer left behind, or was he. Although Jordan had 
caught up in his basketball dreams, he had realized that he had lost all of his friends, and was 
once again left behind. But Jordan had gotten what he asked for, and moved on in basketball. To 
this day Jordan is still working hard to become the greatest in his mind, and even though he had 
given up many things in his life to get to where he will be, Jordan had no longer felt left behind.

James Carter Tipton
6th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet School 
Teacher: Sara Clarich-Page
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The tears at the farm.

Rachel:
 Nanny has really taken good care of this place.  I’ve lived here for 13 years now but the 
pine cones falling off the Pine tree and the rooster’s crow still gets me every time.
 “Nanny, I’m going to head out to feed the chicks do you need anything else done?”
“No thank you, Rachel, I will tell you if something comes up.”
So, I went outside and fed the chickens and made sure they had water. When I was heading back 
to the house the mailman had passed by. He handed me a big clump of stuff.
“Thank you,” I said to the mailman as I shuffled through all the bills and coupons.
On one newspaper I saw it said Horse Auction Nov. 18th. 
I ran inside and begged nanny to let me go.  Nanny is so old and she doesn’t understand a word 
that I was saying.
“Now young lady! You talking’ gibberish now!?
“Nanny listen, can I go somewhere I will be back at 4 to 430”
“Ok, do you need some cash?”
“Yes please!”
I grabbed the cash and was off.  I’m 19 and I can drive.    
When I got there I walked in a big building that looked like if you took a church and a barn and 
mixed them together.
I took a look at all the horses and couldn’t find one that I really liked. Until I turned the corner 
and saw a black and white appaloosa named hurricane. I know I’m going to get her. Then out of 
nowhere, I heard someone say come to the seating the auction is starting.
 A bunch of horses found new homes but not Hurricane. I was waiting and waiting for 
Hurricane to come out.
 “We are starting this off with 600”
 I raised my paddle.
 “How about 650 anyone?”
 Another girl across the room raised her paddle. This is how it’s going to to be is it.
“700!” I said.
The other girl thought about it but she can’t drop 800$ on a horse.
“You can have it the girl said.
When I’m wanting something I am determined to get it.
“Going once, Going twice, Going 3 times, Sold to this young girl in the front. 
I ran back to the stalls to pick up my new horse.
 When I walked up to her she was even prettier than I remembered. 
 I am so excited to get her all set up and ride her.
When I got back to the farm I took her back to the stalls and set up the very back one. First I 
laid out the hay and then I got the hose and filled up her trough. Then I remembered. I have to 
go get Nanny. 
 I ran inside to find her and she was laying down on the couch in a lot of pain.
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 “Can you please get me a glass of water?” Nanny said raspy “my hip is in a lot of pain 
and it is making it hard for me to move around”
 Scared to death I said, “Of course Nanny are you going to be okay.”
 “Yea just a sore mussel it will be ok by morning”
  Those words made me feel so much better. “This may not be the time but I did find a 
horse that I really liked and got the back stall all ready for her.”
 “Oh, no way! I just have to go see her my wheelchair is in the hall closet at the top. I can 
probably go out there if I don’t do a lot of walking.”
 As we headed out I could see in her eyes that she was feeling a lot of pain. I know that 
she was trying to hide it from me so I tried not to say anything.
 Her eyes brightened when she saw hurricane.
 “Can I ride her please?”
 “Well of course but are you sure? Do you feel good enough to?”
           “Oh, Rachel you’re a good little girl taking care of your nanny like that but don’t worry I 
won’t let myself do something I’m not capable of doing.”
“Ok well, I will be back I’m gonna go grab her some carrots and apples you can start riding her 
if you want.”

Nanny:
Hi, I’m Carolyn better known as Nanny. Rachel moved in with me about 13 years ago after her 
parents passed away from a bad storm that had flooded the house. It has been very hard for her 
but I try to give her everything she wants to get that off of her mind. Lately, I have had really 
bad hip pain and the doctor said it could lead to me living in a wheelchair or worst-case scenario 
getting very unsafe hip surgery. I’ve known this for about 2 weeks now but I’m too afraid of 
what her reactions will be.      Today has been the worst day of them all and I asked to ride her 
horse as a cover up for all the complaining I’ve done today.
I knew it probably wasn’t the smartest idea to ride the horse but I tried my best to act like I was 
fine so she wouldn’t flip out. I tried but the second I got on her my hip gave out. It was terrible 
timing too because Rachel was inside. I was just on the floor looking up. I couldn’t move even 
if my life depended on it.
When she came back out I could see the frightened look on her face. I knew that this was a 
sign. A sign that I needed to tell her. At the same time, I needed to get up. However, that wasn’t 
the easiest thing for me. I had to call an ambulance. Well, Rachel needed to. She came running 
to me frightened just as I thought. I told her that I would be okay but I needed her to call an 
ambulance.
About 5 minutes later firemen and policemen came to help. I was put on a stretcher. Rachel 
stayed with me the whole time and when we arrived I told her what was happening.  I’ve never 
seen her that scared. 
Now was the bad part. I had to figure out what will happen. This is one off the scariest moments 
of my life. 
The news was worse than expected. My hip was just giving up. My body is starting to power 
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down and my age does not help much. I’m almost 90 and now I have to live in a retirement 
home. This couldn’t have been worse. Even though Rachel is 19 I still remember her being a 
baby like it was yesterday. Now I will hardly get to see her. 
Even though she promised me she would visit me every day it was like a chunk of my heart was 
thrown out the window. My life is now restricted. All because of my hip.

Rachel:
A tear rushed down my cheek as I drove home. This was gonna be my first time living on my 
own. After my parents passing and now nanny is in the retirement home I don’t think anything 
will ever go my way again. 
Until I remembered. “Hurricane!” usually when I’m sad helping with the horses makes me 
happy.
When I got home I ran straight to her. She was just standing there eating hay as I expected. It 
made me happy watching her. I decided to ride her around. 
I rode her for about 2 hours. We just paced around the field and I let everything out. Some 
crying some laughing. It was like all my emotions were bottled up and then pushed out.
 As the days passed I had a routine. I wake up to feed the animals, Visit nanny, and come home 
to do things around the house.
About a month or two later nanny had gotten really sick and her heart started giving out. Shortly 
after the angles took her. I know this should have been a really sad moment, But I know she is 
in a better place now. The thought of her happy and watching over me was a great feeling.

Kaisa Way
6th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet School 
Teacher: Sara Clarich-Page
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The NFL and Me 

       One day there was a great receiver that played the game called football.  I wanted to be just 
like him. He was the center of my head. He was Antonio brown he played for the Pittsburgh 
Steelers.  He was amazing at what he does. Him and Ben Roethlisberger was good friends. 

        Big ben would throw it to Antonio brown and it would be a touchdown it was so 
amazing.  I was always wanted to be drafted to be great like him.  
         I am zander Yeager I signed up  for little league football and I loved it.  I became the best 
on my team. I tried my hardest and then I got in middle school football.  I was the new kid but I 
showed up and I showed out. 
         I was getting out of football that evening and I was in high school.  Then a collage cough 
called me and said I want you on my team. I was about to bounce off the walls.  It was amazing 
. I told my mom and dad. They did the same thing I did. It was so great. 
        That next week I went to the practice field and it was huge.  I did not know anyone. I tried 
my best. I did not think I would, but I got on the team. 
    The first game was in a day.  I was practicing the drills and I was really nervous about 
the game.  The game was later that day. It was the day. The first play of the game, we got 15 
yards. I was like, yes! The game was about to end and the score was 21 to 15. We needed one 
touchdown to win. I threw a deep pass but, no one was open so I kept it and ran. I got past the 
linebacker and then the ducked past the safety. I ran down the sideline and it was a touchdown!! 
We had done it. We won the game. It felt good to be a winner. 
    We were 1-0 there were only two other teams that were 1-0.  We had to play Texas Tech, 
another team that had a 1-0 record. I have to admit Texas Tech was a tough team to beat. 
Everyone had been telling us they were Beast. It was the team we needed to beat because we 
wanted to be undefeated. 
       The day is here.  They got the ball first.  They went right down the field and scored a 
touchdown. We got the ball, it was rough but we fought for a touchdown. By the second quarter, 
it was 20-30. We were losing and we needed a touchdown, 2-point conversion, and a field-
goal to win. In the last minutes of the game, we had scored the touchdown and the 2-point 
conversion. It was all up to the field goal kicker to bring home the win. He kicked the ball and 
made the field goal. The crowd went wild. It was amazing. We were 2-0, I loved it. 
    After the regular season and playoffs, it was the divisional playoff game. We were up against 
Alabama.  They have always been number 1. They were winning 21-0 in the second quarter. 
There was no way, at our rate and in four quarters, to beat them. 
    We had possession of the ball and it was the last few seconds of the second quarter.  We 
gained 14 points we still needed two touchdowns to win. By the third quarter, it was 28-28. 
They had the ball. They were on the 20 yard line about to make a touchdown.  We stopped them 
on the 10. They got they got the field goal but, it was 31-28. A touchdown would win the game. 
We were on the 30 and it was the 2-minute warning in the 4th. I threw the pass deep, and he 
caught it. It was a touchdown for the Clemson Tigers. The tigers had basically won the game. 
All that was left was to stop their offense from scoring. Just in time we stopped them.  The 
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tigers won the game. They were 14-2. That season was over. 
    A couple months later, one of the NFL directors called and said they wanted me to play for 
the Seattle Seahawks.  I told myself it was all coming true. I had dreamed of being in the NFL. 
He continued that their next practice was on the following Thursday.  He told me to make sure I 
had everything I needed.  
    I was at practice early. He did not put me anywhere. The next couple practice he made me 
practice receiver. It was great. He put me there in the first couple games. I loved it. We move on 
to the last game, the Super Bowl.  
    IT was the Seattle Seahawks vs the LA Rams. It was the first quarter and we had the ball. 
We scored a touchdown the first drive. The did the same, by the start of the second quarter, the 
game was tied 7-7. We got a touchdown but it was reviewed. The touchdown was confirmed so 
at the end of the second quarter, the score was 14-7.  
    The Rams tied the game during the 3rd quarter. It was going t be hard to win because they 
had the ball on the 16 yard line. They made a touchdown. Now it was 21-14 at the end of the 
third quarter, they were winning. We got a touchdown and a 2-point conversion and now we are 
winning 23-21 with 2 minutes left to go in the game. They got the ball and went down the field, 
and they could not get a first down. They tried a 33 yard field goal and missed. The crowd went 
crazy, we have won the Super Bowl. 

Zander Yeager
6th Grade
Rhea County Middle School 
Teacher: Denise Jenkins 
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7th Grade Poetry 



Cricket o-clickit 
(based on The Cricket In Time Square book)

Cricket o-clicket o crickety clikit 
A cricket ticks just like a ticket 
Did that make sense 
Ha 
You bet it didn’t 
But was it green or was it brown 
And how did he get to New York with just a fork 
Ha get it 
Because he traveled in a picnic basket 
Well maybe you should ask it 
Ask what? you may ask,
me of course
you silly horse 
Switch the course
He was first,on the countryside 
Now he’s swept in with the tide 
Water rushing like it does on a stormy night
Water rushing, To get to school
Looking cool
But that’s cruel
Like a ghoul
Or a fool
Maybe a tool
Or even a stool
…but not Chester (the cricket)
He was worried where he’d go
Not to worry now he’s safe with Tucker mouse, Harry cat, and Mario

Maryam Arafat
7th Grade
Annoor Academy
Teacher: Kelsay Cate 
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Forest

The old oak meadow 
It is untouched by humans 
Nature’s hidden place

The rain falls down quickly 
Like a shower from nature 
The water falls down

Leaves dance merrily 
Trees stand up with limbs up high
This is the forest 

Micah Brown
7th Grade
Red Bank Middle School
Teacher: Donna Williams
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Winter is Near 

The cold dashes down crevices deep,
Up above in houses creak.
Frosty evergreen needles point.
Winter’s coming shall not be meek.

Crisp bright morning’s glistening light,
Cardinal perches, so red and bright.
Shadowy dusk creeps in to steal the show.
Black, starry brilliance plunder the night.

Silent night I hear them singing,
The distant sounds of holiday bells ringing.
Gleaming snowflakes dancing, and falling.
Glory to the highest, Lord of all living.

Brennan Filiberto
7th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning
Teacher: Shelley George
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Christmas Haiku

Christmas is perfect
With all the lights and delights
Beautiful and bright 

Juliet Guitierrez
7th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet School
Teacher: Sarah Andrews
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My Rays

As I started to set
And go to where I am all night
My rays, which stretch
As wide as the ocean
And as long as the sky
Felt three people on top of rocks
Where I have never felt people before
I turned my eyes 
Blinding as some people say 
And saw two people stanhding together
And the third a few yards away
On an entirely different cliff
He was watching the two people
While holding something 
That resembled what humans
Call a camera
He was watching
As the man bent down on one knee
And took out something 
That was too small to see
Then said something to the woman
And after they hugged
I watched some sort of light 
Come out of the thing 
The third person was holding
But then the cliff concealed 
The sight from view
And it was gone
Soon to be forgotten by me
And only to be remembered
By those three people

Gracie Walters
7th Grade
Chattanooga High School Center for Creative Arts
Teacher: Sandra Howard
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Cherish Your Heirlooms

Souls are like heirlooms.
Cherished by the caring; broken by the careless.
A new soul, clean and young, not a blemish on its pretty surface.
Honesty and lies. Rejection and lost love.
Tarnished and ravaged by the words and actions of the world.
A fire, burning since its beginning, flickers and sputters.
No longer clean and pretty, yet it still holds hope,
Life does not end here. 
Closed doors, thrown out.
Lying tattered on the ground bleeding dreams and hopes.
Looking up to the world that had so ruined it.
Souls are like heirlooms, if you care for them, they prosper.
If not, the fragile fire dies, broken and dirty.
Cherish the heirlooms that stumble upon you. 
Take care not to break the fragile.
Do not destroy, but uplift what is beautiful.
Souls are like heirlooms.

Ansley Waters
7th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning
Teacher: Shelley George
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Holidays

New years is a time of fun and joy 
Another year of holidays come and gone 
Valentine’s day is kind and loving 
Like the singing birds on a summer morning 
St. Patrick’s day is a day of green
Without green there is a pinch of pain from the cruel and mean
Easter is full of hunting 
The first to the egg will be joyful and humming
April fools day is a day of deceitfulness
You can’t trust your own brother on this day of sadness
Halloween is a day of fritaning fun
To get more delicious candy you should definitely run 
Thanksgiving day is a day of fattening
The family gets together to enjoy a good laughing
Christmas is a time of joyus giving
Everyone will awake early to receive gifts and love to be living
Another year of holidays has come and gone
Be hopeful and jolly on and on   
     

John Womack
7th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet School
Teacher: Sarah Andrews
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Her

Her house full of antiques 
Her mind oh so unique
Her children full of despair
Her, their mother, full of prayer
Nightmares waiting to be untold
While happiness is waiting to unfold
Nights full of secrets
Futures full of treatment 
Endings come to fast
So cherish them while they last

Hannah Young
7th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet School
Teacher: Sarah Andrews
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7th Grade Prose

Untitled

RING! RING! I quickly grab the phone stumbling over things in my messy room.
“Is this Isabel’s babysitting company?” I love hearing the word company it makes me sound so 
official. 
“Sure is” I answer “ what  can I do for you”
“I have an Eight-year-old daughter her names Ellie” the woman answers “I need you to come 
on Saturday to babysit her from 7-10, but she should be asleep at 9:00.” The woman sounded so 
nice on the phone.
“Yes, I am free for that day what is your name?” I ask 
“Oh, you can call me Mrs. Hudson” Mrs. Hudson answers
“Ok see you tomorrow, bye,” I say
“Bye,” she answers then we hang up. I wonder how much she is going to pay me. 
“Hey mom I am going to babysit from 7-10 tomorrow” I yell.
“Ok honey take your car because I have to go pick up the twins 8:00 from the that B-day party” 
she yelled back
“K mom” I yell once more

 Once I get into the car on Saturday I drive to the address that she gave me the house is 
huge! It had like four stories it may have been the biggest house I have ever seen! I knock on 
the door the little girl answers 
“What is your name,” she asked
“Isabel I am your babysitter,” I say back
“Oh ok you can come in my name is Ellie,” she said I did not like that she just let me come 
in because I am a stranger.  I come inside it is covered in headless Barbie dolls, toys and dirty 
dishes. At my house we have two ten-year-olds, Abby and Becca they leave toy everywhere in 
there room so I don’t think that this is that bad. The mother comes down the stairs to greet me
“Hi Mrs. Hudson” I approached her 
“ Hello, I am very late and must get going thank you for coming I will pay you 50 dollars an 
hour,”  she says quickly then leaves. 50 dollars an hour that’s $150, I think to myself. Once 
Mrs. Hudson left Ellie ran up the stairs to the top floor I chased after her she went into this giant 
room it was her room it had building blocks and dolls in every corner. She did not talk to me 
for like 5 minutes then she said “come, play with me” I walk over to play and she walks to the 
bathroom after ten minutes comes out.
“I dropped a Barbie in the potty,” Ellie said
“Oh that’s fine,” I say and walk to the bathroom to get it out and I don’t want to go into detail 
about how I got the doll out of the toilet but I did.
“I’m Hungry can we eat dinner,” she asks
“You have not eaten yet it is 8:00” I answer
“No,” she says back
“Ok let’s go downstairs,” I say. Once we get downstairs she goes to the kitchen and opens the 
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fridge and grabs a old box of pizza.
“Heat this up in the microwave” Ellie orders
“OK,” I say back because I am not her mother and it is not my place to tell her how to act. Once 
it is heated she goes to the living room to turn on a movie. She watches her movie and eats her 
pizza until 9:05.
“Hey you mom wants you to be asleep by nine leys go brush your teeth,” I say
“Ok” she sweetly replied I got her in her small bed and turned off the light. When she is in bed I 
go downstairs to the living room. There is a note on the couch that says 

“There is a computer in the office you are welcome to go on it
                                                         -Mrs. Hudson”
I go to play on the computer until 9:30 but it is starting to die so I look around for a charger. I 
don’t know if I should share what I found it is the most disturbing thing you could find. I look in 
the basket there is a doll like the ones around the house but it looks exactly like me next to the 
horrifying doll is photos of me in my room! The worst part about this whole story is that there 
and pins very close to the dolls head and I mean very close. I poke the doll lightly on the head 
and all of a sudden I feel like I got punched in the head I almost got knocked to the ground. I 
realized that this was a Voodoo doll I did not believe in them until now.  I did not know what to 
do I grab my phone and call the police.
“911 what your emergency” 
“ Hi, I found a voodoo doll that someone made for me!”
“Mam prank calling 911 is a felony” then she hung up. I grab the doll and run as fast as I can...

Eden Blake
7th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet School
Teacher: Sarah Andrews
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Untitled

It’s finally the night, I said to myself. I am actually going to meet Michelangelo! It had been 2 
weeks since the letter came, that invited me to dinner with this great artist. I went outside and 
caught a cab. The ride was beautiful, as always. Rome is such a magnificent and ever-changing 
city. After about 1 hour, I finally arrived. His house was a huge mansion, no, huge can’t describe 
this. It was humongous! I walked slowly to the door, admiring the sculptures lined up on each 
side of his front lawn. I went to the door, breathed, and knocked on the door. Ten seconds later, 
HE answered. There, with a seeming sense of aw, was Michelangelo. I couldn’t believe it! 
“Come in,” he said. 
“Yes, of course sir,” I almost mumbled. I came in and he closed the door behind me.
“Follow me.” I followed him and he let me to the dining table.
“Sit down,” Michelangelo said while sitting down. I sat down and really got a good look at him 
for the first time. He had luxurious clothes on, but what really jumped out to me, was his face, it 
looked depressed. I wondered how he could be depressed, he was famous everywhere.
“Sir, if you don’t mind me asking why are you so upset?” I asked.
“I am not upset, I am perfectly fine!” yelled Michelangelo fiercely. Sheesh, I thought. What is 
he getting so mad about?
“So sir, I was wondering how you are able to paint these beautiful paintings.”
“I just think about something, and see if I can paint it. It is really difficult, but I think it is worth 
it,” said Michelangelo in a proud voice.
“Really? That is very fascinating. So what are we having for dinner?”
“Grilled meat for the main course, and fruits for dessert.”
“That sounds really good, I can’t wait to eat.” For the next minute or so, I looked around at the 
beautiful paintings and sculptures all over the room. Then the food started arriving, they brought 
the first plate and it looks so delicious, and there was so much of it. But then they brought the 
second, and then the third plate, and I couldn’t believe my eyes. There was so much food. I 
eat this much in a week. I looked at Michelangelo, and he told me that, ”My cook prepared a 
special feast for us. Eat as much as you like.” When I heard that, I grabbed a huge piece of meat 
of the plate and started eating. This is so much food, I taught to myself, and it is so delicious! 
After eating one plate, I was full.
“Do you want to see the house?” Michelangelo asked.
“Yes of course!”
“Follow me.” I wiped my mouth and got out of the chair. I followed him, and what he showed 
me, just wow! His bedroom had a gigantic and beautiful bed with paintings all over his walls. 
His art studio had so many different tools, there must have been over one-hundred. The 
sculptures and art in this room are so beautiful, I didn’t want to leave. But Michelangelo told me 
it was time for dessert. We went back into the dining room and got ready for dessert. Once the 
food got here I had no idea what was what. 
Michelangelo saw my confusion and told me, ”Don’t worry they are all delicious, and all you 
need to do is bite them, you don’t have to peel any of these fruits.” I started eating and they 
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were all so delicious. 
Now that dessert was finished, it was almost time for me to leave. I asked Michelangelo,” Sir, 
before I go, can you tell me how it felt to create The Creation of Adam?”
“Yes, of course. It was a frustrating and beautiful experience. It took me many days, but, it is the 
most magnificent art I have ever created.” 
“Thank you, Michelangelo. It was an honor seeing you.” With this words, I left. On the ride 
home, I just couldn’t believe that I met the greatest artist of all time.

Michael Brinster
7th Grade
Hixson Middle School 
Teacher: Crystal Birch
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That Escalated Quickly

 Right before Thanksgiving of 2017, my mother’s friend gave me a hoverboard, which 
considering my lifestyle of staying indoors all day, wouldn’t seem like such a useful gift.  I 
thought it would be cool to say I have one, but there wouldn’t be much use for it.  The thing is, 
my parents are divorced, but their houses are just about 100 yards apart.  All you have to do to 
get from one house to the other is turn one corner and you’re on the right street.  I would have a 
much easier and quicker way to get from house to house!
 We went out into the driveway the day I got it.  It seemed pretty easy.  All you had to do 
was tilt your body slightly in the direction you wanted to go.  I started riding it between houses 
and, while walking isn’t hard, I was glad I could just use the hoverboard.
 After about a week of having the hoverboard, it started to have some issues.  My dad 
offered to help me fix them, but first we had to test it to see just what the issues were.  To 
do this, we went to my mom’s house, me on the hoverboard and my dad walking.  I noticed 
nothing wrong as I started on my way, until I had to slow down to make the turn around the 
corner.  When I leaned back to slow down, it only made it go faster.  After only a few seconds, I 
was going almost as fast as cars would!  I had already past my mother’s house by that time and 
was getting pretty scared not knowing how to stop this rapid acceleration!  I don’t think my dad 
knew the exact magnitude of the situation at that point, because I called for him to help me, but 
as I looked behind me, I saw he was just running at a jog.
 At that point I was going at least 20mph and had only two options.  I could keep going 
and try to grab onto a mailbox at an even higher speed, or just jump off right there in the street.  
I knew either way I would fall, but I figured jumping off right then and there would be safer.  
Had I latched on to a mailbox or streetlight at that moment, it probably would’ve been the better 
option, but I wouldn’t be able to get close enough to one to execute the plan until I was going at 
least 30, which I felt would be too risky.  So, I decided to jump off in the middle of the street at 
almost the speed limit for vehicles.  
 Life went into slow motion, but at the same time it felt like it all happened in the blink of 
an eye, which more or less, it did.  The pavement was cold and wet.  I could feel the individual 
pieces of rock that made up the road as my body slid to a halt.  As I landed, the greatest thing in 
the world to me was the helmet I was wearing.  I knew it was a good idea to wear it for testing!
 As I got up off the road, I looked up and saw my dad running towards me.  I sat back 
down for a few seconds before I started running towards my mother’s house.  As I ran, I took 
notice of the feeling in my fingers.  They were ice cold.  I had gotten into an accident like this 
once or twice before, but I was little, so I had no idea that would happen.  I’m still not entirely 
sure if the feeling in my fingers was caused by the cold, wet pavement or something happening 
in my body.  All I knew was that I had to run home quickly and try to warm them up!
 As I ran, my hip started to feel a bit strange.  I pulled my shirt up a little to see what was 
wrong.  I looked at it and saw a huge cut on my right side.  It was all red and wet.  I decided to 
walk instead of run, fearing that running might worsen something around there.
 I thought the cut on my hip was the only one, but when I got home and we started 
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checking around for anything else, we found another one on my right elbow!  We worked 
quickly to get the cuts patched up.  I mean, it wasn’t nearly as bad as some injuries I’ve seen 
other people get, but we went at it.  I figured it was good I jumped off when I did.  Who knows 
how bad it would’ve been if I had kept going?
 After about 15 minutes, I had bandages on both of the cuts.  I had to walk a little bit 
different, but I could get around just about fine.  I couldn’t straighten my elbow and my right 
leg had to be straight, so that was inconvenient for the rest of the week, but I could at least do 
things I would normally do decently well.  It was an eventful night to say the least.
 To this day, I still haven’t gotten back on the hoverboard.  We could probably get the 
problem fixed without any harm, but it’s just off-putting now.  It would be an easy fix, but I’m 
content with walking!

Brennan Buzinkai
7th Grade
Baylor School
Teacher: Suzanne Collins
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Untitled 

“I’m glad we’re talking. I’m a big fan of you and your works.” I said to Michelangelo as he 
smiled when he heard me. I smiled back at him. All the customers were staring at us, but maybe 
it’s because Michelangelo is here eating with me. Michelangelo asked me, “Where are we?” 
I responded and answered his question, “Burger King, this is my favorite place to eat.” “Now 
let’s talk about you and how you got here.” Michelangelo tells me his story, “I was born on 
March 6th, 1475, in Caprese, Italy. I became an apprentice to a painter before studying in the 
sculpture gardens of the powerful medici family. My works include the David and Pieta statues 
and the ceiling paintings of Rome’s sistine Chapel. I lived in Rome for years and died there in 
1564, at age 88. I-” I freaked out after he said he died and stopped him from speaking, “Whoa 
whoa whoa! You’re dead? How can I see you? So people are looking at us because they can’t 
see you which means they think I’m crazy for talking to myself.” Michelangelo looked around. 
I hurried and found the nearest exit and ran out the restaurant of embarrassment. I stayed away 
from the restaurant and Michelangelo followed and went to an area with no people around, but 
when we reached there Michelangelo had to return to a nice place. We both waved goodbye and 
hope another day we will see each other.  

 Next week where I went to a diner for dinner. I saw the same guy I spoke to last week. I 
sat across him and he noticed me. I grabbed my phone out and pretend I was on a long phone 
call, but just talking to a ghost I can see. “Hey Michelangelo. Do you remember me from last 
week?” He responded and answered me, “Yes, you’re the boy who got embarrassed for getting 
caught talking to yourself.” I got disappointed and talked back “I don’t even want to imagine it” 
We both laughed and I asked him if we could get back into his story and he said yes. 

“ I love being a painter and making sculptors, architects and poets. I was one of the most 
famous artists of the Italian Renaissance, a period of great artistic and scientific change. Art is 
my hobby and I’m obsessed. I did really hard works too. I completed the 65-foot ceiling alone, 
spending endless hours lying on his back atop a tall scaffold. I tried to keep my work secret until 
finally revealing the finished ceiling in 1512. The Pieta and The David were the first sculptures 
I made and they made me famous.” I told him I enjoyed his story and he thanked me. He had to 
go again and we said goodbye.
  
Elijah Calloway
7th Grade
Hixson Middle School 
Teacher: Crystal Birch
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O’sara, O’sara

The sounds of the eerie echoing air through the snowy tundra was unbearable. The environment 
of the current area was quiet. No birds sang, no wolves howled. Twigs and branches were 
broken and tied together with flimsy string. Animal skulls hang from the twigs as heads. The 
skulls on the poorly made creature looked emotionless, bland, boring. It gave any onlookers 
chills at the sight. Once happy animals now used for unholy rituals. Blood spilled onto the 
snow-capped grass giving it a red tint. The air screamed for me to run but, I couldn’t. An 
empty forest seemed relaxing, safe. You hear horrors of the forests and that you’re close to 
death in a quiet forest, but surely those were lies to keep the children inside and away from the 
unforgiving winds. 
My aunt told me about the forest. She told me how it cradled the young abandoned. She told me 
about the Great Deer King that took lost young to a safe haven where they lived till older. I’d 
always listen to her tales with wonder in my eyes.
“O’sara, O’sara, don’t listen to her tales.” My mom always told me. “She’s delusional, not right 
in the head! She makes up these stories for you little ones to believe. O’sara, please, do not 
listen to her.” My mom begged. I always nodded to her to make her feel better, but I never do it 
with truth. I’ve never believed my mom since she’s prone to believing lies. She tells me that lies 
are better, that they’d keep me safe. My aunt always disagreed with her and believed my mom 
is overprotective because I was her only son. 
“O’saarrraaaa…” I heard something whisper. It must’ve been the wind because my family is far 
away. I heard cracking on my left and looked. Nothing. I heard a thump on my right. Something 
was there. It was small, it wasn’t alive. I walked over to it. Bone. Fresh bone that was bloody 
and warm to the touch. Death was in the forest, I could smell it. It hit like a brand new arrow 
into a deer’s flank. The forest had sound again though it had no birds, wolves, nor deer. It had 
cracking, whispering, crying on every corner. I could hear footsteps of a beast. Silence hit back 
with the smell stronger than ever. Chills covered my small, feeble body. 
“O’saaarraaa…” The forest cried. I felt a breath on my neck. The hair on my neck rise. I heard 
wood break behind me.

Olivia Courter
7th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet School
Teacher: Sarah Andrews
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Dinner
   
             I swing open the door taking off my hat and jacket and putting them on a hanger. I 
close the door with a push of my hand and the door swings and closes shut. I straighten up my 
clothes while walking into a giant room, filled with paintings on the walls and a table in the 
middle of the room with chairs on each side. I sit down in a chair across from Michelangelo. 
Out of breath, “Sorry I’m late I lost track of time.” “It’s fine” he responds, looking up from 
the table. He didn’t seem like it was fine. Our eyes meet. But the silence is too awkward for 
me so I move away to examine the table, filled with food. “Looks good.” I say. He nods. After 
awhile of silence, Michelangelo reaches for some food and put it on a plate. “Shall we eat?” I 
examined him and the food and I give a small smile, “we shall.” By the time we were almost 
finished eating, a loud bang hits the front door. “What was that?” Michelangelo starts to get 
up slowly not answering my question but keeping his eyes on the door. Soon I am on my feet 
and we are walking towards the door with the eerie banging at the door. We look through 
the window by the door and see a man with with a weapon that is too unclear to be able to 
see. Michelangelo leaves the window and opens the door and and angry man barges into the 
house. A hammer. This angry man brought a hammer. The man swings at Michelangelo and 
shrieked, “This is what you get for putting me on that painting and making me look like a 
fool for like!” He takes another swing but misses. I run and push the man to the floor. He was 
clearly drunk. Michelangelo and I run to the back of the building and out of the house. We run 
as far as we could until we gave up and stopped at a 24/7 bar. By the time the door shuts we 
are already sitting by the bar waiting for the bartender to get out drinks.The stools are soft. 
Filled with cushion. They were the kind of stools that you could sit on for forever and never get 
uncomfortable. The drinks come sliding to us and we give the bartender the money and a tip. I 
leave by thoughts of the comfortable and pleasant chairs and move them to Michelangelo. He 
was busy drawing on a napkin with a pencil he must have borrowed from someone. I look over 
his shoulder as he is focused on that picture. “What are you drawing?” He glances up. “Oh this 
is Vittoria Colonna. A dear friend of mine. “ He moves his hand and reveals the picture. “She 
looks beautiful.” I gasp at his art. I wonder if this is what that angry man meant, Michelangelo 
got back at him through art and the man was upset about it. Michelangelo was fun to hang out 
with. He told me so many stories about things like the sculptures like the Pieta, that he built 
himself.  

Grace Davis
7th Grade
Hixson Middle School 
Teacher: Cheryl Howard
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Untitled

I was alone in my bedroom making a painting, idolizing the masterpieces of Michelangelo di 
Lodovico Buonarroti Simoni. Stroke here, stroke there the precise colors everywhere. Ding! 
Dong! My doorbell had just rung, but who could it be? I slowly walk out of my room and gently 
open the door. To my surprise its a package from the mailman. What is it I question myself? I 
examine the package and pick it up with caution. Its light, very light what is it? I walk inside 
feeling confused as I shut the door behind me. I cut the tape off the package, still very confused 
and begin the open the package still very vigilant. Its an envelope? From Michelangelo? I open 
the envelope and begin to read it. “You’ve been one of the few selected to meet Michelangelo. 
The meeting will be at the only Olive Garden in Los Angeles, California. The date will be on 
April 12 of this year at 3:00 P.M, Pacific Standard Time.” “I can’t believe it.. I’m getting the 
chance to meet my idol of all my life,” I shockingly yell. I will be looking forward to this.
 
 The day I’ve been waiting for has finally came. I get ready it’s already 1:45 P.M and I’ve 
done nothing.I have slept in all day and didn’t get out of bed until I noticed the time. I comb 
my hair brush my teeth, you know what a normal person would do when they get the chance 
to meet their idol. As i’m done doing that I notice it’s already 2:00. I need to go I think in my 
mind. So I walk out of my room to, my kitchen table feeling, extremely rushed. “WHERE ARE 
MY KEYS,” I yell so angry and loud my neighbors are probably wondering what the heck is 
happening. I check everywhere I could think of and then BOOM! It came to me. I left them 
in my B.M.W. The worst thing that could probably happen, happened. “Its 2019,” I think in 
my mind. I grab my phone out of my pocket and call an Uber. They say there’s an uber nearby 
and it should pick me up in approximately three minutes. “Oh my goodness, its 2:38” I say in 
mind, feeling panicked. The Uber arrives and I get in the car. He asks what is the destination 
and I respond “Olive Garden.” He turn around gives me a funny look and hits the gas. As he 
drives a lot of thoughts were going through my mind. What will it be like? What will we talking 
about? How is he as a person? As we arrive it’s already 3:00 and I don’t see anyone, not even 
Michelangelo. I think to myself “Is he already inside?” I pay the uber as he pulls up into the 
parking lot of Olive Garden.  I get off the uber when he parks and walk towards the entrance. 
I open the door confused then I hear “Ciao.” Could it really be? Is it really him? All these 
thoughts disappear as soon as I look to my right. “Ciao,” I respond back to Michelangelo. I feel 
nervous, I do not know what to say now. “Can I get an autograph?” Michelangelo responds 
“Sure why not?” “Can you sign my shirt?” “Ok,” he responds in a delighted voice. “Any special 
message besides my name?” Michelangelo questions me. “Umm I think your name is just fine,” 
I respond. We both head to the dinner table set up for us. He pulls back his chair, sits down, and 
scoots up, I do the same.

 Our waiter walks over to our table and I get this funny memory. I think in my mind “He 
kind of looks like Alfred from Batman.” I have a slight smile on my face as I think of it. “Ahem 
any drinks to start off with?” asks the waiter. “Yeah can I get a coke please and thank you,” says 
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Michelangelo. “Ok and for you sir?” asks the waiter.  “I’ll have the same,” I respond. He walks 
away and I try to start a conversation with Michelangelo. “So what is your favorite masterpiece 
you have made?” I ask with curiosity. He responds laughing “I don’t have a favorite painting 
I love them all and it’s ok to call me Michelangelo if you were wondering.” I found that very 
interesting and laughed along with him. “Ahem here is your coke sir,” the waiter says in a polite 
voice. “And here is yours,” as the waiter continues to say in the polite voice. Michelangelo 
and I respond “thank you.” “My pleasure. Now what would you guys like to order,” the waiter 
asks. Michelangelo responds quickly with an answer “fettuccine with alfredo sauce please.” 
“Ok, what can I take for you sir,” the waiter questions me. “Um can I please have spaghetti and 
meatballs?” “Sure,” responds the waiter. He walks to the kitchen again. “So what painting was 
the hardest for you to make?” I ask dying to know the answer. “By far the hardest painting I’ve 
ever made has to be the Sistine Chapel ceiling,” Michelangelo responds with confidence. “So 
what is your favorite piece of artwork by me,” Michelangelo asks me. “Umm that’s a really 
hard question but i’ll go with the Sistine Chapel ceiling,” I respond. “What type of music do 
you enjoy,” I ask Michelangelo. “Well if I am being honest, I really don’t listen to music,” He 
responds in a somewhat disappointed voice. The smell of spaghetti and fettuccine begins to 
invade the environment. “Ahem any cheese?” Michelangelo and I both respond no and we begin 
to eat. As we chew and swallow our food we keep giving each other a funny look and repeat the 
same thing. The wonderful feeling of awkward silence kicks in. By the time we finished we did 
not speak a single word to each other. When we finished I said “It was a pleasure to meet you 
and thanks for the autograph,” I say. He responds “It was a pleasure to meet you too. Ciao for 
now.” We both leave through the same door we entered through and I leave the place with a sick 
feeling in my stomach. The feeling of disappointment ,but not everything always goes your way 
right? 

Juan Esparza
7th Grade
Hixson Middle School 
Teacher: Crystal Birch
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Untitled 

        Thoughts, thoughts running in my head, knowing the day was the day, the day were I meet 
one of the best artists, and one of my favorites of the Italian Renaissance!.. Michelangelo! But, 
looking in the mirror in the bathroom, wondering “What if I  say the wrong thing?.” or “What if 
I made him angry, or upset?.”
    As soon as I said those words, a knock on the door, a loud one, running down the hall 
my dress blowing through the wind as I ran, as I opened the door I took a big breath and let it 
out, “Hello.. Is this the house of.. Let me look.. Umm Morgan Goshin?” He muttered in a deep 
voice, “Ghosin, Haha but yes it is.” I yelled not meaning to. “Oh.. haha” He laughed with a 
deep voice, “Here come in.” I muttered opening the door were he could go in, as he walked in a 
breeze came in as he walked, it smelled like old cotton and cheese.
Running to the diner room, pulling a seat for him, “You’re quick! Haha i wish I was still little..” 
he laughed with a deep voice walking to the seat sitting there. I smiled as I put the pate full of 
cheese, green beans, carrots, and roasted beef, him smiling he grabbed his fork and started to 
eat, as I ran back to take a seat, “You can ask me questions..” he smiled with a stuffed face full 
with good. “Uhh yes! Of course, I heard you started a banking business when you were thirteen! 
How did it go?” I asked loud so he could hear me. “It went great! It was kinda hard but not 
really, but I quit a year after that.” He muttered loudly with a deep voice so I can also hear him. 
He smiled knowing this was going to be his last question. “One more, I heard that you had a 
quick temper.. Is that true?” I yelled quitely. “Yes that is true.. Only because i want everything 
to be perfect, like my art..” he muttered “And you also didn’t really have friends..?” I tried to 
say nicely, “Well yes, because I am too focus on my art.. But i did have one friend, her name 
was Vittoria Colonna.. She was a great friend of mine I wrote many poems about her.. Until 
her death of 1547, it was hard to forget her, he was the most beautiful girl I’ve ever met.” He 
muttered with a deep voice looking at his hands.
 Darkness filled the sky, it was time to say our goodbyes, as he walked out of the door, he 
disappeared in the darkness, no one was near. “Goodbye Michelangelo, I hope we see again.”   

Morgan Ghosin
7th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Crystal Birch
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Letting Go
I hold Fluff in my arms making him move and say, “Hi my name is Fluff. I am an adventurer 
with a pet dog name Jake.” 
           “Emerson come down stairs please,” Mom yells at me from downstairs.
I whisper to Fluff, “I will be right back.” I quickly hide him under my bed covers and rush 
downstairs. 
“Yes mom!” I yell.
  She tells me to get ready for bed. I drag myself up the stairs moaning. I throw myself in 
bed. My parents come up and put me to bed. I lie in my bed staring at the ceiling. With Fluff in 
my arms, I start to wonder about my age, my friends and Fluff. Fluff is a lamb, a scruffy lamb. 
He looks a little dirty because he’s old. He smells like cherry blossoms. 
Most of my friends don’t have a lovie anymore. All my thoughts are popping in my head. What 
would my friends say if they knew I still have a lovie? I start worrying if they would make fun 
of me or think I’m a baby even though I am 11 years old. The past seeped in my thoughts. I 
have had him since I was born. He is and has been my best friend since day one. When I was 
younger I carried him around everywhere I went. We did everything together. When I was two, 
I didn’t have a pacifier. Instead I have Fluff, so I ate his face off. My mind was racing with 
thoughts. 
I try to get out of my bed. All the covers pull me back down. I felt like I was fighting my covers. 
I finally felt that I won, but I feared I made the wrong decision. I jump out of my bed looking 
at the beautiful bright stars. I pull Fluff up to my nose, taking all the air out of the room sniffing 
and sniffing him. All I can hear are my own thoughts, the pros and cons for letting Fluff go. He 
slowly leaves my arms as I place him on my shelf. I glance out my window and stare at all the 
stars. I see a shooting star travel across my eyes. I knew I was ready. I look at all my stuffed 
animals lined in a row and he stands out. I look at him. He looks at me. I slowly turn around, 
while I walk back to my bed and think what I just did. All I could think about is that I miss him. 
I dart to him as the floor squeaks, to hold him in my arms. One last sniff of him. He’s smells the 
same every time, but this time the sent was stronger. Cherry blossoms go throughout my nose. 
I say goodbye and walk back to my bed. I felt alone in my bed. My mind raced, my stomach 
flipped, and my hands got sweaty. My eyes were wide open. I missed him. I wanted him back, I 
sit straight up and look at him. He has a smile the size of a watermelon slice, setting off a spark 
in my heart. 
I told myself that everything was going to be okay. I look out the window and stare at the stars 
sparkling. Each night after that I would want to go back and see him, but I knew that it wouldn’t 
do me any good. No matter how hard I tried to get him out of my head,  I knew he would 
always be in my heart. His smile always lit up my day. It got easier without him.

Emerson Hogue
7th Grade
Baylor School
Teacher: Suzanne Collins
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Boy In The Cafe

I was zoned out the whole time. I sat on that bench for almost 10 more minutes until I realized 
that I should probably get going. I got up and look around to find most of the kids had left the 
park. Probably to get lunch. 

I start to walk over to my car when I notice a small cafe across the street that I had never 
noticed before. When I got across the street, I look up at the name of the cafe. It was some 
stereotypical coffee shop name like “The daily brew”, so I didn’t pay much attention to it.  

When I got inside there were two people sitting at a table by the window and one person at the 
cash register. It was a girl. She was slouched over the counter looking at a slip of paper. Her 
long brown hair was tied up in a messy bun with miscellaneous strands too short to be put up, 
pushed behind her ears. When she saw me walk in, she immediately straightened up and stuffed 
the piece of paper into her pocket. 

I walked over and looked at the menu above the counter for a minute. I didn’t recognize any of 
the food choices except the different kinds of bagel, so I just ordered that. I saved myself the 
trouble of asking if they take credit card, so I just paid cash.

The girl sounded unenthusiastic. “Thanks for ordering.”

I thought that it was a little rude but then I realized I would have probably acted the same. I took 
my bagel to a seat by the window, grabbing a napkin on the way there. I looked outside and I 
saw dark clouds forming. That’s so strange, just a minute ago the sky was perfectly clear. 

It didn’t take long for it to start pouring rain. What am I going to do now? I didn’t have an 
umbrella with me. Out of the rain, I saw a short figure walking up to the cafe. I couldn’t see 
their face because the person was wearing a big raincoat and their umbrella was covering their 
face. The person walked into the cafe and sat down at the table in front of me without ordering. 
No one seemed to notice because nobody looked up. It was like nothing even happened. I 
slowly peeked over my bagel to look at the person across from me. The stranger took what 
looked like a sketchbook out of their jacket and placed it on the table. The person shook out the 
umbrella they ever were holding and took their hood off. It was a young boy! He looked up at 
me and and had a puzzled look on his face like he was trying to figure something out. I looked 
away and tried to ignore him. He lifted up his sketchbook and started drawing. I could hear his 
pencil scratching against the page, and occasionally the sound of him wiping his eraser shavings 
away. He would look up at me and then look down at his paper and start drawing, going back 
and forth between the two. By the time I had finished my bagel, he was just staring at his paper. 

I started to inch off my chair to walk away when he suddenly stood up. I froze in my chair. He 
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started to walk over to my table. I couldn’t read his expression but I was really confused at why 
I was so scared at the thought of him coming over to my table. He’s just a kid. 

When he got to my table he was just looking at his sketchbook. I finally broke the silence. 

“Do you need something?” I’m not sure if he noticed, but my voice was shaking slightly.  

He frowned, “ You don’t remember me do you.”

His voice sounded sad but weirdly soothing.

I looked at him, “ Well if you call seeing each other in the park enough to say I should 
remember you then, yes?

His face lit up. He pulled out the empty chair that was in front of me and sat down. He looked at 
me and smiled.

I didn’t know what to say so I didn’t say anything. He just looked at me. I finally looked down 
at his sketchbook.

“What were you drawing?”

He smiled, “I was drawing the bagel you were eating. Do want to see?”

To be honest I thought he was drawing me. 

I looked at his glowing face, “Sure, why not.”

He picked up the piece of paper and handed it to me. I took It and placed it down on the table. It 
was so detailed. I was surprised at how good it looked. Maybe it was because he was so young.

“This is amazing. Not even I can draw this good.”

He looked happy. 

He chuckled, “I not sure it’s that good.”

I looked at it again in disbelief, “Are you kidding me? It’s like there’s a real bagel on top of the 
paper.”

“I have more if you want to see them.” He lifted up his sketchbook to me.
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My eyes widened as I took it from him. It was heavy and smelled like graphite. Some page 
corners were sticking out at various areas around the book. The front and back were just a plain 
dark blue color. I opened it starting at the back and was immediately enveloped in a warm 
feeling. As I flipped through the pages I saw all kinds of drawings, most of them as realistic as 
the real thing.  Some were abstract and I didn’t quite get them but they were beautiful anyway. 

“This is amazing!”

 One picture, in particular, caught my eye. It was a picture of the sign that I stopped at before I 
came here. It was the same sign but it was new instead of the ripped up one I saw. I leaned in to 
take a closer look at it. 

Dakota Houck 
7th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet School
Teacher: Sarah Andrews
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Untitled

I was Sitting on the couch watching T.V. until breaking news came on. It said that a group of 
scientist brought Michelangelo back to life. I couldn’t believe what I was watching, I didn’t 
even know that was possible. 
A day passed and someone knocked on the door. I went to go see who it was, but nobody was 
there, I looked down and saw a letter. I brought it back inside, and opened it up. The card said, 
“Hi i’m Michelangelo, I think you know me by now. I was friends with your great great great 
grandpa. So I would like to meet you.” He told me where to meet him, and I started walking to 
the nearest restaurant to him. 
I was walking for about twenty minutes until I finally arrived. I walked in to the door and 
there he was. Michelangelo was super tall and had a long beard, his voice was really deep. “Hi 
there,” he said in a crackly voice. I just couldn’t believe that the one and only Michelangelo was 
standing right in front of me. 
We finally got a table, and I asked for a coke. He looked at me with a weird face, “What’s 
Coke?” I said it is a drink that a lot of people like. Our food came and we started eating. He got 
a coke to try it, and he also ordered some food that he has never tried either. He really liked the 
coke and the food, and he also complemented the restaurant. We  talked for a little longer until 
he said, “Ok boy I have to go now,” Then I said,” Ok,” back to him. We walked to the door and 
said bye to each other for the last time.
I started walking back to my house, the twenty minute walk went by and I was home. I never 
saw him again, and I will never forget the time when I met Michelangelo. My family heard 
about it and they thought it was really cool. The restaurant is now my favorite restaurant ever, 
and that was the best experience of my life. 

Cade Kardes
7th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Crystal Birch
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Once upon a cat

              Once upon a time there was this cat named Brianna. Brianna was a really bad cat she 
always woke everyone up early in the morning. And she loved to play with the old womens 
yarn. After the fact the women made something the cat would go and mess it up most of the 
time. One night far far past midnight there was the cat sitting in the dark next to the fire. The 
cat was half way asleep. The house was at its quietest it had ever been since the cat had lived 
there. But then… there was a CRASH!! And a BOOM!! Everyone in the house including 
the cat jumped to there feet and there heart’s racing. The cat thought it was the owners to the 
house next door. The owners of the cat thought it was Brianna. But it was neither. It was a 
mouse in the kitchen stealing food from the refrigerator the cat and mouse was the only two in 
the kitchen.so the owner’s went down to check  on what it was and when there walked in and 
turn on the lights the only thing in the kitchen was a mess and the cat on top of the table. The 
owner’s bobby and steve thought and thought they knew exactly what had happened but the 
cat wasn’t the one who done it it was the awful mouse that was in the walls now and eating 
and chewing on things. Of course everyone thought that brianna was the one who had alway’s 
done everything wrong  but it was the mouse not the cat. The funny part is that bobby and steve 
didn’t know that the sound’s was the mouse they didn’t even know there was a mouse and every 
time the cat would lead them over to the mouse whole they would pick up the cat and throw her 
outside. Why do they hate me the poor cat thought? The cat would wander off then come back 
later on. No telling where he went. One day he came inside the house and there the mouse was 
in my bed she thought! She went got a bowl with a lid and put the bowl over the mouse and 
then he put a lid on it. He then took the mouse up to steve. Steve shouted oh my goodness! Why 
did you put that mouse in a bowl. Steve took the mouse outside and released it. Then the cat 
made him realize that it’s gonna ruin the house because it was doing everything and pinning it 
on the cat.

Riley Kephart
7th Grade
Annoor Academy
Teacher: Kelsay Cate
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Twas the summer of 1499. A man by the name of Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti Simoni  
came over to my house that evening around 5:00 PM. He was wearing a trench coat the color 
of sand at midnight. His shirt was had the breath of midnight wrapped around him. His pants 
were black with fresh colorful paint splatters like a rainbow just hung onto him like it was about 
to fall off the biggest cliff on earth. His shoes were as black as Lucifer’s soul. Before I describe 
what happened that night, let me tell you how I met him.
 It was 1485, Michel was 10 and I was 9. We were both learning about the Roman Empire 
when out of nowhere, an extremely sharp pencil came flying towards my head from the back of 
the classroom. It hit my head like a bullet from a hunter trying to catch a deer. When the pencil 
hit my head, i automatically dug my head into my wooden desk. When i lifted my dead up as 
soon as a second passed, i started bawling. Michel sprung up and said,
   “It’s ok Holly, It’s ok, I got you. You’re going to be ok, i promise.”
 The teacher told him to get off me, but he didn’t. He kept holding me, almost like he was 
protecting me. I was sent to the hospital where I was taken care of. After a couple weeks, i was 
healed and sent back to school. Yes, Michelangelo did visit me.
 So, that’s how we met. Let’s get back to present day. Michel visited me to see how i was 
doing. I asked him if he wanted to come inside and he said sure. We sat down in the living room 
and we talked, for hours. It was about 8:00 when we got hungry so i offered to make food, but 
he said
    “No,no,love, i can cook us a meal. I insist.” he says with a smile with loved filled in his 
eyes.
  I say “are you sure about that?”
       He replies with “yes, i’m very sure.”
 He walks to the kitchen to make us dinner. He’s cooking spaghetti with parmesan cheese 
and herbs on top to make it look fancier because we’re poor. He’s an amazing cooker and 
painter. He calls me into the kitchen to get my food. I sit at the end of the dining table and he 
sits across from me. We talk about what we have been doing for the past 4 months. He tells me 
that he painted the ceiling in the sistine chapel. I told him that i was designing clothes for the 
rich and making a ton of money. He said to me that he was proud. He never really made money. 
He was only asked to do paintings places. He used to come over to my house to dissect my 
parents and see how the human body worked. I didn’t mind because they were already dead. 
Anyway, he told me that he worked on a statue of virgin mary holding dead jesus. He’s really 
good at sculpting. He called it “Peta”. He also did a couple more like jesus touching hands with 
adam, heaven in the sistine chapel, and a statue of david. 
 It was getting late. 
  “You should probably go. It’s getting late” i said.
“Yeah… I’ll see you soon.” he said with a half fron.
He walks to to  the front door and says goodnight. I reply with the same thing. 
I clean up the kitchen, and get ready for bed. The night was over, the end. 
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Ollie Landrum
7th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Cheryl Howard
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When i found out my family was having dinner with Michelangelo I was surprised. But also 
excited. I found out a couple of days before when I was getting ready for bed. I was so surprised 
that I knocked over my book. 
 My family had had many meals with people of great importance, ones that dragged on for 
hours on end. This one was different, This was Michelangelo! He was rising fame but the oddest 
thing was he was different from the rest. Yes, he was a artist but that’s not what i mean. His 
personality was vibrant and he just had something about him that was unique. Something that 
made you think. I don’t know how to explain it, but I hope you can get what i mean.
 Michelangelo came on a sunday. It was a rare time for him to come over because my 
family usually was at church for a few hours on sunday. But my mother and father decided to 
skip church and clean the house. We organized, cooked, and fixed up the house anyway we 
could so we could impress ourselves and busy ourselves because when you are waiting for 
something to happen or someone to come time seems to move slow.
 When Michelangelo came to our home the kitchen was all done and the house was 
cleaned up to perfection. My mother, father, and I put on smiles and acted calm though on the 
inside we were nervous.
 “How are you doing, Michelangelo?” my father asked as Michelangelo settled down at 
the table. “I’m doing better now that people like my art!” Michelangelo replied. When I write it, 
it makes Michelangelo sound arrogant but the way he said it didn’t sound like that. It sounded 
like he had just found something important that was missing. 
 Michelangelo seemed polite and courteous, he complimented my mothers roasted meat 
and the side of nuts with berries. He and I talked a little but nothing that much of importance 
or that made sense because I was mostly mostly stumbling my words and muttering because of 
how nervous I was.
 Near the end of the meal, over a glass of wine, my mother asked Michelangelo what his 
motivations were in his arts. Michelangelo looked confused for a sound but then explained that 
he just loved art. He loved the way they express him. He told us how as a kid he didn’t want to 
go to school and spend hours in a chair, he wanted to paint and draw. We learned how at the age 
of thirteen his father knew that Michelangelo had no interest in the family business, banking, so 
his father let him work as a art apprentice. 
 He stayed at our home for a while, we all had seconds, and when he left he seemed much 
more…happy. In years to come he would get even more famous for his art, sometimes we 
would go to his art galleries and just remember how we had dinner with Michelangelo.
 It is hard for me to explain every detail of what happened while Michelangelo was over. 
You would just have had to been with us, having dinner with Michelangelo.

Claudia McGhee, 7th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Crystal Birch
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I walked into the dining room, eager to know who would be in there. As I opened the door a 
certain face seemed to catch my eye. It was Michelangelo.
 “My goodness!” I thought to myself, “I never would’ve guessed to be eating dinner with 
the one and only Michelangelo.” I hurried to a seat right across from him hoping that it would 
strike conversation. After a few minutes of awkward silence and a couple of bored sighs, I 
decide to say the first word. 
 “Hello my name is Paolo and it is a pleasure to meet you sir,” I spoke directed toward 
Michelangelo.
 “Hello Paolo my name is…” 
 “I know who you are,” I interrupted, “and I am very pleased with your work.” 
 I got nervous. He did not respond but rather just gave a small nod. I decided I should just 
not talk from there on out. As we sat there in silence for a while more the chef came rushing 
through the door in a hurry to serve. 
 “Finally! We’ve been waiting for almost an hour!” shouted a man from the far side of 
the table. As Michelangelo received his food he stares at the plate like he had been starving his 
whole life. When he takes his first bite he looks disgusted and spits it right out!
 “This food is too cold!” he complains, “Don’t you know how to cook a proper meal?” 
Everyone turns to him with shocked looks on their faces.
 “I’m sorry sir, I will take this back,” the chef responds in an embarrassed and sad tone. 
Michelangelo then turns to me and laughs, “Some people have no sense!” I look up at him and 
give a nervous chuckle not knowing what to say. Everyone else starts laughing to try and relieve 
the awkwardness. As the laughter starts to fade I begin to study him. I looked at his hands and 
notice they have calluses. They were probably caused from the recent sculpturing of the Pietà he 
had done. Others at the table begin to speak to each other so it isn’t as silent and awkward.
 “So tell me Paolo, where are you from?” Michelangelo asks me. 
 “I am from Rome actually!” I answered excitingly that he was speaking to me,”I have 
heard that you live there.”
 “Ah yes, it breeds creativity,” he responds looking very proud of himself. 
 The chef then comes out with his plate of food with steam rising from it. “There you 
go sir, enjoy!” the chef says in an annoyed voice. It seems as if the chef is not very fond of 
Michelangelo anymore. As we continue to conversate I conclude that he does not have many 
good manners. He does not thank anyone and always speaks what he wants even if it is 
inappropriate to the conversation and overall he’s extremely disrespectful. I was very excited to 
meet Michelangelo and I’m very glad I did but even though his work is incredible he does not 
have a pleasant personality. 

Angiely Minaya, 7th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Cheryl Howard
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Diary of a Tooth
Entry 1 August 8, 2025
 Have you ever thought of what the life of a tooth is like? Well, I can tell you in one
simple word. BORING! All you do your whole life is fight gums, chew, chew some more, get 
cleaned, and try to live life in between. And did I mention chew?
 I’m Razor, and this is my life. BORING! I’ve lived in Lonnie’s mouth for thirty-eight
years now. Lonnie’s mouth is pretty much just like any other mouth I’ve seen. Some of the other 
teeth have cavity fillings. Her taste buds are annoying. They always have an opinion.
I am Lonnie’s right front tooth, so I’ve had it pretty easy. I get a front row seat to any sights 
when Lonnie opens her mouth, I don’t have to chew as much as the other teeth, I don’t get as
dirty as the other teeth, and I get a better chance at making friends with other people’s
teeth.
 I’ve seen many sights in my day. Lots of churches, stores, schools, restaurants, and more
(I have no clue what any of those are, I’ve just read them on things). I’ve also seen lots of
other people.
Entry 60 September 29, 2025
 For the last two weeks, I’ve been bored out of my mind. Most of the time, Lonnie slept
or watched TV, which is all I did (if I good get a glimpse of the TV if she ever opened her
mouth). BORING! But today was different. Lonnie was walking in the mall, and suddenly,
she tripped. I hit a bench, felt myself flying in the air, then I hit the floor. Now I’m in this
weird clear bag and now that I think about it, it’s kin of hard to breathe in here.
Entry 63 October 2, 2025
 Today Lonnie gave me up to these torturers who poked at me likes hungry vultures
waiting for me to die and somehow managed to attach me back into Lonnie’s mouth. That
was the worst 20 minutes of my life!
Entry 67 October 6, 2025
 Today, instead of falling in the floor at the mall, I fell in the park on this soft brown stuff
with green things stretching up miles above me, under a blue screen with white puffballs (I
think I’ve heard it described before as dirt, grass, the sky, and clouds). Back in the clear
suffocating machine. 
Entry 71 October 10, 2025
 Four days ago, Lonnie cleaned me off and stuck me back in her mouth so she wouldn’t
look ugly without her front tooth. But that would be temporary. Today, I came loose at the
pool and fell into water, then slowly sunk to a hard surface. I laid there for eternity! When
they finally found me, I was pulled out and put back in Lonnie’s mouth.
Entry 73 October 13, 2025
 Today, Lonnie was sitting with a bunch of business people talking about money
(whatever that is). All of the sudden, she spat me out and I landed on the table. Within it
seemed like no time at all, 10 confused faces were looking down at me. Then one of them
grabbed me and threw me in a black bucket with a bunch of trash in it. Yuck! While I was
in there, I thought, “why do I have to keep falling out of Lonnie’s mouth? I HATE IT! It’s
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so embarrassing! Whenever I get back in Lonnie’s mouth, the taste buds and teeth always
make fun of me. It’s not my fault I got knocked out!” A few hours later, Lonnie finally took
me out of the trash can, cleaned me off, and stuck me back in her mouth for the others to
tease me. But this time, they felt sorry for me.
Entry 75 October 15, 2025
 Today, the hungry vultures extra-attached me in Lonnie’s mouth. Back to the BORING
life of a tooth. Even though constantly falling out of Lonnie’s mouth is a HUGE pain, I
don’t mind it. It’s a lot more interesting than being stuck in a cage of annoying teeth and
taste buds, and endless boredom. Now I’m stuck for good. Goodbye dirt, grass, sky, and
clouds. Goodbye floor, goodbye table. Goodbye fresh air. Back to stinky breath and the
hard labor of chewing.
Entry 77 October 17, 2025
 I thought I was stuck for good. Today, I woke up laying on a soft white surface (I think
I’ve heard of it as a pillow), looking up at the ceiling. HERE WE GO AGAIN!

Parker Ryan
7th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Scheloe Woodson
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The smell of warm tender roast meat and bitter wine filled my lungs and the house of one of 
the most famous artists in the Italian Renaissance. The walls were packed with detailed and 
emotional arts that glecend when the light from the sun touched it. The dinner table we were 
sitting on was hand made with a smooth silk wood that felt like a cloud. The maids that were 
carrying an alarming amount of food seemed delighted to be working for him. Everything was 
outstanding. 

We started to talk about when he was born 

“ I was born in Caprese, Italy on march 6 ,1475” he said in a calm voice. He proceeded to tell 
me about his early life.

“ When I was young I treasured the arts of painting, sculpting, architect, and poetry.”  then he 
said “When i was only thirteen my father made me work at his baking shop but I did not want 
to.” “I had no interest in baking.” I told him that my father too wanted me to carry on the family 
business but I said no. we might have a lot in common.

“ later in my life i moved into the palace of Lorenzo The Magnificent of the Medici Family to 
study sculpting in the Medici Gardens which brought me to flourish.” 

“I worked in Florence after growing from the Medici Family but then I moved to Rome where I 
will live for the rest of my life.” 

 He told me about the Pieta and David and how he moved back to Florence. All night we 
conversated about his arts and his love with Vittoria Colonna and his legacy. I’m so ecstatic that 
I got to met Michelangelo  di Lodovico Buonarroti Simoni 

Alondra Salazar
7th Grade
Hixson Middle School 
Teacher: Crystal Birch
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It was May 10, 1563 and I just finished getting ready to meet and eat dinner dinner with 
Michelangelo. While I was on my way there I started to prepare what I was going to ask and 
say to him. Twenty minutes later I was at my destination and I walked to the front door. When 
I stood in front of the door i could already smell the delightful aroma from the food that was 
served.
 “Well hello there. Are you MaKayla Songer?” MIchelangelo asked.
 “Yes I am! I am so excited to meet you.” I exclaimed
 “Well then come on in!”  Michelangelo said
 I walked in the dining room and it was huge with beautiful paintings on the ceiling and 
walls. 
I couldn’t believe my eyes my first thought was “How long did it take him to do this?”.
 We got seated and as I sat down I was getting more and more mesmerized by how much 
food there was and how amazing it smelt. 
 “ It’s an honor to meet you! May I say your sculpture “The Pieta” was outstanding. I 
can’t believe you were so talented at such a young age.” I said.
 “Thank you so much. I also did make a seventeen foot tall sculpture of David.” 
Michelangelo said confidently 
I thought “Dang. Self Centered much?” 
 We kept on eating for a little bit till Michelangelo left the room to use the restroom. When 
he left I started to look around and touch every single pretty thing, until the chef came in and 
caught me putting one of the shiny antiques in my purse. Whenever Michelangelo came back 
I left and pretended I had to go to the restroom but, I was really trying to look around. When 
I left the room i went straight upstairs to look around. I found a room with huge double doors 
and walked it had appeared to be MIchelangelo’s room. His bed frame was as shiny as gold and 
as big as an elephant. I jumped on to the bed on my back. Thirty minutes later I wake up to the 
chef and Michelangelo standing over me.
 “Are you okay?” The chef asked 
 “Yes I am. How long have I been asleep for?” I asked
 “For awhile but, if you want we can go back downstairs and finish the food even though 
its cold.” Michelangelo said.
 “I would be delighted.”I said
 We walked back downstairs and sat down to eat. At that moment it was very anticlimactic 
we were just eating all the wonderful food that had been sitting there for awhile. 
 “How long have you been doing art?” I asked 
 “Since I was young. I started in Florence, 1495 and ever since i have loved art.” 
MIchelangelo said
 “One of my first sculptures was of cupid and after I finished it, it was artificially “aged” 
to look like an artifact from the past.” Michelangelo said.
 “Oh, you forgot the part about when you sold it to Cardinal Riario of San Giorgio but 
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then he realized it wasn’t antique and demanded his money back, remember that?” I said with a 
smirk on my face 
 “Yes, I do remember that vividly, also do you remember how I painted a sixty five foot 
ceiling for Pope Julius the second all by myself ” Michelangelo said.
 As we were starting to finish up our food he decided to leave out of nowhere and he 
didn’t tell me where he was going, so after he left I chose to go and take some of the shiny gold 
silverware for myself because i thought it was beautiful. When he came back I hurried to my 
seat and accidently dropped my perse. 
 He then said”Okay now you have to leave first you fell asleep here and now you are 
stealing from me!” 
 “Well atleast i’m not so self centered like you all you did was talk about yourself!” I 
yelled
 “I mean it is my dinner party! Nw get out before I have to make you!” He screams back 
at me
 “Okay! Okay! Bye!” I said 
 “ Goodbye you thief!” He yelled
*DOOR SLAM*

MaKayla Songer 
7th Grade
Hixson Middle School 
Teacher: Cheryl Howard
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Evening light filtered through the windows, casting an eerie orange glow over the dining room. 
I sat there, admiring the fancy dining room furniture. The scent of freshly cooked food wafted 
through the calm air, tickling my senses. I looked up at the table full of people and met the gaze 
of Michelangelo. I smiled politely and gave a courteous greeting.
“So,” I say after a moment,”You’re a really famous artist.”
Michelangelo nods. “Yes, I have worked hard to get where I am now.”
“I bet. How did you end up where you are now? I mean, how did you figure this all out?” I 
questioned, suddenly feeling very intrigued by this artist’s life.
“Well, I know where I got my distinctive style of art. When I was younger, I’d been focused on 
watching what the painters did rather than my education. I’d drawn everything I’d saw there, 
gradually shaping my taste. Eventually, after a while, my father agreed to allow me to work as 
an apprentice with a man named Domenico Ghirlandaio over in the paint shop.”
I nodded in understanding. “What about your works of art?”
 “Ah, yes. One of my first works was a sculpture of Cupid. After I’d finished that one, it 
was artificially aged to look like an old artifact. It was such a great work that I even got an offer 
from the cardinal to work and live for the rest of my life here in Rome. I took the offer up.” 
Michelangelo’s eyes glazed over in deep thought, pride in himself still shining in his gaze. 
“It’s amazing, how young you were to get all the success. I-”
“What about the David and the Pieta?” someone calls from the end of the table, cutting me off.
“The David was one of my favorites- a statue of that heroic Biblical character standing in 
nothing except boots on top of the severed head of Goliath. And then the Pieta, it was also a 
favorite.” He coughed, wheezing for air. My heart twisted with pity for the old man, who was ill 
at the time. Just before his 89th birthday, too. 
“There was a lot of works I’d done, but those two were really the most famous,” Michelangelo 
stated proudly. Despite the pride in his gaze, his eyes were dull and he looked pale. Definitely 
sick, I think to myself piteously.
By then, my plate was empty, seemingly along with the rest of the people there. I wiped my 
mouth with the napkin. I put my head on my hand and listen to the story with undivided 
attention. After an hour of chatting, it seemed like Michelangelo was wrapping up his story. I 
glanced out the window, seeing how dark it was out there. I stand up, and give thanks to them 
all for the night. I wish them best of luck and close the door behind me, stepping out into the 
cool night air as I said goodbye.

McKenzie Stevens
7th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Cheryl Howard
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Death Misunderstood

Many people see death as cruel and cold, a foreboding figure stiff with demonic hunger in its 
eyes. Some that have lived their lives with welcome bouts of sorrow and full of woe see it as a 
figure that beckons them and will welcome them into a place better than the current. They will 
die the worst of deaths; their hearts heavy with disappointment for all of eternity. Some see 
it as a beautiful figure swaying with the songs of the deceased, smiling upon all and guiding 
through the dark and light worlds forever. They too, once departed will be filled with regret 
for putting such mundane thoughts on such a subject as death. Some people even believe that 
death is nothing more than tall tales and nothing in a sense could ever “kill their power.” They 
will forever drown in torment, but I, who have walked the in-between of the lines have seen the 
flaws in all these theories. I have seen the folly in their blind pride, but the proud fall alongside 
the meek.  I had a long time ago taken the hand of death and went with it as it’s equal. I have 
unlocked the secrets of death, and now will judge all of you that put your trust in your own 
frivolous thoughts. I have thrown back death’s hood and seen the deep, serious secrets that 
would demolish any evidence that the human race has any sanity. As the sane weep over the 
dead, as death adds one more to his treasury, the thin, wispy veil that separates insanity and 
death will be ripped as life takes its last breath. The bells will toll, and darkness will roll. As 
sanity makes one more feeble stand, all pride gone, meek and begging it will fall. Death will 
claim its prize. So, fear all of you that find comfort in your own false thoughts. Beware all of 
you that mistaken death as tame. The proud fall along-side the meek. 

Ansley Waters
7th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning
Teacher: Shelley George
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8th Grade Poetry

Perspective 

Have you ever woke up with no dad?
And you wake up with gunshots near your bed?
Gangs creeping through the streets wonder how can you even sleep

Wake up with heavy arms 
Working until the day is dark
Wondering if you can ever stop
Can’t even afford a tank top

Waking up every day wondering if you would even live
Can’t see the brighter future and can’t even jump out of your own pit
Wondering if you can lie to yourself “if you worth a time”

Waking up with no education 
Trying to work with frustration 
Earning money to make new lives 
In America that where work thrives 

Waking up with your parents overdosing on drugs
With nothing to eat, then stealing food every week 
And you lost count every time you look out that window                                 
Deep down inside you wonder if the window will ever open

Waking up on a plane 
About to be exploded to bits
Can you even comprehend the time to take to jump of cliff?
About 3.5 seconds that it is 
 
Always remember the things you did 
To the people you’ve hurt that’s the way it is
Always remember their Perspective 
Do not take things for granted 
And be grateful with what you have
Because others do not have it

Tyler Berry  
8th Grade
Hixson Middle School                                              
Teacher: Carrie Bishop
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Tears from the Sky

Last night it rained hard.
Like the tears from my red eyes.
I cry with the Earth. 

Jonah Chapman
8th Grade
Chattanooga School for the Liberal Arts
Teacher:  Jane Varnell
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I Remembered

The pounding don’t rattle me 
The shaking didn’t scare me 
Murmurs and whispers
Prayers and cries 
Screaming their last minutes of life
I didn’t scream or pray or whisper or cry 
I remembered 
I remembered the light  the sun that shone on my back
I remembered books
Their worn covers and now monstrous words 
Time made my bones shiver my lips quiver 
I remembered many things starting and listening to the candle whistle and flicker 
Until it went dark 

Nina Combs
8th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet
Teacher: Katherine Blake 
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Compulsion

the never breaking bounce of my legs.
the always scarred arms.
from the always picked bites. scratches.
the feeling of anxiety from the comments.
on my always scabbed face, arms, fingers.
the feeling of wanting to rip away my hair.
my skin.
the anger i get from not being able to stop
the panic when people stare. when people ask
why do you have those scars, those scabs. 
why are you bleeding
why why why why why.
i pick.
i scratch.
the compulsion takes over.
there is no control
no regret.
until after. 
the dull ache i get after
the pain of feeling judged
for the scars. 
for the scabs
i know they are not attractive.
but they. those people 
they have no idea what it feels like
but i can feel it.
no not the pain from the picking
the stares.
the comments.
the blood from my face.
the regret.
the judgement.
why?
why?
why?
why.
why do you say these things.
things you may not understand
but it hurts

100

 
Addison Holritz
8th grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Carrie Bishop
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What If There Were Others    

Something else could be out there
In a galaxy far, far away. Space is made up of a lot of empty space.
With some other stuff too
Like black holes, supernovas, stars and planets.

But what if there was something else?
Way out in the universe

What if there were other living things?
What language would they speak?
Would they speak?

Would they fly in spaceships?
Or would they use big blow-up bubble transports?
What if they didn’t have to eat?
What if they used photosynthesis to get energy?
Or what if they were just like us?

That would be cool.

Luke Hopper
8th Grade
Chattanooga School for the Liberal Arts
Teacher: Jane Varnell
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Orange Sky

Do birds fly
In an orange sky?
Do they hear our lies
And feel our cries?

Do they find would-be fliers
To be diers
In chains and wires
Of flaming fires?

Do birds know
Where to go
When their homes
Are in the snow?

Snow from good
And calm understood
With firewood
That’s been doused for good.

Trey Lance
8th Grade
Chattanooga School for the Liberal Arts
Teacher: Jane Varnell
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Shadowy Lightened Realm…

In some areas, darkness prevailed, in others, the light gave way.  
The regions along the banks where the light gathered out of the holes of darkness were in many 
patterns, zig-zag, curved, straight, asymmetrical in some ways, even cut off by larger controlled 
areas that the shadows ruled.
Mother Light would have to show though, for she could not stay in hiding with the darkness 
forever.
The mushrooms that grew on the voided wall gave the magical touch of light granted from her.
These were actually the little homes too of the Phosphorescent people that resided in this 
shrunken underworld.
It was deep underground where they all stayed, and often shaky for the roamers each day, this 
uncontained world was out of hand, and someone needed to take control, so the darkness tried 
to do this.
It was really unforbidden to do this, it was supposed to be half and half Mother light would 
argue with Father Darkness. 
They were always on seperate sides but still loved each other in the same way, that’s why you 
can never see them apart, it’s too hard to sever them as one would notice. Where you see light, 
there can be darkness lurking around, darkness, strapping around will be light.
They could never say they were alone, but just prone to arguments over there territory. Mother 
Light was more passionate about life than Father Darkness, for he wanted these forms to parish, 
so only she would care for him.
The plans he made did not work, her armies of light were to large for the darkness armies to 
overcome. That did not stop them from attacking though, so each night, or at each given chance, 
a battle over which spot will be shadowed or lightened begun. 
The armies were not under their king and queen’s demand, so the war would rage on until one 
side truly took over.
Mother Light would make due, and Father Darkness would remain solemn and certain, he was 
the creator of destruction and oblivion, so he did not care of what would become of life forms 
around him, these did not include his precious minions of dark power that were used to drain 
power from the light armies.
When would both of them learn, the priest of the Phosphorescent people always repeated with a 
sort of rant in his tone, but he could not complain, for life needed both of them, but they did not 
see, but maybe just see that they were, harmful entities, one wanting to try and turn that around, 
while the other would use it for his own want and need for evilness. 
Even though these divines were driven by desire, good or bad, the priest observed so faithfully, 
that no matter what they did with their powers, it was helpful to the creatures that resided in the 
lands of light and darkness.
Knowing that they were spirits of centuries past, more than eras among eras ago, that they were 
just what they are, trying to manipulate power, but the same thing is still being sent into a living 
beings eyes and body.
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They cannot change who they are, we cannot change who we are, we can do our best to change 
it, they can do their best to change it, but one’s sole purpose is that one’s purpose in the eyes of 
that person’s God(s), or none, but believe it or not, spirit or ghost, mortal or immortal, purpose 
comes with a cost, and a cost comes with a purpose, that being that purpose, it’s supposed to be 
confusing. 
Remember that…

Marquel Maxwell
8th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Carrie Bishop
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Untitled

Is it wrong to me,is it wrong to be me.Is my mind broken with mountfunctions.trying to grease 
them up but with no luck.Trying to be normal is a struggle;is it the burgers I ate ? Getting fatter 
on the double.
Being normal would the like it? Wour would they just lie about it?
People say that we are friends.There nose extends then i cry again.
Being autistic is hard.always being teased that im only made of lard.
“Why must you hurt me;what did I do to you ? ”Behind the mask is fattening food.
Words beat me till i bleed.Don’t have the words to stop the charging steed.
Retreating home to escape laughter.But in the process my heart & soul are broken and shattered.
Fixed up with love to share. Mother protects me like a grizzly bear.
Left to heal in my cave.But in the end i’m always saved.

Lance Mayweather, 
8th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Carrie Bishop
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Time
(a sonnet)

Looking back I don’t remember starting,
I just know that I have always been near.
Always present and never departing.
I’ve never left, but I am never here.

People always try to reach out for me, 
Always trying but never succeeding, 
Endlessly grasping for what they can’t see. 
All their attempts are futile and fleeting. 

You can’t control me, though people have tried,
Attempting to see a bigger picture.
Never reaching what they endlessly eyed, 
Only finding a patternless mixture. 

Looking ahead I don’t see an ending.
Always there, and forever extending.

Andrew McDonough
8th Grade
Chattanooga School for the Liberal Arts
Teacher: Jane Varnell
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 Disdain of a Cat

She does prance with feline stride, to see the swine to shake and cower.
She says that all do cower, for she alone does hold the power.

She calls herself a highest power, she sees herself to hold a dower.
Her dower is the feline pride, to all who doubt she gives a glower.

Her glower shows the brisk confined, while she is free to sniff the flower.
Her flower brings us back to start, when she did think she made all cower.

To be sincere, all that cowers is that one tiny flower…

Tori Carina Miller 
8th Grade
Homeschool
Teacher: Lisa Fox
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New York City

Loud but peaceful
The night sky is showing the beautiful city’s lights
People in sight everywhere
The hidden view bring insights

Sushi restaurants and cafes all diversify on the streets
Times Square filled with stores
As if there is a new world on every block
Lines out the doors

Those who have lived there don’t see the views
They ignore the sights
They see home and I want to as well
I want to find home in these lights

Emma Pack
8th Grade
Chattanooga Christian School
Teacher: Christy Piersant
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Man’s own reflection                              

A lifeful look of caring blue
Caressing the sandy beaches
It’s calming song
Had filled the hearts of those whom it preaches
A blissful facade; 
It fools those who refuse
To listen to sense,
Or don’t look for clues
An endless expanse of nothing but life
Fools those who are childish is its target to strike
The sea is unforgiving to those who don’t understand;
The life of beast, 
your breath will cease
under the weathering sand
It fits man so well;
The soul of where all bad intentions dwell
A simple drive
Whether to kill,
Or antagonize
Will never be quelled.
Humans were reflected
Into Nature’s ancient image
To expose the hearts of those who would start a similar scrimmage
A calm look that will cooly talk and sing
May have a festering dark abyss
Not ready to be seen

Joseph Patterson
8th Grade
Annoor Academy
Teacher: Kelsay Cate
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It’s Okay, Mama.

Youngest of six
Together in a rural community
Too small, we thought you were sick
But it’s okay, Mama.
Sneaky little thing
Take candy, get caught
Daddy gave you a whipping
But it’s okay, Mama.
Reach adulthood,
Your own new life
Things aren’t always that good
But it’s okay, Mama.
Get married
New husband
You lost the baby you carried
Deep sadness, you feel it won’t end
But it’s going to be okay, Mama.
Military wife, your other half is overseas
This separation won’t stop your life
It’s okay, Mama.
Announcement, new baby!
Not a product of affair
Husband thinks you’re shady
His new temper like a bear
I swear it’s okay, Mama.
Your little child
The face of an angel
Her name? Make it wild!
You know it’s okay, Mama.
Husband cheated
Left you for another
You feel defeated
A newly single mother
Are you really okay, Mama?
Your intelligent little baby
She’s making all A’s
Blossoming into a young lady
It’s okay, Mama.
Beautiful black woman
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Keep your head high, stand tall.
In my eyes, the best human
It’s always okay, Mama.

LaDaishanae Perkins
8th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Carrie Bishop
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Untitled 

When i think of you i get that feeling in my stomach 
That makes me feel scared and hurt
                                                
When you are brought up at home there’s never good
Things to say

You believe you are “an innocent man” who hasn’t hurt a soul

But you have, you have hurt everyone around you 
Countless woman that you have been with have told the terrible stories
Where you have mentally and physically neglected them

Countless stories of my own where you have stood there and yelled at us 
And called us terrible names and told us things that were not true because 
You don’t want to seem like the bad guy

I remember you and mom fighting and screaming because you can’t control 
Your anger. Things thrown across the room, crying, having to leave with mom to
To go to a hotel or grannies because of you.

I’ll never forget the day i found those drugs in your closet
I’ll never forget the broken feeling i felt in my heart because 
I chose to not believe those stories about how manipulative 
You are and how cruel you were, when i had to leave that day
And live with you i thought i was safe but then i realized you 
Cared more about the drugs, the alcohol , the parties, the woman, 
And the money

I wish i could call you dad but you weren’t a dad to me, you were a man
Who caused great pain in my life and in everyone else’s. I’ve asked you
To please get some help so u can be the father i know you can be
But you refuse

It hurts that you’ll never get to be protective over the boys i like
It hurts that you’ll never get to see me go to college or prom 
It hurts that i can’t hug you
It hurts that one day i’ll have to stand in front of a judge and say i don’t want to see 
You because you are a unfit parent and not someone that is healthy for me to be        
Around. You broke my heart before any boy could and i think that’s what hurts the most                         
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Avolin Robinson 
8th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Carrie Bishop
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Christmas Cheer

Candlelit
Holly
Ribbon
Icicle
Shopping
Turkey
Merry
Angel
Spirit 

Celebration
Hope
Elf
Eggnog
Rudolph 

AJ Shine
8th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning 
Teacher: Shelley George
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Stranded

A car drives by
I watch the unfamiliar face quickly fade away
The tires spit water from the winding dark road
The rain drip, drip, dripped down the hard cold window. 
I call out but my voice is dry. 
The highest pitch I can perform is merely a whisper. 
I try to walk to it but my frill feet only shake.
The car on the road to my sanity.
Of course, it is only a speck now. 
If the unfamiliar face even saw me, I am probably long forgotten 
I look down at my feet, still shaking from the cold
I look at my hands, they can barely hold themselves up, they are numb. 
I hear a distant sound and a vibration below my feet
A flicker of hope flutters throughout my chest, 
Only to be reminded there is no hope for me and the distant sound is only thunder. 
The rain roared.
The thunder boomed.
There I stood in the middle of it all. 
Motionless.
A path leads up a distant hill of broken dreams. 
I’ve climbed it before. 
A sorry feeling for myself festered when I recognized that I wouldn’t reach the top of that 
mountain. 

Cara Steinmetz
8th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet
Teacher: Katherine Blake
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What I wish I could tell my mom
 
I have spent most of my life trying to fill in the blanks asking everyone around about you. I 
don’t remember what your perfume smelled like or what made you laugh or what you look like. 
All I see of you is pictures and all I have of you is the thought of the type of mom you would 
have been to my brother and I. I’m writing this because I’m angry that I never got to introduce 
you to friends or boyfriends that you say are bad for me and I tell you that you just don’t 
understand but months later I find out you were right.  I know you’ll never get to read this but 
I’m upset.  I feel like I have to live life only part way.  All the yearbook pictures I took without 
you to do my hair.  All the lunches I made myself.  I think about what kind of person I would be 
if you were still here and if I would be the same or different, if I wouldn’t have made all the bad 
choices I have made or if I would make better ones. I think about all the times I needed you and 
you weren’t there  . I wish I didn’t have to live without you here to help me through heartbreaks 
and tears. I think about how you are never going to see me grow up, get married, and have kids.  
I  feel like I’m missing a big part of being a woman, like a part of me is still with you begging 
you not to go. I wish I knew what flowers you liked and that I could place them in your hands 
rather then on your grave. I wanna say thank you for trying to be the best mom but you had to 
leave this earth earlier than anyone wanted you to. I feel like I’m still waiting on you to wake up 
and tell me everything is going to be ok. I hope you know I’ll never love anyone as much as I 
miss you.   

Shannon Andrews  
8th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Carrie Bishop
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I’m Not Crazy

 People tend to tell me that I’m crazy. That my dreams are just that, dreams, but see I 
know they’re not. I know that they are something else, something dark. They are real I know 
it. Everyone always gives me a wide berth in the hallway, as if they’re afraid they can catch the 
crazy. It had all started when we were asked to draw something in art class, something that we 
wanted to share with other people, but weren’t able to put into words.
I drew the kid from my dreams, the kid with no face and pale, white as snow, skin that seemed  
shift with the shadows behind him. This kid was always wearing the same thing a jet black suit, 
and he was around 5’2. Even with no face I knew he was angry, I could feel it, as if the fury was 
rolling off of him and even though he has no eyes it was as if he was always looking directly 
at me, as if he was trying to communicate something. Like he had something big to say, but no 
way to say it.
All of this information is leading me up to what I want to actually talk about and that started on 
June 13th a Tuesday. Now a Tuesday is a pretty normal day, one that nothing usually happens 
on. I woke up around 10:00 am, expecting a calm day and for nothing to happen. The only plans 
I had for the day were to go out for a walk and then go home and read. I was at the park when 
it happened. I had noticed something by the swings, like a dark figure that didn’t seem to be 
noticed by anyone else, or at least nobody else cared.
I was about to just dismiss it to my imagination when the figure turned around, it was the kid 
from my dreams the one that has been haunting me for these past few months. I was terrified, 
I froze like a deer caught in headlights. When the feeling partially subsided I was confused. 
How was nobody noticing the person with no face? He slowly turned towards me, practically 
searching me out. How was nobody noticing this? He stopped when he faced me head on. 
When he slowly started walking towards me I let loose a bloodcurdling scream.
“What do you want with me?! Leave me alone!” 
By this point everyone was looking at me, but nobody was looking at the faceless boy. What 
was going on? Why wasn’t anyone looking at him, why was all of the attention on me? The 
gazes didn’t waver. They were all looking at me, some with worry, most with fear. All of them 
slowly walking towards me.
“What are you all doing?  Why are you coming towards me? Stop him!” I screamed pointing at 
the boy.
“It’s okay sweetie, we’ve called for some help, you’re going to be just fine.” An elderly woman 
spoke softly.
What was she talking about, if they wanted to help me they would stop him. When I looked 
back at him, I noticed how much closer he was, he had been walking towards me this entire 
time. I slowly started walking backwards, making “no” my mantra as I did. Suddenly I was 
grabbed roughly from behind. I screamed again and started struggling. I violently shook my 
entire body while trying to kick behind me, but the person would not let go. 
“It’s okay, we’ll get you the help that you need just, calm down.”
“What do you mean? If you wanna help me stop him! Stop the boy with no face, please!!”
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“Who? There’s no one there.” 
I stopped struggling long enough to look over at where the boy was, he was gone. Where did he 
go?
“What happened? He was just here.”
The man behind me started pulling me away again.
“He was just here. I’m not crazy! I’m telling you I’m not crazy, he was just here. Where did he 
go?”

*Random POV*

We watched silently as the girl was dragged off.
“He was just here. I’m not crazy! I’m telling you I’m not crazy, he was just here. Where did he 
go?”
She was dragged of swearing up and down that she wasn’t crazy, that there really was a boy 
with no face, but there wasn’t, he was never there.

Liberty Barnum     
8th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Brandie Bales
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The Blank World

I’m sitting at my daughter’s funeral watching my husband have no emotions while I am faced 
with the challenge of pretending to have none. Sappy music starts playing and the speaker 
named Mason Williams starts talking. I can feel myself starting to cry. I remember it like 
yesterday. We were fleeing a dying planet Earth, and a new perfect planet was discovered. The 
government felt like they needed to eliminate human flaw all together, so they got rid of human 
emotions.
My husband John and I decided to go along with our daughter Abbie. We got to the new planet, 
and got the injection that was supposed to rid us of our emotions. Instantly you could tell it 
worked on John. He had a blank face and didn’t show signs of any emotions. I turned to Abbie 
and I could tell that it didn’t work on her as well. We decided to pretend to not have any because 
just moments before they had told us if it didn’t work on us that the adults would be sent back 
and children would be “Let Go Of”.
 Mason Williams is one of the only people on the new planet that is not required emotions.
     “Abbie was such a great person with amazing parents,” He says, “She will forever be 
missed.” I keep thinking of how they figured out that she had emotions. 
     It was a chilly fall day when Abbie and I decided to play outside with our dog Buster. 
We now know that the government-owned Buster and he wasn’t a real dog. He was a robotic 
dog with cameras so they could see what people did on a daily basis without emotions. All of a 
sudden, Buster collapsed and Abbie started to cry because he was the only dog that she had ever 
owned, and her only friend. Minutes later, a government worker named Lexie Grey showed up 
and said that she was going to take Abbie and Let Go Of her. That was the last time that I ever 
saw her.
     Now I am at her funeral, which they don’t even call a funeral but a “Celebration of Life” 
I look over at my husband who has a blank face. No emotions. Nothing. My face gets hot as I 
try to hold my tears back. John looks over at me and shows a glimpse of emotion on his face 
before it falls back into normal position. Blank. I turn my attention back to Mason who is still 
talking about how great Abbie was when he never had met her. A thud comes from the back of 
the room, and I turn to see the one person I hate in this world, Lexie Grey. I take a deep breath 
before I realize tears are running down my face. Quickly I wipe them off before anyone else 
sees. 
     Sadly, Lexie Grey does see me and shouts, “She has emotions too!” Someone, I can’t 
tell who grabs me and Lexie pulls out handcuffs and puts them around my wrists. A jolt of pain 
shoots through me and I feel my eyes rolling back in my head.
     Suddenly, I am not longer in a world with no emotions. I can hear people laughing 
and I can hear people crying. I open my eyes and see a heart monitor and a doctor with the 
name Derek Shepard written on his name tag. His eyes widen when he sees me. He drops his 
clipboard and runs out of the hospital room. 
     “John! John! She’s awake! She really is this time!” I hear someone running towards my 
room. A man who looks familiar busts into the room and gives me a hug. 
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     “Sydney, you woke up! The doctors said you never would,” he says.
 “What happened to me? I can’t remember anything,” I ask.
“We were in a car crash and you have been in a coma for 6 months. I was so worried about 
you,” All of a sudden memories come flooding back to me. My husband John, my daughter 
Abbie and I were driving to her 8th birthday party when a car hit us and everything went blank 
for me. Dread washes over me as I think of Abbie. As if John can read my mind, he instantly 
says, “Abbie is gone for now, but she’ll be back at 3.” I realized that she was at school. I check 
the clock on the wall and it says that it is 3:10. A car outside that has a sticker that says school 
carpool on the side of it.
 Anticipation fills me as I wait for her to get onto my floor. I can see into the hallway that 
we are on the 3rd floor. All of a sudden, I see a little girl with a knee-length blue skirt and a pink 
shirt with a dog on it. She has her hair in uneven braids which her dad probably did. “Mom!” 
She yells. She runs to hug me and she starts crying. Suddenly I realize that it is okay to have 
emotions and that no one is going to be hurt if you do. For the first time in a long time, I feel 
okay to be happy.

Annabelle DiStasio
8th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet
Teacher: Katherine Blake
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The Secret I Keep

The genetic mutation first appeared a hundred years ago.  The first known records of the 
changed people were circus freaks, science fiction myths.  Each decade more people had the 
mutation.  I am infected, plagued, every day with what our ancestors called gifts, miracles.  
Wings, not angelic and feathered, but netted and thick.  Those rich enough can get them 
surgically removed, but others like me just have to move each time we are discovered.  My 
parents sacrificed everything for me, and now we had to move again. 
My dreary, plain, room, lonely and sad, without anything on the walls, greeted me after we 
finished returning the moving truck.  I struggled to pull off the brace, pinning my wings to my 
back, as I flopped on the bed, wishing I didn’t have to face my first day at school tomorrow.  
The first days were always the hardest and it didn’t help that this community seemed very tight-
knit. 
“Annabel,” my mom called upstairs.  I woke up with a start.  
“Had I really fallen asleep?” I thought.  I pushed my strawberry blonde hair out of my eyes, as I 
reached out of my nightstand for my glasses.  I sighed, sat up, and began getting dressed.
“Remember,” my mom told me seriously over breakfast, “You can’t let your wings slip out or 
show them to anyone, no matter how nice they seem.”  My mom has a reason to be worried.  
This is the fourth time we’ve moved in four years.  
“I know, I know,” I replied tiredly, ready for this day to be over.
An hour later I stood in front of the big heavy steel doors to the school, wishing I didn’t have to 
do this.  I walked inside amid the buzz of students who were talking with their friends.  I looked 
down at my schedule.  First period was math.  Great.  Just great.  
As I set my backpack down, I surveyed the other students around me.  Most of the students 
were in their cliques, which I recognized immediately: the popular kids, the band geeks, the 
nerds.  As a group approached me, I tensed, ready for anything.  What looked to be the head girl 
stepped forward and smiled.  Most would consider it a warm, welcome smile, but I saw it for 
what it was, fake and hiding something. 
“So you’re new?” she said in a sugary, sweet voice.  
“Yes,” I said, not wanting to talk to her.  
“Well, welcome to Pinewood Middle.  “What brings you here?” she continued with that sickly, 
sweet voice. 
Before I could answer, the bell rang.  “Hallelujah!” I thought.  I reached down into my 
backpack to get out the math textbook I had picked up the day before.  Suddenly I heard a loud, 
audible snap.  I froze.  The strap on my brace holding my wings in place broke.  I panicked as 
I raised my hand to request to go to the restroom to see if I could fix it.  I saw the girl who had 
spoken to me narrow her eyes and then widen them as she stared at my back.  “May I please 
go?” I called out urgently.  
“I’ll show you where it is,” said the girl, standing up and leading me out, as my heart dropped.  
When we reached the restroom, the brace completely fell off and the girl sneered.  “You’re one 
of them,” she spat out, looking at me murderously. “We don’t want your kind here.”
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As my head spun, I realized what this meant.  I would probably be bullied.  My parents might 
be fired.  We would be driven out of a town again.
I darted into a stall as the bathroom door opened again. “Marcie,” the girl called out.  Her voice 
returned to the sugary sweetness it was before.
“Charlotte,” she answered hesitantly.  “Where’s the new girl?”
“I don’t know what you’re talking about,” she said innocently. 
As Marcie peered into the stall, she froze and turned on Charlotte.  “Don’t you dare tell 
anyone,” she said fiercely.  “You know you will regret it.”  To my surprise, Charlotte bowed her 
head as though ashamed.
“Fine,” she forced out.  As soon as she left, I crept out of my temporary sanctuary to see who 
my unlikely hero was.
“It’s okay,” she said, “I understand how you feel.  Charlotte wouldn’t dare cross me.”  I gasped 
as she slid off her coat to reveal huge, peach-colored wings.  

Abby Fisk
8th Grade
Silverdale Baptist 
Teacher: Scheloe Woodson
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The Botanist
     
I wake up to hear an automated voice across my room.
“Good-morning… Sasha,” it says.
I groan in reply. The smell of sterile furniture and clean 
soap forces me awake.
“Good morning Monica,” I reply back to a small speaker 
near my door.
“Today for breakfast… water and an oatmeal bar,” Monica 
informs me.
I quickly dress into a casual white blouse and a light gray skirt. My room is littered with
clothing, papers, and multiple books. I glance at a couple papers from last night’s work; all of 
them show my latest ideas on more advanced oxygen generators.
Suddenly, my breakfast arrives from a small compartment on my desk. Monica is a 
programmed ‘smart house’ that engineers created 3 years ago, in 2047. I helped create them, 
but back then I was only 17 years old. I had been the brightest lab engineer in my class and had 
finished college by the time I was 20. 
“Work starts in… 15 minutes,” Monica says. 
I quickly wolf down my breakfast, almost choking as I jump out of my seat. 
Today is my first day of work at Monican Lab Corporation, which is the largest lab in New 
Chicago. Before I leave, I step in front of my mirror to fix my hair. I stare at my hazel green 
eyes as I struggle to pull my thick strawberry blonde hair in a tight bun. After a long minute, I 
finally finish my hair, I grab my bag, and then I head out the door. 

**********
So far my day has been great, I have met a couple of people who were also lab 
engineers, but I still have a hard time finding my way around the place. When the intercom 
comes on to inform everyone that the free period had started, I immediately head towards 
the exit to my workstation. I want to explore the lab! I pass multiple rooms and lounges but 
stop when I reach room 561. The windows connecting the hallway to the room are covered 
with curtains and the door is locked. It requires a key from a professional lab engineer or a 
bioscientist, so I immediately take mine out.  Since I had been the smartest in my training class, 
the main people in charge at Monican Lab had gifted me the professional lab engineer card. I 
look at the lock excitedly as I open the door. That’s when I see it. 
My jaw drops in shock as I look into the room. There is a plant on a sterile 
marble table. No one has ever seen a plant since the Liassen War and the Council destroyed 
every book about them, telling everyone that plants were extinct. I immediately grab the plant, 
an image of the Elders circling an incinerator appearing in my head. If the Elders knew of the 
plant, they would destroy it, making sure the public did not know they existed. I have to keep 
that from happening, I think to myself.
I quickly construct a small pouch beneath my lab coat to store the plant from prying eyes
outside of the room. As soon as I turn around to head towards the door, a small group of moni-
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bots surrounds the entrance to the room. 
“You are under arrest for… intruding and robbery,” one said in a robotic voice.
I look at them in fear as they swiftly surround me, their metallic torsos
blocking my view of the door, my hopes of spreading the news of the plant dissolving. The 
moni-bots edge closer, one of them snatching the plant from my lab pocket. I stumble after the 
plant, but a moni-bot quickly knocks me down, hitting my leg. Then the world goes black and I 
hear a shriek of pain.

**********
I wake up to see a bright light. Everything is bright. It smells just like my
home, but with a sort of harshness to it. I struggle to sit up, but straps of carbon fiber hold me 
down. As the brightness dims, a small lean figure appears in a large glass doorway. It’s Regina, 
the lead Elder in the Council. My eyes grow wide in shock as a moni-bot plunges a small 
syringe into my arm and I look up to see Regina smile. 
“Nothing ever happened,” she says with a wink.
I gasp as the world goes black again. My mind goes blank.

**********
“Good-morning… Sasha,” an automated voice calls from across the room. 
My head throbs as I sit up. The room around me is unfamiliar but the smell is… familiar. 
The room is white and sterile, lots of books and papers. 
The lady-like voice comes over the intercom again, “Step out of bed… Sasha.” 
Who is Sasha?
          

Nora Greaser
8th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet
Teacher: Katherine Blake
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Untitled

A train, heavy and strong, steadily traveling up a mountain in the distance. An owl in the almost 
dead tree on the side of the road, calling to see if any other living species was out there. Moths 
and insects running into the street light off side of the orphanage trying to find comfort in the 
light. Than there was me, running as far away as I could from that orphanage, where even the 
devil dares to enter.
 The week before the occurrence I was walking through the empty hallways of the 
orphanage, trying to find the headmistress Amelia, so that I could tell her the strange encounters 
of what I saw the night before. I woke up with these bloody hand prints on me, and had 
scratches all over. Emily, the girl that bunks with me, said that it was only me scratching myself 
from the bedbugs. I knew otherwise even though no one believed me. Why would I purposely 
hurt myself to where I bleed? If it was me scratching myself, than how did I not wake up from 
the pain? Oh the pain. The scratches were way to deep for my bitten down nails to have created. 
As I walk into Amelia’s room, she is covering her arms with her tunic, for all of us are nuns. I 
got in there too soon for her to cover up her arm completely, I saw this scar with a weird tattoo 
above it. Afraid to ask what it was, I just stuck to my plan of trying to get medical help for my 
arms and back. Before even asking my question I started to get bickered at by Amelia, “What 
did we talk about on how self harming is a sin!” “Ma’am I woke up with these, look at my body, 
look at my nails, how could I of done this?” Amelia grabbed my arm and started to examine it, 
than I blacked out.
I woke up and the scratches were gone. What! How? They were just a second ago? I’m in my 
bed? How? Then the bell rang, which meant breakfast in ten minutes. I reached for my neck 
to see if I had my necklace, I didn’t. I was really confused and scared now, that necklace was 
the only thing I have from my family, it contained a special material in it that was supposed to 
warn off evil spirits, or so that’s what the note said that came with it. I was frantically searching 
through the whole room, eight girls, one room. I searched through everybody’s things, and 
found it in Emily’s drawer. Confused I put it on and went on with my day. The next few days 
were a blur, they were boring, and there was nothing out of the ordinary. Except for one thing, 
three girls went missing. Thinking that they ran away, Amelia called police to examine the area, 
finding nothing, the case went cold. 
One night after dinner, I went straight to bed because I was extremely tired from lack of sleep. 
Around one in the morning, every girl woke up in the orphanage from a chilling scream. I ran 
to where I could identify were the scream was coming from. “The screams! They’re coming 
from the basement!” Emily said. The only problem was that the basement was off limits, but it 
seemed to be opened enough to hear just enough noise to wake someone up. Every single girl 
went storming downstairs to see the commotion. There was the three girls, dead and stripped 
down to just enough clothes that wouldn’t be embarrassing if Amelia so happened to come in. I 
took note on how the girls were laying, they seemed to have been hit in the head and fallen front 
wards, but on their arms were the same scratches I saw on myself, only theirs formed a pattern, 
and had a design on them also. It sort of looked like Amelia’s strange design on her arm, but I 
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didn’t jump to conclusions because I was still a little sleep deprived. The emergency alarm went 
off and we were sent to our rooms. When we woke up, no other grown up said a word about 
what happened. Amelia assured that it was all just a nightmare and that people weren’t thinking 
properly.
 The next day Amelia asked me to come into her office to have a discussion about my behavior. 
Skeptical, I took my time to her office. She seemed a little on edge when she was trying to 
discuss the issue  with me. On my way to her desk my hand hit the corner of her desk and it cut 
it open. A slow drop of blood rose to the surface of my skin, and Amelia went straight for it, 
she transformed into this crazy creature that would even make the devil shake.  She reached for 
my hand, but when she touched me, she was instantly in pain. My necklace got really warm on 
my neck, and left a mark. Amelia was crying out in pain, instead of helping out, I ran. She tried 
to get me but I got out to quick, Amelia knew that if she had touched me again, she wouldn’t 
have the ability to get back up. I decided to throw my necklace at her, and yelled for everyone 
to leave. We stormed out of the orphanage, not even looking back. I knew I was in the safe now, 
and as I was rolling up my tunic to see my watch, I had realized I had the mysterious scar and 
tattoo on my arm now. 

Lily Hansen 
8th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Brandie Bales
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Rise in Rank

In the beginning of Autumn you may see wolves run through the trees trying to prepare for 
Winter. This wolf pack has just had their first successful hunt of the Autumn season and it was a 
moose of colossal size. The pack begins to feast on the fresh meat and try to help the wounded 
who were caught by the moose’s attacks. They begin  amidst the Autumn leaves of many bright 
colors as they will soon move on looking for more prey. They set out in the evening when the 
moon begins to rise and shine through the trees and they begin heading north because they have 
a constant need for food. They run and jump gleefully through the forest and excited for their 
next hunt as they feel confident in their abilities. They search as they run for anything that will 
lead to the next victim of the pack. The pack is a large group of about fifty wolves that have 
many different objectives. Some wolves joined the pack looking for a mate that will appreciate 
them, while others simply wanted to be protected from the seasons and other ferocious 
predators. The leader of the pack wants to be respected by the pack because he lost it when 
he was captured by Indians. They are a fierce pack is made of highly skilled wolves who have 
experience in the wild but they don’t want to threaten.

As the pack gets farther north it begins to have to rest often because of the colder weather that 
is appearing more frequently. We will focus one of the pack’s more respected wolves who is 
named Kelvin because he was briefly an Indian pack dog and we will start in the beginning.  
Kelvin has been with the pack for little time and has seen the terrible state that is in the lower 
ranks of the pack. The lower dogs in the pack aren’t being treat well because of the packs big 
size and the wolves are fighting for any scrap of food that they can find. There have also been 
deaths from starvation and from taking injuries that lead to death. The lower ranks which is 
made up of about twenty wolves and others have been killed and eaten. The thirty in the middle 
and high rank in the pack get to eat first which often leaves barely anything for the lower rank 
wolves.            

This showed effect when the lower wolves started getting skinnier and were trying to eat each 
other because they had not eaten in a few days. Kelvin was in a fight recently with another 
wolf who was starving to the point of fighting to the death. This was soon noticed by the higher 
wolves and they sent a group with Kelvin and five other wolves who would hunt some prey for 
the starving lower wolves. They found a herd of deer and began to stalk them to try and single 
a deer away from the herd. They hunted with lightning speed and successfully brought a deer 
down. They dragged it with them the best they could and got to the rest of the pack after six 
days. Kelvin ate a little of the deer’s legs to stay in an form full of energy and able to run.  
When they got to the pack the deer was gone in a few hours and Kelvin was given a middle 
class rank so he could eat as one of the second to get the remains. He was happy with this 
and would try to show that the higher up wolves would not regret their decision. He would 
eventually make it to a high class wolf and would live his days teaching and guiding. He 
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enjoyed this and was very respected by the end of his time. He had solved many problems and 
done much for the pack and would not be forgotten.       

Chris Harvey 
8th Grade           
Annoor Academy           
Teacher: Kelsay Cate
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Helga the Ghost

Scene 1
(High-schoolers dare Helga to eat a tide-pod, he does and dies. High-schoolers shrug and walk 
away.)
Scene 2
(Helga, now a  ghost and comes to Pizza Hut to  order a pizza.)
Helga: One large cheese please.
Lance: You’re a ghost.
Helga: Yup.
Roger: What’s the name for your order?
Helga: (Says like evil maniac) Helga the ghost!
Roger: Helga? Is that seriously your name? (Tries not to laugh)
Helga: Yeah. 
Brint: I must be hearing things, your name is-
Helga: Helga the ghost!!!
All: HA HA HA HA!
Roger: Isn’t that a girl name though?
Lance: Sorry, I’ll get your order… Helga!
Helga: Forget this.
Scene 3
(Helga is sitting at a table the three of them come over Brint is holding the pizza.)
Roger: Here’s your pizza… Helga!
Helga: DO YOU EVER SHUT UP?!
Lance: We’re sorry. Have a good day, Helga!
(All burst out laughing Brint stops and looks at Helga.)
Brint: Hey guys doesn’t Helga look… Familiar?
Roger: He does look a little like someone I know…. 
Helga: MUH HA HA! It was about a year ago, don’t you remember? You killed me.
Lance: We did? No, that was your fault.
Helga: So you remember?
Lance: No.
Brint: OH YEAH! You’re the one who would prank the teachers.
Roger: RIGHT!
Lance: I totally forgot. 
Brint: I can’t believe you did that.
Roger: Yeah man, you’ve got some issues. 
Helga: That wasn’t- Sigh… 
(Helga snatches the pizza out of Brint’s hands)
Scene 4
Roger: Did you guys watch the game last night?!
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Lance: Yeah! It was… pretty awesome.
Brint: The way they hit the soccer ball?! It was AMAZING.
Roger: Wait no, I meant basketball.
Lance: Really? I thought you meant tennis. 
Helga: No, no, it was a baseball.
All: Helga?!
Helga: It is I!
Brint: What are you doing at our school!?
Helga: I’m bored.
Roger: What if someone sees you?
Lance: That would be funny… (Brint facepalms)
Brint: Get out of here Helga.
Lance: Oooor…
Brint: (Sarcastically) Great Lance has an idea!
Roger: What is it now Lance?
Lance: We could scare Stacy half to death!
Roger: I’m totally in!
Brint: Seriously! I never win. 
Scene 5
(Lance and Roger are hiding, but watching Helga scare Stacy.)
Helga: HELP ME FIND MY PUPPY!
Stacy: OH MY SANDALS! That is like totally a ghost.
Lance and Roger: HA HA HA HA (They all high-five)
Scene  6
(At high school Brint is looking around for Roger;. Lance is standing eating a bag of chips)
Brint: Lance? Have you seen Roger?
Lance: Yeah. I saw him Yesterday hanging out with Helga. He’s perfectly fine.
Brint: Well, remember he didn’t come to work yesterday? I’m starting to get worried. 
Lance: They were going to Helga’s house.
Brint: They went to Helga’s house?! This isn’t good. What if something happened to Roger!
(Lance stands there still just eating his chips)
Brint: Come on Lance, we’re going to find Roger. (Brint grabs Lance’s arm and drags him off 
stage)
Scene 7
(They get a phone call that Roger had a heart attack, they are both sad.)
Brint: I can’t believe what happened to Roger. 
Lance: Yeah. I hope he gets better soon. I miss him.
Brint: Yeah. It doesn’t make any sense though, Roger just had a heart attack? He never seemed 
out of shape.
Lance: Yeah. it was almost like Helga did something to him.
Brint: Helga (short pause) Helga (Another short pause) Helga! 
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Lance: Yeah. That’s what I said.
(As Brint and Lance prepare to leave, Helga stops them looking suspicious.)
Brint: Hello, Helga.
Lance: What up bro?
Helga: It’s too bad about what happened to Roger eh?
Brint: Yeah.
Helga: Guys wanna come hang out at my place?
Brint: No thanks. 
Lance: Come on Brint, Let’s go have some fun! You need it.
Brint: Lance. Can I talk to you? Alone.
(Helga shrugs and Lance goes to talk with Brint)
Lance: What’s up?
Brint: It’s about Helga. He seems, off. You can’t go with him!
Lance: Stop being so bossy Brint, I’m going with Helga I’m gonna have fun! I’ll see you 
tomorrow Brint.
Brint: Uh, ok… 
Scene 8
(Lance and Helga walking while Brint is secretly following them)
Helga: Wanna see something cool?
Lance: Sure.
Helga: Look into my eyes
(Helga “Goes inside” of Lance making him have a fake heart attack)
Brint: Gasp!
Helga: Who’s there?!
(Helga takes off and Brint quickly runs to Lance)
Brint: I knew it!
Scene  9
(We are in the hospital Roger and Lance are asleep and Brint is by their side)
Brint: It’s ok guys, I will avenge you.
Helga: You found out it was me. big deal. It’s too late, I got my revenge, you’re next.
Brint: Someone help!
Helga: No one can hear you.
Brint: Well lucky for me I do karate!(Does some attacks)
Helga: I’m a ghost hello! You can’t actually hurt me. 
Brint: (Does some more attacks)  
Helga: I can’t be defeated that easily.
Brint: What do you want with us?
Helga: I will make you eat a tide-pod!
Brint: (Says sarcastically) Ooooh noooo. 
Roger: (Roger sits up suddenly) What happened? Where am I?
Lance: (Still half asleep) Grandma… I want a cookie…
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Helga: Eat it.
Brint: No.
Roger: Is that candy? I’ll have one. (Roger eats it)
Brint: Roger! Noooo!
Helga: Muh ha ha haaa
Lance: Grandma… is this a raisin cookie? I want chocolate chip one… 
Helga: Lance, this is grandma, here is a chocolate chip cookie for you sonny.
Lance: (Eats) It’s tasty.
Brint: Give me one!
Helga: ok. (Brint eats it)
Scene 10
(They are now all ghosts)
Roger: What now?
Brint: Let’s scare some kids.
Lance: Sweet.
Helga: YAY!

Eden Knuston
8th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning
Teacher: Shelly George
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Untitled 

Belladonna was destined to be the bad guy. Except, she didn’t really think she was a bad person. 
Meadow was destined to be the good guy, the one who saves the world from the bad guy. Thing 
is, the world doesn’t need to be saved from a bad guy who only runs away. 
Meadow and Belladonna were friends. When they were humans, they were inseparable. But a 
prophecy was bound to seperate them - a prophecy of them transforming into defenders of good 
and evil. Belladonna got the short end of the stick. When the transformation happened, Meadow 
was given a sword. Belladonna was given nothing. Thus, the hunt began.
The demon always fled without fail. She didn’t want to fight. Belladonna always figured that 
she didn’t have to be what some prophecy said she had to be. Meadow thought differently. Of 
course, Meadow was the protector of all things good, so why wouldn’t she want to step up to 
the prophecy?
On nights like these, Belladonna knew that they’d encounter each other. She was usually right. 
Meadow was persistent in her hunt. It was kind of scary, really, how dead set Meadow was on 
killing her. It was like she forgot about their friendship.
Belladonna pretends not to hear the rustle in the bushes. She pretends that Meadow is 
successfully sneaking up on her. She pretends to not expect Meadow to pounce on her. She even 
pretends to be shocked when Meadow presses her blade to her throat. Instead of retaliating, 
though, she smiles.
“Meadow.” Belladonna greets warmly. The cold look in Meadow’s eyes doesn’t keep her from 
smiling. The blade presses harder against her throat. Belladonna keeps smiling. “You know, I 
remember when we’d talk about our future. Remember, Meadow? We always said we’d be there 
for each other.” Belladonna smiled wider.
“You’re not who you used to be, Belladonna.”
“But I am.”
“No, you’re not,” Meadow sneers at her. “You’re evil.”
Belladonna swiftly kicks Meadow off of her, surprising them both. Meadow thought she was 
evil. Her friend thought she was evil. Meadow, of all people, should know better than that. 
“You know I’m not!” Belladonna found herself pouncing on Meadow, holding her down. “I’ve 
never done anything to anyone!” Meadow stared up at her, bewildered. “The only thing I’ve 
ever done to you or anyone else is exist!” Belladonna’s eyes were watering. A few tears fell 
onto Meadow’s face. 
“Don’t you see, Bella?” Meadow flipped Belladonna under her, raising her blade just above the 
demon’s stomach. “That’s why you’re evil.” The angel presses the tip of her blade further into 
Belladonna’s stomach. “You were destined to be evil.” Belladonna’s skin begins to burn beneath 
the blade. The demon tries to kick, but it’s no use. No amount of punching seems to get her 
anywhere, either.
“You can talk about destiny all you want,” Belladonna hisses. “You weren’t the one destined to 
be killed.” Meadow goes quiet for a moment. Then she smiles.
“You’re right. I wasn’t.” There’s a moment where Meadow lifts her sword with both her hands 
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above her head, and Belladonna is sure she’s never felt so terrified. This is it. She’s going to die. 
She stares up at Meadow, and for a moment, the angel pauses. 
“Before I die,” Belladonna wants to say before you kill me, but she doesn’t. “I want you to 
know that you’re always going to be my friend.” 
Meadow’s eyes twitch like they’re going to widen. Her grip on the sword loosens, and 
Belladonna takes her chance. She shoves Meadow off of her, and wastes no time on fleeing.
Meadow watches her. She doesn’t move to get up until she’s sure that Belladonna is gone.

Michaela Maroon 
8th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Brandie Bales
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New World

 I felt the blood rush to my ears, as the ship shot from the ground. This was it, finally, 
the worry of our going along with my old home was shoved out of the way by the new fear of 
a new home. My thoughts clattered in my head, things like, What if we run out of fuel on the 
way there, or get there and the scientists were wrong about how perfect it is. I lost my train of 
thought when a voice came through the intercom. 
 “You may now float about the cabin as you wish,” the woman on the intercom stated. 
Not even two minutes after the announcements were made people alike began laughing as they 
floated around the apartment. How could they be enjoying themselves at a time like this. How 
could they not be worried sick about being in a new place… No, a new world. A new home. A 
new Earth, but it’s not a new Earth. No, it’s just a replacement for my beloved home; and with 
those thoughts running through my head, the darkness consumed me.

I shot up in my seat, thinking the shaking of my body was us crashing back into the Earth. My 
eyes scanned the area around me only to find my mother staring at me in concern. “We have just 
landed, come on,” she said before walking toward my my little sister who was in the far corner. 
I scooped up my bag and Rainbow, my stuffed cat. The getting off part was easier than the 
getting on part. When we were finally safe on the ground, I took out my phone only to find that 
I had no service, and my battery was at 30%.
“Mom. Mom….. MOM,” I screeched, she snapped her head in my direction, the wind whipping 
her hair in her face. “ I need a charger and a charging port.” She look at me as though I was the 
dumbest person ever.
“Sweety,” she said in a bitter- sweet voice. “This place doesn’t have electricity yet.” The 
pure terror on my face must have been funny, because she giggled. My heart sunk. This made 
everything do much worse, now I would never be able to find my friends, I promised my best 
friend Iris Patel that I would find her right when I got to planet X. “Now then, Come on Iz,” my 
mother snapped me out of my thoughts. 

I sat on my bed staring out at the strange new world. I have to start my whole life over; new 
friend, new school, new world. I know it can only get better, but I worried I won’t like the new 
better. My mind is filled with questions and all I want to do is go to the library in my old city, 
I know that is never going to happen. Why did we have to move? Why did we have to go to a 
new planet? Why? Why did my life have to be ruined by science and the sun?
 I hope my questions will be forgotten, I hope I will find new friends, I hope. I know I should 
be dwelling on the fact that I am alive, and that I am on a new planet, but my mind still dwells 
on if I should have come here or stayed there and died with my beloved home. That is all I wish 
for.
Hannah Mathews, 8th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Brandie Bales
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Short Story: Creativity Itself

 For when time was created, there must have been something before that, math, possibly? 
There are far more things that could have set the template for time, and many, many other 
things. Anything before time is hard to describe, you musn’t need space to have time, because 
there is still an interval of a number in which time moves through, like the number of minutes it 
has been without the space, hours, days, and etc… Although there is time and space, connecting 
with math and science, there is light and darkness, which make up our universe itself, suns, 
stars, the space inbetween and the light not absorbed by these stars and suns. Pieces by pieces 
you can tear it down to a few conclusions, all which don’t need explaining, but there is 
something that started the universe, whether it be our god (Whichever, Whomever Worshipped), 
our a Big Bang. The Big Bang can be a solution but how would this impact how our universe 
was formed? God, or (Any Other Gods) may have an impact too if the Big Bang is incorrect, 
it confirms many things, but most importantly, we would know that creation is just a form 
itself that is so beautiful, that it will have the means to making us as well! Many things will 
determine templates and foundations for what the universe’s creator has made from scratch. 
Like how math was made, linking with time, linking with everything. Numbers in general will 
be a killer blow if that is struck out from the universes true statements or even, “proven” facts! 
Many effects will transform into alternatives and link to others, but also, it is all so complex 
that it is stored, but when connected you gather the universes whole information but so huge in 
a strand so little because it is only growing, but there must be something before everything if 
everything was made by something. It has to be this way, or many things in math and science 
can be proven instantly wrong! Creativity is amazing, what it gives is cool, but t\the fact that it 
needed something before itself, before everything, everything needs everything in order to stay 
here in the universe, because just like at first everything for everything. Nothing can prove this 
argument wrong, say it’s right or falsely accuse it without ANY evidence, you will not receive 
knowledge or arguments like these. 

Marquel Maxwell
8th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Carrie Bishop
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My Daddy’s Blue Durag

Ever since I could remember, my daddy always wore a blue durag. It was a good poly-satin 
mix, baby blue durag that would give him the most beautiful, shiny 360 waves. He would keep 
it on all the time when he was at home, unless he was brushing his hair, or moisturizing it. My 
daddy would showcase his waves to the world everytime we left the house, and a day never 
went by where he didn’t get a compliment on them. In the bathroom, when he would take his 
durag off, all you would hear was, “Ya boy is drowning!” My daddy just had that ability to 
make his waves always look their best. I’ve never seen his waves dry or broken.
I started wearing durags when I was 7 or 8 years old. I wanted to be like my daddy so much. 
I wanted my hair to look as good as his did all the time. My daddy felt I was ready, so he 
bought me dark blue, poly-satin mix durag that was just like his. He brought me a chair in the 
bathroom, and he stood right by me as we looked in the mirror. He said, “Okay Kovu. This is 
the day when you begin your journey to becoming a man. But more importantly, a man with 
waves.” I felt so good after he said that. In addition to buying my durag, he bought me some 
coconut oil, Pink lotion, and a brush. We moisturized my hair, my daddy told me to brush my 
hair until my hands got six packs. I did just as he said. When I was done, my arms were sore. 
Now I see why my daddy’s arms were so toned. 
My daddy taught me how to tie my durag. You put it on your head, then you cross the flaps in 
the back. Then, you bring the flap in your right hand across the front of your head going to the 
right. After that, you bring the flap in your left hand across the front of your head going to left. 
Lastly, you tie the flaps in the back. Pull the back of your durag a little to make sure it’s nice and 
secure. Like this, I could have beautiful waves like my daddy hopefully in no time. Maybe then, 
people would see my hair is beautiful. Maybe then, my mama would stop calling my hair nappy. 
Maybe then, I’ll be happy with my hair.
After a while, my hair looked like my daddy’s. It wasn’t exactly the same, only because he had 
been doing it way longer than I have. My mama stopped bullying me and she didn’t call my 
hair nappy anymore. I got compliments on my waves as well, and it boosted my confidence. I 
honestly can say that following in my daddy’s wave footsteps has made my life better.

LaDaishanae Perkins
8th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Carrie Bishop
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Catching a Creeper 

         It was late. A lone, dirty old Honda drove down a dirt road through the summer 
thunderstorm. The driver was a blonde girl of about nineteen years old named Caroline. Her 
passengers were her siblings; Paige, also blonde, a bookworm, and age seventeen. Grace, 
blonde, like her sisters and thirteen, and Scott, Grace’s dark haired younger twin. 
         They had been on a trip in Florida, and were headed on the second leg of the journey 
while their parents stayed behind for their anniversary. The kids’ parents would join them in a 
week in upper state Kentucky. 
        “This storm came out of nowhere!” said Grace from the back seat.
        “Usually, I’d argue, but for once we agree!” replied Scott with a nervous grin. 
        “Just sit tight. The road’s a bit bumpy here, but I’m driving as slow as possible,” replied 
Caroline from the front seat. 
        “Whatever we do, let’s hurry. We’re almost out of gas,” said Paige, always the practical 
one. 
         “I can’t believe Banner is sleeping through this,” Grace said loudly over the rain, referring 
to the friendly, black dog in the back seat. 
          Suddenly, without warning, the car came to an even slower crawl than before. Caroline 
barely had time to pull over before the car stopped completely. 
         “There goes the gas. What now?” asked Scott. 
         “No one panic. I see a light a little ways up the road. Grace, pass out raincoats from the 
trunk. We’ll just have to get a little wet,” said Caroline. 
         “What about Banner? He’s still asleep,” said Paige. 
         “Scott, wake him up, and don’t bother with the leash. He’ll probably follow us wherever 
we go,” replied Caroline. 
          After all their gear was gathered up, the four kids jumped out of the car, and ran with 
Banner close behind. They reached the doorstep of an old Victorian, run down mansion, soaking 
wet. 
          “Hopefully, they’re taking weary travelers,” said Grace. 
           Caroline, being oldest, rang the doorbell. Soon, a man came to the door. But he didn’t 
invite them in. Far from it. 
          “Who are you?” he asked. “Why are you kids playing around up here at twelve o’clock at 
night?” he growled. 
          “Well, sir, our car broke down, and we want to spend the night here, please,” replied 
Caroline respectfully. 
           “Fine. I think we can squeeze you in if you don’t mind the mansion being haunted by the 
ghost of Louie Geyser.”
           “Who?” Scott asked. 
           “He was a murderer and bank robber who was found murdered in this house. His killer 
got away, but he buried loot here before he died. As a matter of fact, we have three more guests 
who knew Geyser somehow. They were just about to explain that. Come right in,” said the man 
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whose business card he gave them said Mr. E.
            Mr. E guided the group through an entry way, and then to an old living room, where two 
men and a woman were seated. One man was short and old, the other man was middle-aged and 
dark haired, and the lady was a younger, blue-eyed redhead. 
            Scott was very observant, and right before he took a seat, he saw the black butt of a gun 
sticking out of the lady’s purse. He tried to stay calm while their host made introductions to all 
the guests. 
            The red headed woman was a Miss Scarlett; she had been Louie Geyser’s fiancé. The 
old man was Mr. James Coler; the dead man’s uncle. And the dark haired gentleman was the 
coroner who had taken care of the case, Mr. Henry. After all the introductions were made, Mr. E 
led the group upstairs to their room. 
             “Good night, children,” said Mr. E. 
              When he left, Grace, who was standing near the door, heard the lock click. 
             “Now what?” asked Paige. 
               Caroline, who was standing near the vent in the room, replied, “Well, all we can 
do is try to find another way out. Wait, listen, I can hear something through the vent from 
downstairs!”
               As the kids listened at the vent, what they heard scared them out of their wits. Their 
host and his other guests had gathered back in the living room. 
              “Now, we can continue our meeting,” said Mr. E. 
                The party downstairs then proceeded to talk about where the most logical place 
Geyser’s money would be in the house. They had killed Geyser for both revenge ( for reasons 
the kids couldn’t hear ) and his money. 
               “What about the marks on the body?” asked Miss Scarlett in a different voice than the 
kids had heard before. 
                “No one will see them before I cover the marks up at the office,” said Mr. Henry. 
                “What about the nosy kids upstairs?” asked Mr. Coler. 
                “I’ll scare them so bad tonight, they’ll never be back within five hundred yards of this 
place,” said Mr. E. 
                 Then the criminals went to bed, and the kids stood. Thy devised a plan, and then out 
it into action. They climbed out the window down to the first floor below; all seemed quiet. 
They walked to the dining room single file. 
                “Wait, what’s that?” said Paige. 
                 They had all heard it. A growling noise. They quietly walked to the kitchen. There it 
was again. They found a trapdoor in the kitchen floor, and opened it to reveal a dark stairway 
leading downward.
                “Let’s go,” said Caroline. 
                 After walking down the stairs, they saw a room blocked by a door with a barred 
window. A full grown leopard slept in the corner. 
                 “So, the leopard’s marks are what needed to be hidden on old Louie’s body,” said 
Scott. 
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                     They left the foreboding passageway and reentered the kitchen, closing the 
trapdoor behind them quietly. 
                   “Ok here’s the plan. We fight fire with fire. Mr. E wants to scare us, so we scare 
him,” said Caroline. 
                     Later, at 3 a.m., Mr. E sneaked upstairs to “check on” his guests. Miss Scarlett 
came in the living room, Mr. Coler took his place in the hall, and Mr. Henry walked into the 
kitchen. All were armed. 
                     Mr. E entered the room, and looked in the bed. No one slept there. A piece of paper 
caught his eye. He picked it up and read it to himself. “They’re with me, big brother,” signed 
Lou. Mr. E stumbled backward and mumbled, “Brother!”. 
Thanks to Paige and her phone, the kids had discovered that Geyser was Mr. E’s younger 
brother. Mr. E ran down to the safety place he knew, the kitchen. 
                     When he arrived, his partners in crime were now a very fearful group gathered 
above the kitchen trapdoor. All talking at once, they told of strange interactions who they all  
thought was the man whose blood remained on their hands. 
                      The kids listened in triumph at their success in scaring the crooks, then the 
kids joined them in the room. Scott had called the police (Grace had cleverly recorded the 
incriminating evidence against them on her phone earlier). But before anyone at all could 
think or say anything, the trapdoor flew open and a ferociously, angry leopard leaped out, jaws 
dripping. The leopard made a move toward Mr. E that would certainly have killed him, when a 
voice cried out, “Drop!”.
                       The leopard immediately dropped to the ground. Louie Geyser came out of the 
trapdoor, clearly the owner of the voice. 
                      “Dear brother, you forgot I visited this animal quite frequently as a boy. We 
developed a bond, and the body you have is the butler of this house, killed by Feona here. You 
messed up when you locked me in the house with her one night to kill me. The butler stayed late 
that night.” 
                         Flashing blue and red lights pulled up outside the house. 
 

Jaycee Rogers 
8th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Scheloe Woodson 
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Untitled

Hi, My name is… well, we’ll just call me Red. I am what the average adult would consider 
a “typical teenager”, or so they think. What exactly is the typical teenager one might ask? 
Overdramatic, rude, sarcastic, disrespectful, ungrateful, selfish, insensitive, demanding, self-
centered, and much worse. Did I hit it all yet? No? It’s not even the half. People diminish us 
and our generation more and more every day. I always stop and think why? It’s rare I ever see 
someone stop to ask, how are you doing today other than the times you can see the hurt in our 
bulging bright eyes. Do people ever wonder how we get this way? Why do we get so quiet? 
Why are we so distant? Why don’t we come out? Why are we always so upset? Just, why? 
Why? There’s so much that belittles us “typical teenagers” every day. Our bodies are changing 
and our minds are shaping and adapting to the things we see every day is, “that’s life..” Not only 
having to worry about ourselves but the things that matter to us the most and the things people 
want to make matter. I want to live in a world of happiness, I want to live in a world where I 
don’t wake up to the news screaming about politics, bad weather, suicides, mass murders, and 
cruelty. That’s not how we want to live. But in our present society? This is how we have to live, 
not how we choose to live. 

NeeAsiah Shelton
8th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Carrie Bishop
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Buffalo Hunter

I am a Native American boy of the Nez Perces tribe. I am the boy with no name. Today 
the hunters went out for Buffalo. I stayed with Grandmother and helped set up our lodge. 
Grandmother told me stories today as we worked; including one about a hunter who long ago 
had saved our tribe from starvation when he killed a Buffalo one week of starvation had crossed 
our people. He must have been brave to hunt alone and he must have been an amazing shot. 
When the hunters returned today, they had no food. It is ok for it to happen every now and then, 
we have food in surplus.
 Three days ago, the hunters came back with no food. The surplus is almost out, and Chief 
Long Bear ordered us to move to a new hunting ground. We will cross the mountain, and lay 
camp on the other side in the valley. They say it is a wise decision, and many buffalo will roam 
there. 
 It has been 10 days since the hunters came back with no food. Today, the Woman who 
lived next to us before the trip died of starvation. They say we will have to wait to give her 
a burial, and we need to concentrate on food. Chief Long Bear is wise, so we trust him. We 
hope to give her a burial soon. Mama was talking to Papa today when I entered the lodge after 
helping our servant fetch water from the creek. The servant’s name is One Eye, but he has two 
eyes. I asked him why he had that name, and he did not respond. He is very polite and quiet, so 
I didn’t push him. I still wonder about what name I might get.
 It has been 12 days now, and Chief Long Bear ordered us to move again. We are moving 
not to far, just to the other side of the river because they say it is more fertile. They say that 
we can survive on crops while we find more buffalo. While doing work setting up the tent, 
I wondered what my name would be, and how I would earn it. What notable deed could a 
15-year-old boy do?
 Today, Grandpapa died of starvation. He held out 17 days, longer than anyone expected 
him to. Mama insists to be left alone, but she says she just needs time. Grandmama is very sad 
but promised that she would live on for him. Papa is very sad to, and he has tried to comfort me. 
I feel a small bit better, but there is a gap in my soul now. I think about how I will never hear his 
soft gentle voice telling me how everything will be okay, how he made me laugh. How I will 
not see his face until I join him in the afterlife. I will take tomorrow off.
 I took yesterday off, but I wanted to work today. I helped plant crops along my servant 
One Eye. When we went to the river to grab water, I again asked him why his name was One 
Eye. He shocked me by shouting “Why do you need to know? I don’t want to tell you anyway! 
It is none of your business, and if I want to explain myself to you I will!” He then blushed, 
looked down and quietly said, “Forgive me, master, I meant not to insult you.” As upset as I was 
for him yelling at me, I accepted his apology and went back to work.
 The sunrise was beautiful today. It was a nice beacon of light, the sky covered with 
orange and pink paint strokes. It reminded me on grandpapa.
 It has been 30 days now, and the hunters needed extra help. I volunteer because it 
sounded like an adventure. We saw a rabbit, but the hunters all missed. It darted left and right, 
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hopping up and down, dodging all the arrows. I saw it run past me, its little white fur in the 
corner of my eye. In one swift movement, I turned around, grabbed and arrow, and drew back 
my bow. But then I got stressed. I thought about how I had to kill this rabbit to feed my family 
and help our tribe. My hands started to shake. I tried to steady my aim, but then sweat dripped 
into my eye. I was blinded, but I saw the rabbit whisk by. I let go of the arrow and heard the 
thud. I wiped my eye to see my prize. But instead of the rabbit, I saw my arrow, lodged in a 
tree trunk only a small distance away from another hunter. I almost cried. Most of the hunters 
assured me that it was okay and that the same thing happened to them sometimes. Others 
ridiculed me, saying I should have let someone better come along. When I got home, no one 
was inside. I started to cry and did so for 15 minutes. Then I stopped when I saw mama’s 
shadow outside the lodge. Tonight, I promise myself that I will fix my mistake and that I will 
find and kill a buffalo to save my tribe, just like in the story grandmama told me. But I will need 
help, so I will bring One Eye. I owe him after I pushed him about his name so hard. Hopefully, 
he will forgive me as I forgave him after we catch that buffalo.     

    
Owen Tate
8th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet
Teacher: Katherine Blake
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The Hungry
     
THUD! THUD! Andrei hears the delivery man bringing their rations. 
 “Parents home?” The man asks.
 “You know they aren’t” Andrei snaps back.
 “Oh,” The man stutters, “looks like were out kid.”
 Andrei slams the door in the mans face and can hear the pitter patter of his sisters, Anna 
and Kara’s feet as they run down the hallway. The sisters run up to Andrei waiting for him to 
pull food from behind his back.
 “This is the second time this week,” Kara moans.
 “Where’s the food we work for!” Ana screams.
 “Go next door for the rest of the day,” Andrei tells them. Both girls run past him and go 
out the door towards Mrs. Polanski’s house. After he sees the girls enter her home from the 
window, he walks to the back of his broken down home. He can feel wood chips falling on his 
shoulder and hears them hitting the ground which creaks under the pressure of his body. 
As he is about to enter his parents room he looks above the door and sees a sign that reads 
“Love”. He only wishes that was true. As he walks in, he can see small Andrei running into their 
room throwing his backpack on the ground and jumping into his mother’s arms. He longed to 
feel her warmth; like a baby kangaroo in its mother’s pouch. He misses his parents, he misses 
his mom’s ability to take the food they were given and turn it into a meal straight from The 
White Palace. He misses his dad telling him how to take on life’s issues with the force of one 
thousand trains. He hasn’t seen his parents in months and when he thinks of the street life they 
chose its like a little bee in his chest poking at his heart. He can feel the bee getting ready to 
sting his heart will all its might and kill itself. Andrei is so torn on whether or not to love his 
parents; they were once his biggest supporters. But since their friend betrayed them and got 
them addicted, they haven’t been home in months. He sits there for a while and bathes in his 
sorrow, until a lone tear rolls down his face. It was then that Andrei felt the memories of his 
childhood leaving him. These thoughts of isolation fill his brain like a balloon filled with air. 
These thoughts warm his body like a blanket during a cold night, and replace the thought of his 
mother’s arms. Andrei sees a picture of his father sitting on their nightstand. He can imagine 
himself in that moment staring into his father’s face which is filled with teeth because of his 
smile. 
 “I hate you!” Andrei yells. The anger rings in his ears like echos in a cave. He grabs the 
photo and snaps it in half. He sees the small glass shards fall to the floor like leaves during the 
fall. He sits back down on his parents bed and starts wondering to himself why his government 
that he was taught to obey hasn’t reached out to help him and his sisters. 
 “Is our Lord Stalin a fake,” He thinks in his head. He wonders if the current sitting leader 
is a fake. Andrei refuses to believe his government could be corrupt. He has never known 
anything but this. While his subconscious is telling him that there are better ways to run a 
country, his conscious refuses to believe that thought.  
 “I’m gonna do it, this life isn’t for me,” Andrei thinks. He can feel the world of this life 
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bouncing off the inside of his head like a ball bouncing off a wall.
“This life hasn’t been fair to me, this life is too hard,” These thoughts echo in Andrei’s head. 
He gets up from his parents bed. As he walks out, one of the shelves with all of the photos of 
their family fall. He looks at his photo which has shattered. This glass from the frame scratched 
the photo and scratched all over his eyes. Andrei sighs and walks towards his room. Before he 
goes into his room he takes a look around his home and a sudden overflow of memories flood 
his head. He sees his small self running into their “kitchen” as he’s read it was called in another 
world, but he thinks theirs is too small to be considered one. He sees his family huddling around 
their two-person table to eat food. Andrei then sees his dad hitting his mom and his mom 
forming a puddle of blood and tears at her feet. He remembers sitting in the corner during that 
and just staring. The thought that at a young age he was fascinated by that event only enforces 
his idea that is floating in his head. He goes into his room and grabs a rope he stole from the 
farm camp he works at. He takes the rope and pulls out a book that reads Knots for Boy Scouts. 
Andrei doesn’t know what that title means. All he knows is that it contains a knot that he could 
achieve his goal with. As Andrei is tying the knot he finally implodes with tears and soaks his 
bed sheets. He thinks of the day before his dad left for good. He remembers sitting in the corner 
of his infested room only being fed less than ⅛ of what he was meant to get in a day. The next 
day his dad finally opened the door and walked out. He can still smell that hellish smell and 
hear his sisters crying. He hangs the noose from his rotten old roof and sticks his neck in. He 
kicks the chair out from under him and just peachfully accepts death with open arms, kinda like 
his mother he thinks.

Keller Tipton
8th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet
Teacher: Katherine Blake
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Glitch 
    
It is a cold windy night in Tech Town, and the hospital is even colder. As I wake up at the 
suddenly bright light I squint my eyes in pain as it starts to hurt. 
“Get this light off me!” I say, groaning. “It’s freezing in here. Can you cut off the air?” I ask. 
“No can do Mr. Tool, this thing has to run for 24 hrs,” says Dr. Craze, pointing to a miniature 
cubic box. 
“Why did you come here?” asks Dr. Craze. Clueless to why he asks, I answer 
“To get my chip re-updated, because the law says to.” 
 “Good your chip’s working fine,” he says as he walks over the door and opens it, 
signaling that I can go. 
 As I get up to leave, my body’s weight just seems to be heavier than usual, but I just 
shake it off. The house is dark as I pull up; I open the door and let the darkness surround me. I 
kick the door behind me and head to the escalator to go up to my room. I jump into my bed and 
immediately doze off.  
 I’m awoken by a sudden blast of an alarm, I start to freeze up at the outburst. As I hear 
the sweet sound of my father’s singing, my clenching muscles let loose. Getting up I put on my 
techno suit and slowly walk to the escalator to meet my father in the kitchen. As I step closer to 
the table I see a stack of pancakes with “Good Morning” written in whip cream on the top. 
 “Good morning son,” greets my father. 
 “Good morning dad,” I say with a sad, uneasy smile. 
 “You hungry?” he asks cheerfully.
 “No thanks, plus I’m going to be late for school.” I say. As I look over from my telepathic 
screen I see sadness weld up into my father’s eyes. Quickly I change my answer, 
 “But if you want me to stay I-” 
 “No, no, son go on to school I wouldn’t want you to be late.” 
 Without another word I walk to my car pod and head to school. I pull up to the school to 
see girls crying and most of my class looking sad. Now as I’m walking down the hallways of 
this technological school all I hear are numerous whispers, all of a sudden a waves of children 
are twitching and falling to the ground. Groups of students and teachers are sprinting down 
the hallway to get to the kids as chaos is building up around me I see a electric spark come 
from all the glitching bodies and morph into an electric ball and flash away. I rush through the 
crowds of kids to the main doors, on my way I get a spark of electricity from one of the female 
staff members who is running super fast to who knows where. I hope into my pod and zoom 
towards home. On my way there I hit a red light, as a connection interrupts my music I see the 
electro ball, but this time it’s bigger and floating above me. The light turns green right when the 
ball is starting to turn left, following the ball it starts to make a right and head into an unusual 
warehouse. I get out of the my pod and enter the strange rusty building. Continuing to follow 
the electro ball it moves towards the stairway, as I’m walking up the stairs I start to glitch as I 
move up higher. I continue to walk the stairs, as I’m doing so I see somebody but as I was about 
to call out something or someone slowly presses a metal tool up against my neck. As it slowly 
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shuts me down the person says in a hush voice,
 “Let’s go night night.” 
 “Aaaarrrrgggghhhh!” screams an unrecognizable female voice. “Send out all the viruses, 
we need to shut down those chips.” she yells.
 “Why?”  I question in a groggy voice. As I’m coming to I start to see a shiny bright light. 
“ and get this light off of me.” I said. As the woman approaches me I could see that she had 
caramel skin and is wearing a lab coat, as she moves the light I was in shock to see her again. 
 “Mother?” I whisper as tears form in my eyes. 
 “Don’t be so emotional.” she says blandly 
 “Well, I thought you died,” I say apologetically. 
 “I did die, now so will you,” she says with an evil smirk. In shock as to why she feels the 
need to kill her own son I ask, “Why are you trying to shut people down, and who made you 
feel this way?” I pause remembering all the things she did, “you were so caring and loving.” 
 “Loving?” she asks as she rolls her eyes and continue to type some code, that looks 
familiar in a way. 
 “Why do you want to shut us down?” I ask ignoring her eye roll. 
 “I’m doing this because I hate the cyborg race,” she irritatedly says. 
“Why?” I ask trying to annoy her.   
 “Why do you keep asking questions?” she yells.
 “Just curious, that’s all.” I say with a smirk on my face. As she turns around to look at 
me I quickly wipe the smirk off my face and look at the ceiling. As she turns around I pull out a 
piece of plastic to part the particles of the force field to get out. I walk out and quickly pull out 
the flash drive from her computer. As she turning around I plug the virus into her, and shut her 
down with a glitch. As her limp body falls back into me tears roll down my face, between my 
sobs I say,  “ I’m so, so sorry.”      

Ca’Niah Trimble
8th Grade
Normal Park Museum Magnet
Teacher: Katherine Blake
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Untitled

I don’t care, i do care, Would i know, not for sure. I’m undecided, i’m unfinished, i’m here, 
i’m there. I’m everywhere i can get to. I’m boring, i’m annoying, i’m borderline puzzling. I’m 
weird, and i’m very troubling if you really knew me. In my head, everything’s just unpleasantly, 
quizickly, unadulteratedly, troubling. I’m like shakespeare asking a simple question, “To be, 
or not to be? That, is the question.”. Although my question is, “To live, or not to live? That, is 
my desire.”. As a fact, in my opinion, my arguments and the way i answer them, is quite valid 
or invalid, whichever criteria fits your opinion. Whether your political or not, we all have to 
vote, whether we’re nice or not, we still do something kind, whether we’re psychotic or not, we 
still do something that proves otherwise. We don’t have to be cool, we could be lame, but if it 
goes well, we might just be cool to certain people. We could be a hero, we could be a villain, 
for there is no ying without a yang. Every black has its white, and every white has its black. 
Whether your big or small, I never cared, if I think i can fight you, then imma fight you, but not 
physically but verbally. I can an onomatopoeia the ex-girlfriend of your love life, I can make 
a hyperbole the strict, unproud father, and make nouns, pronouns, and adjectives the boss and 
federation of your crappy job.

Cami Turner
8th Grade
Hixson Middle School
Teacher: Carrie Bishop
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Carrots, Parrots, Ferrets, and Fish

I like carrots
That inherit genes
From a parrot
They also have to smell like ferrets
If my wish 
comes true
I will squish 
The dish
Beneath
My fish.

Joel Davis
9th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning
Teacher: Shelley George
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The Storm

Can you feel the wind
Ruffling your hair?
Can you feel the dampness
That’s hanging in the air?
The clouds are getting darker
With every passing hour,
And with every lightning bolt
There’s the promise of a shower.

After another lightning flash
And a thunder roll,
The rain comes pelting to the ground on every hill and knoll.
Snakes hide in old logs,
Cows take shelter in the barn, 
And cats come inside to play
With their string and balls of yarn.
Turtles hunch up in their shells,
Rabbits take refuge in holes.
A field mouse scurries into her burrow
As a rumble of thunder rolls.

The thunder begins to quiet.
The rain begins to subside,
And all the children, with joyful shouts, rush to get outside.

Some people say rain
Has no use at all,
But I known that this is not true.
For rain is how plants,
Can get a drink
And stay healthy like me and you.
Rain can sometimes get ugly,
When floods destroy things in their flow,
but rain can make a beautiful thing,
Like a shimmering rainbow!
So if you think that rain is a bother,
And has no real worth,
Everyone should remember…
These showers refresh the earth.
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Isaiah Dixon
9th Grade
Homeschool 
Teacher: Miriam Dixon
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Anxiety

I can feel it coming
As if it was nothing
The irrational rage
Like i’m in a cage
This is the last time
I could snap on a dime

The words flow out
But not for me
As if I had no doubt
I wish I was free
I wish I could see
For this state I live in,
Not Tennessee
For its the plea
The decree
The disagree

This is not who I am
I wish I could say anything
For it’s me who I slam
For the outside is varying
And everything, burying
Back beneath these very things
I’m levying, my heart is steadying
These tiny things
I think of scary things
Like i’m Stephen king
I give up every shiny thing
As if I bowed to a petty king
But that’s it…
I give up everything

Mason Forrest
9th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning
Teacher: Shelley George
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“Menacing Waves”

his love is like the ocean constantly pulling you back 
and pushing you forth its a constant tug-of-war
sometimes you are calm and a float until the tidal 
wave like hands pull you under and clench your throat
people will see you coughing up water when you have 
finally released his grasp but they will only blame you 
and say that it is your fault and you should have just asked 
the smile on his face is all just a disguise 
to cover up the raging sea in his sharp dark blue eyes
his salty kiss and gentle afternoon waves make you believe 
that all your fears have gone away it only takes 
a flash of lightning in his deep blue eyes to 
have you crashing down again beneath the storm of the tide
you fight this time with every last piece of you left inside
screaming so loud that the hurricane has been shot silent
you swim as fast as you can until you are now walking on dry sand

Katie Sondgeroth
9th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Kyndall Squires 
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“The Wild Things”

Let’s grow like the wild things, careless yet most beautiful.
Growing in the sun’s light, and resting in the moons comfort.
Let’s move with the wing, yet we’ll stay rooted where we’ve grown.
Let those who want us pick us, and those who don’t leave us be.
Fighting with the elements we prove our strength to ourselves.
Let the water give us life, growing while it flows without restraints.
Let us create smiles on the faces that need them every single day.
And when we wither, let us spread our seeds of happiness.
For we are not weeds, we are the wild things.
For we are not nobody’s, we matter, we are the wild things.

Drew Tawzer 
9th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy 
Teacher: Kyndall Squires
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9th Grade Prose

“Labelmaker”

     Alena Murray tapped her fingers on the desk in front of her. She glanced at the clock- seven 
more minutes. Sighing, she rested her chin in her hand and looked around the room. In front of 
her, Jack was smacking his gum- which he was reprimanded for chewing almost every day- as 
he scribbled flame designs on his latest paper airplane (which had also been forbidden). In the 
desk next to Alena, Kylie sat, looking perfect as usual in her designer jeans and blonde ponytail, 
as she glanced down repeatedly at her phone, which was rested in her lap as she furiously texted 
Marissa from across the classroom. Behind Kylie sat Vivian Harland, a tall girl with brown, 
unbrushed hair and a faded t-shirt. Her eyes were glued to the window next to her and she 
barely even flinched when someone threw an eraser at her from a few desks back.
    Finally, Ms. Finch stood up.
    “Ok everyone. Get your lunches and line up at the door. You don’t need your backpack. As 
soon as we have everyone, we’ll meet the other fifth grade classes at the bus.”
    Immediately, everyone was out of their seats, scrambling towards the door. As they went 
outside and climbed the steep stairs into the bus, Alena saw Kylie, who was already sitting in 
one of the front seats, stick her foot into the aisle just in time for Jenna, a short girl with glasses, 
to trip over it, spilling the contents of her paper lunch bag and falling on the ground between the 
seats. As she hurried to clean up the mess, her face flaming, Kylie smiled at her.
    “Oh I’m sorry Jenna,” she said sweetly “but I’m sure you didn’t want that anyway. You know. 
You’re kind of…”
    “Fat?”  Kylie’s friend Marissa whispered next to her, wide eyed. They both dissolved into 
laughter as Jenna slumped into her seat.
    As the bus pulled away, towards the long-awaited fifth grade field trip, Alena sat in the 
back of the bus, thinking. Why did everyone seem be known for only one thing? Jack was a 
troublemaker. Kylie was popular and rude. Vivian was just weird, and Jenna was fat? Wasn’t 
there more than those things.
    Soon, the bus pulled into the parking lot of the Gregory Toy Factory. The kids hurried out of 
the bus, chattering excitedly as the group made its way into the large building. They were met 
by a short woman in a blue uniform. She announced that she would be their tour guide for the 
day, and led them into a large space full of machinery. On the first conveyor belt she led them 
up to, hundreds of identical dolls slid into boxes. 
    “Ooh, creepy!” Jack said.
They continued to walk down the line watching how the toys were assembled. At the end of 
the line was large, silver, box shaped machine. A bold red sticker was plastered over the side 
of it: LABELMAKER. As each toy, in its own box, rolled through the label maker, a sticker 
was stamped on it, naming the toy, its description, and its serial number. Every one of every 
type was the same. Alena walked back over to the conveyor belt with the dolls. She stared 
at the identical faces, their glassy eyes staring back at her. Suddenly, the faces began to blur, 
morphing into something strangely recognizable. Alena suddenly sucked in her breath. They 
were the faces of her classmates- Jacks red hair, Jenna’s rosy cheeks, Kylie’s blond ponytail. 
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And finally, Alena’s own face. The dolls rolled quickly down the belt, fell into boxes, and slid 
in the machine that was the labelmaker. Stickers were slammed onto the boxes, stating only one 
characteristic of each doll. Troublemaker, Jacks box read. The boxes kept rolling through the 
machine. Just as Alena’s was swallowed into the metal box...she woke up. Alena’s eyes flashed 
open. 
   Later that day, as Alena’s class left for their field trip, Alena glanced over at a girl from 
another fifth grade class. The first thing she noticed was that the girl sat in a wheelchair. 
Wheelchair. The first thing that came to her mind. Suddenly, it rang in Alena’s head- 
LABELMAKER, LABELMAKER. Alena walked over to the girl.
    “Hey,” she said “do you want to sit with me on the bus?”
    The girl smiled the brightest smile Alena had ever seen.

Anna Collis
9th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Kyndall Squires 
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“Mentality: The Insurgence”

Words, a diverse collection, flow like an interlocking stream through a world called Mentality. 
If set free these words can bring perpetual possibility, unmatched power, and limitless creation. 
Good or Evil, Love or War, Happiness or Discontentment, all are decided by the shifts in 
this vocable current. From a young age the people, also known as Mentals, learn to use and 
understand the strength that is held by words, uttered and transcribed. Unfortunately this 
seemingly perfect world is only a shadow of what is used to be. Once a unifying force between 
every divergence in existence, the river of words was now a cause of dissension and violence. 
Certain underlying rivulets are vile and twisted, a bolster of confidence to evildoers that longed 
to poison Mentality. 
In the renowned Mental city Wernicke, a place known for exploration and advancement in 
the brain areas of comprehension and thought potentiality, a girl named Char worked at The 
Brainwave Institution. Using the Word River as a resource, she was working to create a new 
language that could be implemented into the minds of every Mental. If success was granted 
to her, she would be admitted to an elite position of power. She would be able to posit her 
ideas, which otherwise wouldn’t be respected or considered. For all of the short sixteen years 
of her life she had yearned to possess a voice in the dictatorship-like workings of Mentality. 
Fortunately, in her youth she had shown an extreme aptitude for manipulating the river and so at 
age seven Char was taken to Wernicke to work for the institution. She had helped create many 
powerful languages since then but none like the one she was currently constructing. It was a 
complex compilation of elements from many other languages. 
“Char, stay focused! This project will decide your future and is important for mine as well,”  
Eldur, her department head, glowered. 
“Sorry sir, I just don’t understand. My orders say that this language cannot include past or future 
tense verbs, that makes no sense.” Char frowned, “Won’t this stop people from harnessing the 
full power of the Word River? I thought that was illegal.”
“Did I ask for a lecture on the legalistics of this project? I didn’t think so, follow your orders 
and get back to work!” Eldur snapped. 
The next day Char was still pondering over the morality of her project and suddenly she had a 
realization. This new language would enable her bosses to control everyone, memories could be 
erased and future actions could be controlled. Even worse, the people wouldn’t be able to access 
the Word River, everything would be under the control of Ash, the founder of The Brainwave. 
Ash was extremely power hungry and ruthless; a powerful combination of evil. How could she 
ever do anything to stop him?
The next few weeks were a blur for Char because she threw herself into working on the new 
language. Eldur was pleased with her progress and for once kept his griping to himself. Finally 
it was the day of the language experimentation in front of Ash and his secretary, Char was a 
bundle of nerves.
“Hey Char,” Eldur whispered right before they walked into the conference room.
“What?” 
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“Don’t mess this up.”
“Welcome to our presentation. After many long weeks of hard work I present to you, Modify, a 
language without past or future tense verbs. These limitations create the ability of the controller 
to take over Mentality and restrict the cognitive abilities of all people. The world could be 
yours, all you have to do to become the controller is put on and activate this earpiece. Thank 
you.” Char finished her explanation and waited to see Ash’s reaction. 
“Finally, I can take over Mentality. Char you are no longer needed. Someone take her to a 
detaining cell,” Ash smiled. For the first time ever Char felt true fear. She had never realized 
how corrupt Mentality had become, she had been happy to accept that things were good. But 
she had a plan, one that Ash was not aware of.  Before anyone could grab her she pulled out a 
red button and pressed it. 
“So class, how has your view of Char changed? How many of you would be willing to sacrifice 
yourself in order to save Mentality? The Age of Fire ended because of her love for this land. 
Your thoughts are due tomorrow.” Raine finished her lecture and sent all of her students home.
“Great Grandmother I will continue your legacy.”

Madison Creekmore
9th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy 
Teacher: Kyndall Squires
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“Flight 847”    

           Clara could hear wind flying by her head. She felt the weightlessness of her body floating 
in the air. Seconds later she saw glass float by her face, and it cut her cheek. She knew that this 
might be the end. The plane struck in the middle of the Atlantic. When Clara’s body struck the 
frigid water, her breathing instantly stopped, and her heartbeat slowed. 
           Eight hours earlier, it was 8:00 p.m., and Clara was leaving her apartment for her 9:00 
p.m. flight. She was flying to New York to see family just in time for the holidays. She hailed 
a cab and headed for the Charles de Gaulle International Airport in Paris, France. She had 
expected to get on a nonstop flight from Paris, France to New York.  Once she had arrived at the 
airport, she looked at the blue screen displaying flight schedules and noticed that her flight was 
delayed till 9:50 p.m. She asked one of the workers at the airport, “Why is my flight delayed? 
I have to be in New York by morning to meet my brother and parents!” The airport worker 
responded saying, “There’s a potential snow storm heading for the airport. All flights are being 
delayed due to the weather.” Clara thanked the airport worker for the information. She had some 
time to kill, so she went to get coffee. As time rolled around to 9:30 p.m., she was able to get on 
her new flight and depart at 9:50 p.m. 
           The flight attendant told all of the 157 passengers to buckle up and get out of their 
reclined positions. Minutes later the plane rose into the air. Clara had a window seat and could 
see the Eiffel Tower slowly getting smaller as the plane was flying out of Paris. When the plane 
reached its cruising altitude, everyone was able to unbuckle their seat belts and roam about 
the cabin. Clara wasn’t sure what to do for the next eight hours on the flight. She tried to text 
someone or watch something on YouTube, but she didn’t have any service at 35,000 feet. She 
decided to take a nap to pass the time away.
           When she awoke, it was four o’clock in the morning. She looked out and could see the 
moonlight glistening on the ocean waves. The ocean was calm, and she could see little pieces of 
ice floating by. She thought nothing of it since it was bitterly cold outside, and it was the middle 
of December. Clara felt lightheaded. She asked the flight attendant, “Do you have anything 
for my headache?” The flight attendant responded by giving her some Tylenol and pretzels 
as a snack. As the flight attendant walked away, she nearly fell because the plane hit some 
turbulence. The captain told everyone on the plane to buckle up and get out of their reclined 
positions for their safety. All of the passengers and flight attendants waited in suspense for the 
captain to say something again. 
           From her window seat, Clara looked outside at the left wing of the plane. She could see 
the wing flaps moving back and forth as the pilots desperately tried to keep the plane level. 
The plane flew into a pocket of no turbulence. The plane suddenly lost all aerodynamics. It 
was drastically losing altitude. The pilots tried to pull up but could not because there was no 
lift on the plane’s wings. The left aileron on the plane wing broke off and crashed into the side 
of the plane shattering five windows and puncturing a hole in the plane. Clara saw all of this 
happening in slow motion. She saw the glass of the broken windows gliding past her face. 
She felt the wind blowing through her hair as the cabin pressure dropped. The oxygen masks 
deployed, and Clara tried to grasp it. When she finally was able to get the oxygen mask over her 
head, she felt the weightlessness of her body and watched the snack cart fly out of the plane. 
           Clara knew that she might not survive this crash. In her final thoughts, she thought only 
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of her brother, her husband, and her two parents. She thought of her regrets and wished that she 
had shared more of her very big heart with her friends and family. As the plane struck in the 
middle of the Atlantic, everyone in the front of the plane died on impact. When Clara’s body 
was submerged into the frigid water, her breathing instantly stopped, and her heartbeat slowed. 
Her body floated in the flooding cabin for several minutes. The very few surviving passengers 
in the back of the plane went to where Clara was to search for survivors. She was the first body 
they found. The survivors tried to search for a way to revive her because she still had a faint 
pulse. A man tried to give CPR for two minutes and failed at reviving her. Her heart had stopped 
beating. The man went to the emergency cabinet in the back of the plane and found defibrillator 
paddles. The survivors placed her body on an inflatable raft so they wouldn’t get shocked by 
the defibrillator. The man put the defibrillator paddles on her ice-cold body. This resurrected her 
from her anoxic state. Clara drew her first breath in six minutes. 
           Everyone was so happy that she was alive. She thanked the stranger for saving her life. 
All of the survivors got out of the sinking plane through a hole caused when the aileron hit the 
side of the plane. Luckily a nearby fishing boat saw the plane go down into the ocean. All of the 
passengers waited on the outside of the plane in an inflatable raft. The boat finally reached the 
survivors which were freezing. Of the 157 passengers, only 23 survived the crash. Clara and the 
rest of the survivors would be able to arrive in New York. 

Nicolas Mangrum 
9th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy 
Teacher: Kyndall Squires

“Lang lebe DeutschLand”

The shots of Russian soldiers could be heard behind me as I ran. I needed to keep running, but I 
was running out of breath. The shrapnel from the grenade stung in my leg every moment I ran. 
Back at the academy, they taught me to never retreat but fight to the death. I could not follow 
that. 

“Keep running!” I hear one of my fellow comrades yell before falling to the ground.

I turn down Frieda street hoping the Russians will turn race the other direction. I look and see a 
small alley and turn my aching body into the small opening. Behind me also runs Heinz, one of 
my friends from the battalion, who runs into the alley. 

“Stay quiet” he says with a quiet but commanding voice.

I stay perfectly still as I hear the Russian yells and T-34’s roll down the street. After what 
seemed like eternity the tanks and yells faded away. Me and Heinz slowly exited the alley way 
and ran into a somewhat stable red building on the other side of the street. 

Once inside, I fell to the ground in pain. Heinz ran over to me and looked down and saw the 
metal shrapnel stuck in my leg and the warm red blood that oozed out. 

“It will be ok Otto” he was able to cough out of his heaving mouth.

He reached for his bag and pulled out a small dirty white cloth and proceeded to put it around 
my wounded leg. The inside of the building was partially destroyed with ceiling, floor boards, 
and walls collapsed in. The only thing that wasn’t nearly destroyed was a painting of the Fuhrer 
on the far wall where what looked to be a dining room. However there was a small bullet hole 
that settled in his head that created a tear in the swastika behind him. The Fuhrer had promised a 
great reich and new order that would bring Germany to the top of all nations. He had convinced 
the entire nation that we could beat back the Russians, Americans, French, and British. Now 
they all are closing in on German soil as they steam towards Berlin in revenge. 

Suddenly a noise of running came from the outside. Heinz immediately pulled out his luger and 
pointed it towards the doorway.

Silence.

Suddenly a scream that I knew too well ran out across the entire town. Russians. Immediately 
after that blood curdling scream, three figures ran into the doorway. 

Shots fired. 

I looked up and saw only two figures standing with one on the ground squirming.
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“Don’t shoot!” one of the voices yelled.

Germans.

One of the figures which looked to be an old man immediately fell to the ground and began 
stripping the other figure which looked to be a young Hitler youth boy. 

I looked over at Heinz whose face turned pale and looked as if something died. 

“Hans!” he yelled out. “Hans!”

I placed my hands on the ground and forced my wounded body up and dragged myself over to 
the scene. On the ground laid the young boy known as Hans and the older man who placed his 
hands on the boys stomach where blood was gushing out. Behind the old man stood a larger 
man whose faced looked as if he had seen many battles and atrocities and his spirit had died 
with it. The boy looked around and his eyes met with mine before fading away into darkness. 
The old man fell upon the boy and all the death and heartbrokenness of the war flooded out. 

“This war has broken us all” said the large man. “I’ve been here since the war started and it has 
changed so much.” 

Heinz looked at him and wiped away a tear that fell down his face.

“This town always had a military parade which told of victory, freedom, and justice for 
Germany.” He paused, “Now it only speaks of defeat and sorrow.” 

I looked down at my tattered gray uniform which was once pristine and washed. Now it only 
showed desperation. 

Suddenly reality hit back in as the return of Russian yells came. Me, Heinz, and the large soldier 
ran over to the window and peered out. Several soviet soldiers and an armored jeep walked 

through the street shooting any body that looked alive. Then, one soldier took out a cocktail and 
lit it, throwing it an old store lighting it up in the flames of death. 

“They are burning the town” said the large soldier. 

We rushed to gather supplies around the house as the Russians advanced towards the house. I 
ran to a small room that had four chairs and a small table. I looked around a small a knife and 
Rheinmetall on the floor. I thrust my arms down to pick up the weapons and raced back to the 
living room. 

A shot rang. 

I made it to the living room and saw the old man laying on the floor with a luger in his right 
hand. Heinz and the large soldier came back to the living room a moment after and looked at the 
old man and boy lying dead on the ground.  Suddenly Russian voices rang and started closer to 
the building. I stumbled over to the old man and picked up the Karsk that next to him. As I bent 
down I saw an iron cross that laid on his chest. I picked up both.

All three of us immediately crouched down and aimed our guns at the door. I looked over at 
Heinz. Tears had filled his eyes. 

“Wir werden einander wieder im Paradies sehen” he said before the enemy poured into the 
room and all went dark as death fell upon me like a hurdling stone.

Nathan Webb
9th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy 
Teacher: Kyndall Squires 
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Martin’s Mistake

Martin drove down the road, his hands clenched to the steering wheel, his feet secured to the 
gas pedal,  his eyes desperately searching for a place that might satisfy his impatient wife and 
angry daughter. He looked to the center of the steering wheel, and saw a yellow sticky note that 
read, “10:00, 12:30, 1:30.” Martin, frustrated at the sight of the note peeled it off the steering 
wheel and folded it into his pocket.  Martin’s stomach tightened at his mistake. The family 
movie day had been ruined because he had misread the movie time. He searched for something, 
anything, that could make this the family day that he knew his family needed. Martin was 
encouraged when he spied his wife’s favorite breakfast place. 
The family slowly walked into the restaurant. Martin’s body unclenched at the warm smell of 
coffee, and the warmth the restaurant had to offer to his cold, lean body. 
He had made a good decision. 
“We will take that booth please,” Martin said to the waitress, feeling good that he had gotten a 
comfortable corner seat for his wife.  His wife ordered a cup of coffee.  
Coffee always makes things better.
 He offered to buy his daughter the seasonal peppermint hot chocolate, hoping she would accept 
the generous offer. 
“No thanks,” Her eyes went back to her phone.
“They have whipped cream!” Martin kindly requested to his daughter.
No response.
 His wife sat their tapping her foot, her eyes low,holding her lukewarm coffee. There was no 
creamer present at the table, and she wouldn’t take one sip until there was. She turned to the 
empty table behind her, finding two abandoned creamers. She poured the room temperature 
creamer into her lukewarm coffee. No spoon. She noticed the table had no silverware or 
napkins. His wife looked up to Martin with her hands tightly clenched around her cup of coffee. 
Martin’s stomach knotted, his eyes timidly searched for the waitress to get her attention. She 
slowly walked over to the table, her feet scuffing the greasy floor with each step.
 “Excuse me, my wife needs a spoon to stir her coffee,” Martin gently spoke.  The waitress 
glanced back at Martin with a rude expression. 
“I’ll go get some. Sorry,” the waitress said with her eyes fixed on Martin. Martin slumped in 
the booth feeling a little guilty about the tone he had taken with the waitress, even though he 
already knew she didn’t care. The waitress approached the table, her stubby fingers pulling out 
her order book. 
“Get whatever you would like,” Martin said with his chest high, and his mind feeling gracious.  
His wife ordered a spinach and mushroom omelet, her favorite.  His daughter peered up and 
responded, “I’ll have a waffle.” 
“Would you like strawberries, I always like strawberries on my waffle!” Martin requested with 
great eagerness.
No response. His daughter’s eyes remained fixed are her phone. 
“They have strawberries!” Martin said trying to persuade his daughter to get whatever she 
would like.
“Just a plain waffle,” his daughter abruptly replied annoyed at her father’s eagerness and 

desperate generosity. 
He then collected the menus handing them to the waitress with a smile. She ignored his kind 
gesture, her eyes rolled as she turned and walked away. 
It had been a long wait, and other families grumbed having not received their food. Finally the 
waitress approached the table with the order. Martin, now satisfied that they had gotten their 
food, peered up to see his wife staring at him. His wife had no food. Martin quickly put down 
his fork and searched for the waitress.
“Excuse me, but we ordered an omelet, ma’am,” Martin said trying to keep his composure.
“Oh,” she said glancing back at the kitchen pass.  “Uh, It will be right out,” the waitress replied. 
She hurried back to the pass with the ticket in her hand.
The wife could see from across the room the arguing between the waitress and the cook as she 
shook the ticket in his face. She knew they had forgotten the omelet. She looked down in defeat. 
Martin sighed, looking at his wife.  He recognized the look from earlier that day when they 
had missed the movie. Now all he wanted was for this day to be over.  The waitress returned...
without the omelet.
“Is there a problem with the omelet?” Martin asked with his hands clenched on the table.
“No sir, Nothing is wrong.  I will go get it now,” she muttered. The waitress slowly walked 
away from the table,  she went to fold napkins. This angered Martin, because he knew she had 
forgotten the order.
Martin clenched his fist. “May I speak to the manager!” Martin shouted, yelling to no one in 
particular. He had had enough. His families ungratefulness was not helping the matter. A tall, 
muscular man came out stomping the heels of his shoes to the ground. Martin peered up.. 
“I am just going to be honest with you sir,” Martin said impatiently. “Your restaurant’s service 
has not been good. We still lack silverware, and napkins. My wife has had nothing to stir her 
coffee with this whole time—”
“My staff has worked long hours sir…” the manager interrupted. He took a deep breath, “...and 
if you as a human can not be mindful of that I feel sorry for you.” 
Martin thought of how he had been treated by not only his family, but now the manager. “We 
will enjoy our food now, thank you,” Martin replied tense with frustration. Martin wanted to 
walk out of the restaurant, and leave the whole, unpleasant day behind. He looked to the end 
of the table and eyed a box of customer survey packets. He slipped one in his back pocket and 
stood up.  As he pulled his hand out he noticed the yellow sticky note stuck to his hand “10:30, 
12:00, 1:30”. He crumpled it up, and dropped it to the greasy floor.

Maddy Zidan
9th Grade
Chattanooga Christian School
Teacher: Daniel Grissom
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10th Grade Poetry

An Ode to Socks

Oh, socks! 
My feet feel sweet heated relief
When you wrap them up like a christmas present. 

Oh, socks! 
No adoration on Earth can match the one I have for you.
You keep me warm, each thread of you is knit with compassion.

Oh, socks!
How I mourn for you when you develop a hole!
Ripped and holding on by a thread, you are so strong. 

Oh, socks!
Must I say goodbye to you? This is as bitter as lemon.
This is goodbye for now, but I will always remember
The sweet way you rid my feet of their chilly prison.

Hannah Carter
10th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Taryn Humphries
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Home Away From Home

The smell of sweet perfume 
Every time she goes for a hug
Even though she is small in size 
She makes up for it in 
Affection and generosity
She has this warm and fuzzy 
Home feeling around her
Always has her face on 
With a warm grin
She’s always in the kitchen cooking 
Her house always smells
Like warm fresh bread with
A hint of red cinnamon candle
She will never be lonely 
For she can make a friend
Out of a stranger

Jada Edwards
10th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy 
Teacher: Joy Fisk

The Swimmer and the Engine

Warming up, slapping arms and legs. Jumping jacks and pushups, trying to keep warm. Running 
cap over head and goggles to keep form. 
Stokers stock the firebox and coal flames lick the air. Steam pressure builds up and smoke 
dances in flare. 
Up on the starting block the racer do line up, fixing cap and squishing goggles as muscle tense. 
Gripping edge and leaning, the air grows stiff and eyes fix on silky water that does nothing but 
drip. 
Conductor fixes hat and grips the cold handled lever, leveling eyes on horizon ahead and never 
letting waver. 
One. Breathe
Two. Breathe 
Three. Breathe 
The bell goes off and there’s nothing but air, floating rooms of arrowhead bodies, alone in their 
own heads. Seconds over they slam into the water nothing but steam is left.
The leaver breaks shoving the engine forward, metal beast on metal road eats everything on 
past. The billowing smoke of power collides with the sucked in breath of water. 
Silence is all that water holds dear, white misty bubbles show where kicking draws near. Silence 
is shattered as the swimmer surfaces and the inhuman cries of the crowd pierce the deafest ear. 
The engine chugs forward on metallic automation, but the shuddering mournful cry of the 
whistle stabs the air, giving its voice up to the sky. 
Pumping arms, kicking legs the racers shove harder and harder pushing against the wall and 
holding nothing but abandon for time. 
The engine combats and pushes back harder, throbbing pistons, sparking breath, coal covered 
men straining forward to feed the beast.
Slamming palms into the side and jumping out for glory, the racer smiles and gasps. The ecstasy 
of time cut down is all that rewards, and the pounding of their engine is loud in their ears. For 
theirs is not run on coal and brimstone, but the red flow of life and the determination to fly. 

Emily Eldridge 
10th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy 
Teacher: Joy Fisk
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I’m Okay 

I wasn’t there to see you hold Me close to your chest, 
I didn’t get to See my brother, the survivor 
You held me close, but all you could do 
Was study my face, on which death left a purplish hue
 It’s was shocking to see what God had in store... 
When you found out, your face must’ve drained of color 
Your small, little baby, gone forever 
The news constantly changing your Life 
one twin alive, the other no more 
I wasn’t there to watch you grow
 To see every change in you,
 I’ll never know What you did, how you did it 
I know you were sad to see me go
 It still affects you, though it was years ago 
You’ll never get to play with me In the yard, alive or carefree
 Of course, I suppose, there are good things 
About not being here; you see— We’ll never ever disagree
 I’ll never be wrong or right 
I’ll never hate you outright 
Mommy doesn’t have to take care of me 
We’ll never argue and never fight I’ll never be impolite 
Of course, I know I’ll always be longed for day after day, more and more 
I know you’ve cried at night I know some days, it’s been ignored 
But it is still different than the ones before
 I wasn’t there to live with you all and between us is an invisible wall
 Blocked by the line between life and death 
And all because of Eden’s fall  you cannot hear me when I call 
I wasn’t there ever today 
And I won’t see you. Not yet, anyway But for the last few moments I have with you I just want 
to say... That I’m okay. 

Iris Luce 
10th Grade 
Hilger Higher Learning 
Teacher: Shelley George

The Little Engine That Could’t 

It looked extremely difficult for old man Pete that day; 
His business wasn’t booming, and he still had debt to pay; 
So with money in his hope, his thought, his eye, 
He built a little steam train, hoping someone would come to buy. 
But first he had to test it, and so 
He made the run from Amarillo to Lubbock to prove that it would go. 
The little train made the run to Lubbock and then 
Pete turned his train around so it could bring him home again. 
And as he chugged along at a steady pace, 
He met a cowboy, who challenged him to race. 
So letting out all its power, 
Pete made the train go eighteen miles an hour! 
But as that train chugged so speedily along, 
It caught a wheel on a rail-spike’s prong; 
And down went Peter, falling flat upon his rump; 
He tumbled over tumbleweed, stopping only at a stump. 
With a grin of Western courage, Pete rose smartly to his feet; 
And once again in his little train car he boldly took his seat. 
The horse was gaining ground, at a gallop loping onward; 
With a steady hand, Pete made his train move forward. 
The grin is gone from Peter’s face, his teeth begin to shake; 
His little train begins to rumble as it chugs in horse’s wake. 
And now a belt is threadbare, the pulley is sheared off; 
And now the air is shattered as the train begins to cough. 
Oh, somewhere in this frontier land, inventors surely know, 
Just how to make a locomotive, and how to make it go; 
And somewhere people know just what they should and shouldn’t do; 
But there’s no hope for Peter Cooper–his little engine just couldn’t! 

Richard Ramont
10th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning 
Teacher: Shelley George 
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Creativity

The artistry and flow of writing
The sound of bells and chimes
Wondrous imagery lighting
Wonderful lyrical rhymes

Hope and sadness
Often poetic themes
Creative madness
Bursting at the seams

Creative clinks
My ears oh so miss
Beautiful songs drink
The curious flowing bliss

Katie Riggs
10th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Taryn Humphries

I Guess You Can Love the Spawn of Satan

The phrase ‘raised in a barn’ cannot do it justice 
To a cat who was wild and free to all who could see
He was a spawn of Satan, who we all thought had no heart
But one day he was captured and 
To the family, he eventually fit like a key

That’s how we got him, not knowing who he was
He was good at being sly to trick us for the most part
His eyes were able to pierce right through you
You would think he could see your soul 

Bipolar was he who could make you bleed 
But would also cuddle you in your sleep 
He could take down any dog 
No matter the size, big or small he got them all

For thirteen years he used 8 of his 9 lives with us
Mom kicked him to the dust after Dad promised new rugs 
So now he’s gone, left only with a memory 
And momma still doesn’t have any new rugs

Breanna Sexton
10th Grade 
Silverdale Baptist Academy 
Teacher: Joy Fisk 
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The Power of a Word 

The voice bold to express 
Its capability both joy and distress 
It rings through the air 
Like that of a bell 
Confidence or fear 
It both can compel 
It teaches one to think 
To challenge 
To ponder 
Yet in many moments 
Its power pulls asunder 
Oh little humanity knows 
How easily this force contained
 If only each would choose 
To build up 
Not to complain 
Free though it be 
Like little in this world 
Its price can leave an emptiness 
An aching pain unfurled 
Yet amidst the darkest night 
Its countenance bringeth unending light 
If spoken not in hostility 
But rather with generosity 

Macy Sheets 
10th Grade 
Hilger Higher Learning 
Teacher: Shelley George 

10th Grade Prose
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My Island

I think of a place, a place that calls to me every day. There is laughter, singing, music, and 
dancing. It’s beaches more beautiful than the Northern Lights, it’s people brown, beautiful and 
inviting. I love this place. I can see the emerald water, the picturesque pueblos, the battle-worn 
forts, and luscious rainforest. When I leave, tears well up in my eyes. I am leaving a part of me, 
on my island.
My island’s food is bursting with flavor. I taste the soft rice and beans seasoned with garlic, 
fresh cilantro, and peppers. The fried red snapper sizzling on my plate always satisfies my 
cravings. I crack open a coconut with a machete and drink the cool, refreshing water. I walk 
to the corner panaderia and order a loaf of pan boricua. The warm, soft, and crunchy bread is 
always a local favorite. When I bite into a big mango, I taste its sweetness as the juice runs 
down my chin. 
My island is alive, I walk around the plaza. I see vendors eagerly selling fritters, candy, shaved 
ice and kites. The busy marketplace with shouts of people buying avocados, passion fruit, and 
fresh meat. The old men in the corner, sitting down around a square table playing dominoes, 
while teenagers dance to reggaeton, salsa, and merengue. 
My island feels like a dream. As I kayak around a mangrove islet, I taste the salty ocean water 
that splashes the rocking kayak. The wild sea breeze tousles my hair as I walk through the rocky 
fields of a stately lighthouse. The hot sun on my back drives me into the water. It is transparent 
as glass. The beach, with children splashing, daredevils surfing the crashing waves, and a couple 
sunbathing on the soft sand, make me want to dream forever. 
My island remembers the cobblestone roads and the 500-year-old forts that bravely defended 
its people from ruthless pirates. It remembers the wars waged on its land, the Taino Indians that 
called this island home. The old section of its cities are weathered but vibrant in color. It has felt 
the pain of hurricanes, that ravaged the island, but stays strong by the unity of its people. Most 
of all, it doesn’t forget to hope for a better tomorrow.
I go back to my favorite beach, sink my toes into the warm, soft sand, and feel the cool water 
that passes over my ankles. I look out across the crystal blue water and see my own reflection, 
I see that this is who I am. This island, this enchanted place, filled with beauty and awe, is my 
home. My island is Puerto Rico.

Evan Delgado
10th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning
Teacher: Shelley George

The Monster Inside 

I was cold. I knew what was behind that steel door. With dark piercing eyes, ready to steal my 
soul from the meat bag we call a body. Everything around me felt cold. I thought I would puke 
but here I was, being dragged to my doom at the end of this hallway by two masked 
individuals. I was paralyzed, unable to escape what lied ahead of me...the end was near. 
I was thrown into the dark room. I scrambled to my feet and to the 
door, but I wasn’t fast enough and the figures closed the gate. That impenetrable cold steel door 
and my last chance of freedom. The room was dimly lit and I saw the silhouettes of... well I 
couldn’t make out what they were... maybe bodies? I wasn’t sure. I turned and saw something 
sulking in the corner and I stared at it’s hunched back and crossed legs. It was a shadowy figure 
and unmistakably terrifying. I recognized this beast. 
“Why so scared?” it asked. “I won’t bite,” he remarked with the biggest grin on his face, 
showing only pure lust for violence. “You kill my kind. Wouldn’t you be scared if something 
killed your kind as well?” I said with a lump in my throat. “What? Humans? They kill entire 
species off in mere centuries. Now that is destruction at it’s finest”, the monster 
concluded. 
“Why did you summon me to your room? I was close to escaping the trials in a mere three 
days!” I said with a hint of hostility in my voice. “Awwwww, that’s just too bad,” the monster 
replied. I was growing increasingly mad at it, and it knew that. So I calmed down as much as I 
could and spoke in an even and down-to-earth tone. “So was that the only reason? To mess 
with me?,” I asked. “No”, he responded, “of course it wasn’t. I just don’t care about your petty 
feelings. What I care about is that you broke the rules,” it said with a slight hatred. “What?,” I 
asked 
shockingly. “You heard me a fool,” he remarked with a snarl,” you...heard...ME!” 
With those words it was now in front of me, baring its teeth and looming over me. I stumbled 
back into the cold steel door. “You broke the Trials. Now that’s what naughty children do, break 
things. But good children obey their parent’s rules and now you will pay for disobedience, little 
child,” said the monster. It’s words spilling out into the air like ice, 
cutting through me. It’s hand then morphed into terrifying looking blades. 
“Wait! What did I do? Tell me before you kill me!,” I begged the monster, my body quivering. 
“Kill you? Please, I never even had the thought of such an act...toward you, at least,” he said 
with a smirk. “Then 
what are you going to do? Torture me?” 
“Oh, I would NEVER!” 
“Then what are you going to do to me?,” I demanded. 
“Nothing more than playing a game,” it responded eerily. “Game?,” I asked. “Yes, a game to 
pass your time,” it paused and looked at the 
demonic looking hand of death. “Pass my time? What about yours?,” I asked. “Time is 
irrelevant to me,” it responded. 
This confounded me. How can something not be affected by time? I 
was curious about this game he had planned for me. Whatever it was had to be better than death, 
right? 
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“Shall we sit?” it asked. I complied and sat on the floor. “Now,” it 
started, “let’s begin.” 
It sat on the floor with me and looked straight into my eyes. With his eyes searing into mine, I 
was suddenly overcome with chills. I felt my body succumbing to fear. 
“The first game we will play involves some riddles,” it said. “The first riddle is simple: What is 
the opposite of light? Easy, right?” I nodded in 
agreement. “Well then, what’s your answer?” I responded, “Darkness.” “Good. What is the 
opposite of life?” it asked. 
“Death,” I answered again. 
“Very good. And the opposite of love?” 
“Hate,” I answered confidently. 
“Astounding work for a human. But now tell me, what do all these things represent?” 
I thought about this for a while and answered cautiously, “You?” 
“No,” It said. “Try again.” 
“Ummm...,” I was brain dead. I couldn’t think of anything and 
suddenly time seemed to stand still. Seconds felt like centuries. Minutes felt like millennia. 
How could this be so hard if it’s such an easy question? 
“Tick-tock,” it taunted, with a massive grin on its face. Desperately I 
answered, “the devil?” 
“No! One more wrong answer and you lose a limb.” 
I squeezed my eyes tight as if I could summon the right answer like a genie. I was coming up 
dry of ideas and I didn’t want to lose a limb. Eventually, after a minute or so, the monster gave 
me a hint. “You’re stumped aren’t you?” it inquired. “I guess I could help you a bit,” it said 
scratching its chin with its scissor-like hand. 
“What has two legs, two eyes, and loves objects more than it’s own life?” asked the monster, 
grinning devilishly. “I think I figured it out, but how could this be?,” I replied. “Humans?,” I 
answered, with a tiny bit of 
hesitation in my voice. I was not about to lose a limb today...or ever. “Folks, we have a 
winner!,” It said with a hint of sarcasm. “But this isn’t true! Humans aren’t this cruel and 
heartless,” I argued. “Well then, what am I?” the monster asked. My eyes widened and suddenly 
the room 
seemed less dark. With clear eyes, I saw the monster was merely a man. 

Bryce Collin Smith Hevel 
10th Grade 
Hilger Higher Learning 
Teacher: Shelley George 

11th Grade Poetry
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A Simple Scene
Winner of the Verbie & Hugh Prevost Award for Outstanding Poetry 

The pavement is pale and covered in colored leaves. 
Awkward yellow, dying green, and, strangely, a raven purple 
Fall together to make a simple scene.

The sun shines splendidly but only on certain parts of the famished ground.
The warmth of the two sides can be faintly distinguished,
The exposed and unexposed.

The grass is separated and scattered like spots on a cow.
The sprouts on the ground are dehydrated and crunch like the sound of dry rice 
Being picked up and falling through fingertips.

The wind whistles serenely through my ponytail and the silhouette of my body.
It serenades all those who stop to pay attention.
whoosh, it says with almost a melancholy inflection.

The creek creeps down a narrow path 
And stays the same despite its changing neighbors. 
Fish and days lost in thought find themselves creating their home here. 

The air is stale and has the fragrance of bitter soil
and if not taken seriously will burn your nose if breathed in too quickly.
It grasps my skin and gives off a sting accompanied with cold creeps.

The over all scene is asymmetrical but sublime,
Unorganized but admirable,
Scattered but splendid. 

Alyssa Ballinger
11th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Joy Fisk

Assumed Light

Alone in the woods
Clouds and trees cast shadows on me
I thought I’d never see the light
Sometimes, though, the light peeks out from behind all the clouds and trees
When it does, you realize that it’s just what you needed to make your day better
If the light is exposed for too long, though, it gets taken for granted
You never realized what you had until you lose it again,
And you’re back where you started

Ben Burroughs
11th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning & Homeschool
Teachers:Shelley George & Deborah Burroughs
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Spirling
Art Poem Starry Night Van Gogh

 
Dark swirling blues, and sorrowful stars
This sad dull town, that I stare upon each night
No life below me, and no life within
I feel as empty as the crescent moon above the dead town
 
I collapse to the frigid unforgiving floor
Tears flow freely like the river to the sea
The darkest parts of the world is all I can see
No light enters through my broken eyes
 
I look up to my broken world, the one that never leaves
My dark eyes meet the purest greens and blues
They eyes that stare back looked like stars on a plane night
The relief that there is light in my dark world
 
Then the stars rush from his eyes and move to the absent sky
The darkness explodes with pure white and happy blues
The town comes to life and the moon empty inside shines bright
He showed the light in the dark world around me
 
The colors breathe back to life with vibrate intensity
With him the world swirls with excitement
All these colors I thought I would never be able to see
Due to light that is within him I see the good in everything
 
But forever in the corner of my eye the dark will live on
I will always see the bush that reminds me of how dark the world is
All I have to do is look forward, and ignore the dark within
I must look at you my color in my black, and dull life
 
 
Shawna Campbell
11th Grade
Signal Mountain Middle High School
Teacher: Amanda Pettit-Shaheen

The Wind in the Trees

The quiet whisper 
Something heard and felt 
A mystery 
Only seen when the trees sway
It carries every word and feeling 
It travels the world 
Knowing more than any person
It can rustle the trees delicately 
The wind can carry great anger 
Fast and powerful 
Taking the trees away
Always unknown 

Caroline Dale
11th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Joy Fisk
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Gliding to the ground.

The leaves are crunching under my feet
Like discarded potato chips
As I walk on them.
I can barely smell the scent of exhaust 
As a small car passes by.
The relief of going inside is exhilarating.

Michelle Geren
11th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Joy Fisk

The Old Lady

Why, oh why did she swallow that fly?
Perhaps she wouldn’t have, if she knew she was going to die. 

What a silly old woman to swallow a spider!
She should have just sat in her rocking chair sipping on cider.

What a cuckoo old woman to swallow a bird!
This whole situation is totally absurd! 

What a crazed old woman to swallow a cat!
Did she not look down at her belly and realize she was very unhealthy and with each swallow 
was getting quite fat?

What a kooky old woman to swallow a dog!
Surely, she knew that would make her stomach clog!

What a goofy old woman to swallow a goat!
How in the world did it fit down her throat?

What a cockamamie old woman to swallow a cow!
Ow! 

What a wacky old woman to swallow that horse!
On her tombstone it now reads, “Here lies an old lady who swallowed a fly with a great deal of 
remorse.”

Madelyn Rogers
11th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning
Teacher: Shelley George
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Internal War

I just started walking and ended up in my room
I’m looking at myself in my bed from here
There’s the soft pillow and the blanket
But I’m only imagining myself there
I wanted to have it, so I threw myself onto it
But why am I even sadder than before?
Is what I’m feeling really sadness?
Or the feeling of giving in?

I do know, I do know
Am I feeling the urge right now? Yeah
I do know, I do know
Am I being chased by this feeling of despair? Yeah 
I do know, I do know
Is this my reward or my punishment?
Is this hope or despair?
Should I or should I not?

I know, I know, I really should right now
I know, I know, I’ll overcome
I know, I know, so I open my eyes
That’s the place I need to be.
Think positive. I need to do it
Even if I’m tired, even if I’m in a war with myself
Imma do the right thing 

(P.S. the right thing to do is to get up and start on homework)

Abby Vega
11th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning
Teacher : Shelley George

11th Grade Prose
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A Ride through Bangkok 

Crisscrossing roads, loud noise, strange smells, tremendous traffic. Feeling the wind slapping 
my face, my hair flies around. High speeds, bumps, potholes, and having no device of security. 
The adrenaline and the fear of falling off with every jolt makes ones knuckles a ghostly pale 
white. Horrendous traffic and the close vehicles, the scooters and bikes weaving dangerously 
through the movement. 
The driver, quite experienced, takes a lot of risks… to the tourists it appears as if he is insane. 
But in fact he is as experienced as a Grand Prix pro. 
The nutty aroma of Pad Thai fills the air, street vendors beckoning to all that pass by, rows upon 
rows of colorful silk fill the landscape like a rainbow, making my eyes nearly blind from the 
brilliance. The destination is only some minutes away, though it seems as if days have passed. 
The strange smells, the intensity of color, the loud yelling and feeling each bump and jolt can 
become nauseating. The thrill, excitement, and the fear, a perfect combination of feelings. 
Seeing the worry written all over our face, the driver simply smiles and goes faster, knowing he 
will get his foreign passengers to their destination safe and sound, despite our disbelief. Quite 
an adventure, I must say. Nothing can challenge your senses and feelings quite like a ride in a 
tuk-tuk in the middle of bustling Bangkok.

Elizabeth Garcia 
11th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning 
Teacher: Shelley George 

Dreaming
Winner of the Verbie & Hugh Prevost Award for Outstanding Prose

 
Recently, just about a week ago to be exact, my family and I moved into our new house in Gary, 
Indiana. I’m sure you all are thinking who in the hell moves to Gary, Indiana? To answer your 
pensive question, we do. My family moves to Gary, Indiana. Away from all my friends and 
favorite ice cream shop where I would always get a double-scoop of mint chocolate chip. Sorry, 
I’m not taking it that well. My name is Addie, Addie Fletcher. I am fifteen years old. If you’re 
not already under the impression that I am mad that we moved, let me tell you, I am livid. I live 
with my two younger twin sisters named Alice and Andrea-ages 5, my older sister Alden-age 
18, and my mom, Alex, and my dad, Andrew. We moved from Birmingham, Alabama for my 
dad’s work. Yeah, yeah, “It’ll be great,” they said. “A number of new opportunities may present 
themselves” or some crap like that-- I don’t buy it.

Since I’ve been here I’ve noticed things that I like and don’t like. For starters, the people. 
They’re weird. I can’t explain it but they are. I haven’t started school yet, but I have met a 
couple people that are in my class and that I see myself being friends with. My mom set up this 
“lunch date” for me to make friends, and I guess it worked out okay. The girl that I like the most 
so far is named Kennedy. She’s got long blonde hair, big light blue eyes,  and a dimple on her 
left cheek. She is super sweet and funny, and I really like the fact that she reminds me a lot of 
my best friend, Nicole, back in Birmingham.  The house we moved into is nice. It’s super old, 
but nice. It’s five bedrooms, three and a half baths, so I fortunately get my very own room. Yep. 
All to myself. I’m so used to sharing a room with my older sister, Alden. So now that I’d get to 
have my own space, I’m really enjoying it.

  It’s strange though. I know we have only been here for a couple of days but when I get 
a hunch about certain things, there’s almost always something. From each of the nights I have 
fallen asleep in my purple-painted room, alone, in my full-sized bed covered with a black fluffy 
comforter, I dream. Sure, dreaming is normal, but the way I’ve been feeling about it has been 
different. It sounds crazy, but I feel like there’s someone else in there with me. Normally, I 
wouldn’t just jump to conclusions or anything, but the way the floors creak and how cold my 
room gets at night freak me out.

I figured that I would ask Kennedy if she knows anything about the house. I told her about the 
weird vibes I had been getting when I am sleeping. Her response left me speechless. First, she 
clarified saying, “Oh yeah that house on St. Lincoln Street right?” And what she told me next 
was most shocking, “Yes. That’s the house where a little boy named Charlie died in his sleep.” 
The way she was able to tell me this in such a nonchalant tone made me uneasy and extremely 
confused. She continued to say that Charlie is said to be a part of dreams all throughout the 
house, no matter who is dreaming. She said, “I wouldn’t be surprised if it was already starting 
to happen to the rest of your family.” And with that, I definitely still wanted to move back to 
Birmingham right away, but instead I had to go back to my new home where I would be “alone” 
until my family got there.
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Mabry Maddox
11th Grade
Signal Mountain High School
Teacher: Amanda Pettit-Shaheen

My Life-Changing Experience

In the summer of 2015, I was given the opportunity to go on a mission trip with my church to 
Maniche, Haiti. I was extremely excited when I found out that I could go, but little did I know 
that God had even bigger and better plans for me. After my mission team landed in Port-au-
Prince, Haiti, we had an eight hour drive to get to Maniche, and it was by far the craziest and 
most interesting car ride of my life. There were so many people just walking in the middle of 
the streets, car horns being blown, and five to eight people on one motorcycle. There was trash 
everywhere, and there was a giant market on the side of the road almost the whole car ride, 
where the people tried to make their living. It was definitely a hard sight to see, and all I wanted 
to do was provide them with all their needs. The adventure had begun, and I was so excited to 
be apart of it.
 When I arrived in Maniche, I was immediately surrounded by the most joyful people I have 
ever come into contact with. I was so shocked at how happy they were because they did not 
have much. I finally realized that their joy did not come from materialistic things, but it came 
from the Lord. The way that they handled their situations was a big eye-opener for me. I was 
able to see the Haitians everyday life routines and take part in them. I got the opportunity to 
learn how to make Cassava, which is similar to flatbread, and it was so tasty! We also walked 
around the community to different homes to talk to the people and hear their stories. I got to 
play soccer and different kinds of games with my new Haitian friends. We sang songs and acted 
out Bible stories, and we even got the chance to help lead some of them to Christ. 

My favorite part of this trip was the eight hour car trip back to Port-au-Prince, which sounds 
crazy I know. On the way back, my dad and I got to talking about the trip and how we thought 
God was going to do great things in Maniche. He asked me if I had a good time and if I thought 
God had taken me there for a reason. I told him that I believed God took me there to grow 
closer to Him, and to show me how fortunate I am and how grateful I should be to live the 
life He provided me with. My dad then proceeded to ask me if I had considered the idea of 
accepting Christ into my heart, and if i believed that I needed Him in my life. After talking for a 
while longer, I made the best decision I could ever make in my life. On July 2, 2015, I accepted 
Jesus Christ into my heart as my Lord and Savior. I truly believe that God presented me with 
this trip so that I could start a relationship with Him. I am forever grateful for the opportunity 
that not only gave me a new perspective on life itself, but it actually gave me life through Jesus 
Christ. 

  
MJ Park
11th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning 
Teacher: Shelley George
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12th Grade Poetry

Stressful Thinking

The clock is ticking.
The hour grows near.
The stress is sticking.
These exams strike fear.

No matter what to come.
I’m more than a grade.
I’m definitely not dumb.
I cannot be weighed.

I’ll get my thoughts together.
I’ll give it my best.
I’ll stand firm like an anchor
In the face of my stress.

Tamara Evans
12th Grade
Chattanooga Christian School
Teacher: Kathaleen Hughes
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Money Troubles

I turned eighteen with a bundle o’ cash
With the idea that I can buy happiness
I just hope I don’t do something rash
I’m certain that I can experience true bliss
With the purchase of a sports car
I just have one problem
And for a solution, I’ll just have to wish upon a star
For you see, I want a Ferrari, as many others do
But here’s the problem, I don’t have the money
And a lender, I won’t find in you
But don’t you worry, no don’t you fear
I’ll just rob the bank by the end of the year

Niklas Jordan
12th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning
Teacher: Shelley George

Sailor’s Lament

Once there was a foolish fellow
Who ranted and grumbled about his wife
One day he let out an angry bellow
And from that day on he had only strife

Strife led to ill will and then she was gone
He sailed and searched the globe looking for her
Consumed with sorrow his will drove him on
To this bayside where his ship set anchor

His gaze fell upon his love, old with age
She looked up at him on this rocking stage
She said, my dear, I scanned the world for you 
I was only behind a step or two
They circled the world to find each other
But wasted all their time. What a bother

Ellie Lenz
12th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy 
Teacher: Taryn Humphries
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Begin Again

A new beginning that was not your own,
A change that took you from your comfort zone.
Thrown into a raging thunderstorm,
A thrashing ocean of uniform.
Being ripped from the life you knew
But remaining you through and through.
Because nothing can stay the same,
Not even the meaning of your name. 
Look forward to the change,
Although it might be strange.
Open your eyes and you will see
Life is handing you the key.

Sarah Levine
12th Grade
Chattanooga Christian School
Teacher: Kathaleen Hughes

Nagle.

He’s never left my mind,
the bullet that killed him.
Nobody knew they were there,
The demons that he faced.

The trigger that killed him,
in the month of dismay.
The battles he fought,
he fought his entire life.

In the month of May
he finally went home.
He was done with the battles,
and he was done with his war.

He finally went home,
Nobody knew they were there.
He was done with his war.
He’s never left my mind.

Brady McCarter
12th Grade
Signal Mountain High School
Teacher: Amanda Petit-Shaheen
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An Ode To Waffle House

The Waffle House.
With walls so sweet
It’ll make you wanna get up 
And dance on your feet.

The tea is sweet,
But the service is sweeter.
The waitress will be around 
Just holler if you need her.

A place where you are never alone,
A waffle home.

Bria Morales
12th Grade
Chattanooga Christian School
Teacher: Kathaleen Hughes

The Reason For the Season

Fall is not just a season,
It’s a feeling, it gives reason. 
The colors so bright and bold,
All the leaves turning red and gold,
The smell of pumpkin spice 
And the taste of grandma’s pies. 
For fall not only is a time to bundle up,
But to go outside and play with your pup.
From leggings and sweaters being a loved style,
To having family and friends over to stay a while.
Fall draws you outdoors for a reason, 
Which is why fall is my favorite season. 

Taylor Price
12th Grade
Chattanooga Christian School
Teacher: Kathaleen Hughes 
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Adoration 

How may I get close to thee while chaos seems to reign 
You are a sweet rose that many wish to pick
I know that you are kind to me, but know not if you feign 
But here comes another day, and your smile shines, my worries fade so quick 

I feel drawn to thee, like a bee feels drawn to a flower 
Some others do not find the beauty in such a sweet place 
When I see you happy, I feel a surge of power 
And though you may be different, I know you have more grace

I shy away from another chance to say what I feel 
And tell myself tomorrow will surely be the day 
That I say it and then my dreams will become real 
But still, it seems like the morrow is centuries away 

But then the day has come, I’ve broken from my shell 
And heard you accept my offer, and everything ends well 

Joel Turner
12th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy
Teacher: Taryn Humphries 

The Hamburger

The greatest invention found on earth
From the glorious southern culture it has come
Indeed the great juicy hamburger has been birthed
The perfect flavor that so satisfies the tongue
Between two slices of bread, the juicy meat sits
Tomatoes and lettuce create a fulfilling contrast
As the red juices run across my lips 
My tongue has never sensed such a heavenly taste in my past
The more I indulge into the burger, the greater my craving becomes 
I cannot seem to live a day without the juicy greatness 
I now realize the great obsession that succumbs 
I am now consumed by this craving and am in a mess 
Do I care about this dominate power over me?
I think not, I just want another hamburger is my plea

Jacob Vanzant
12th Grade
Silverdale Baptist Academy 
Teacher: Taryn Humphries 
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12th Grade Prose

The Necessity of Struggle 

    Pain is a sacrosanct, inviolable part of life. Man needs to struggle, to suffer, and to lose in 
order to improve. Suffering is a fiery crucible in which true men and women of Christ are 
born. These truths are evident in the Bible, “For momentary, light affliction is producing for 
us an eternal weight of glory far beyond all comparison” (2 Corinthians 4:17). What I have 
found through my tribulation is this: man suffers, endures through faith, and acquires strength, 
perseverance, and empathy in times of trouble . Though my life has been tumultuous, I have 
struggled through torment and have persevered by the grace of God.  My youth was shaped by a 
crippling injury which led to a discovery of other passions and talents which ultimately guided 
me towards a desire to pursue a career in medicine. 
    My early life revolved around sports. I was a three-sport athlete, starting with baseball and 
basketball, until eventually adding football as well. These were the backbone of my identity, 
and most of my time was spent practicing, training, and competing. I excelled at all athletic 
endeavors thanks to my size, skill, and discipline through the years. Due to this fact, I had a 
sense of pride and arrogance about myself. When I was not competing, I spent time with my 
sisters, playing games in the backyard, field,  and trees of our little brick house in Dayton, 
Tennessee. Life was good. When our family moved to Hixson in 2009, it was more of the same   
- homeschooling, sports, and outdoor games. This all changed, however, when my sister went 
to high school at Chattanooga Christian School. After spending a year alone in the house, I 
decided it was my time to venture to a private school for seventh grade. 
It was in the fall of the eighth grade that I sustained my first concussion. On November 13, 
2014, I was kneed in the head during a preseason basketball practice. This injury was the least 
severe of the three that I would be subjugated to; however, I still experienced the chronic 
headaches and difficulty in school. Later that winter on a youth group ski retreat, I slammed my 
head on a patch of ice while snowboarding and sustained another concussion. Before long, I 
was back to the field for spring football. Football practice lasted from early March until August, 
with only a two week break. Once the season had officially begun, I played defensive end every 
snap of every game until the second round of the playoffs. It was during this contest against 
East Ridge that I was knocked unconscious during a defensive drive. Instead of coming out, 
however, I continued to play a few more possessions. By the time someone realized that I could 
not talk, it was far too late. The damage had been done. On November 13, 2015, the anniversary 
of my first concussion, I was rushed to the hospital. 
So during my freshman year in high school, the doctors diagnosed my third concussion as 
Second-impact syndrome (SIS), which means I sustained a second head injury before the first 
had been resolved.  This caused me to have aphasia, positional vertigo, chronic headaches 
and migraines, impaired eyesight, insomnia, seizure-like episodes, and other post-concussion 
syndrome related ailments. I was bedridden for weeks, sleeping only a few hours a night, and 
spending most of my waking hours in excruciating pain. To this day, I continue to struggle with 
an occasional migraine and insomnia. In addition to the physical side effects, I also suffered 
from severe depression and anxiety. For a couple of years, I struggled to cope with the waking 
nightmare that was my life. There were times of immense struggle in which I nearly took my 
own life, but I survived with the help of God, my family, and my friends. This pain haunted me. 
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The physical scarring, emotional undulation, and perversion of normalcy left me confused and 
angry at life. It was not until I found outlets in the form of musical theatre, art, poetry, and choir 
that real progress in my recovery was made. 
Finally, because of a traumatic event which changed my whole life, God gave me  opportunities 
to find success and affirmation in other areas which gave me the confidence to pursue a degree 
in the medical field. So, starring as Gaston in Beauty and the Beast was a major turning point 
in my life. For the first time, I felt like myself again. I had accomplished something that no one 
believed I could do, and I did it well. I was immensely proud and thankful for the opportunity 
to be apart of this musical.  In addition to this opportunity, a teacher also recommended me for 
a leadership conference in the field of medicine at Emory University this past summer.  I was 
able to learn some basic medical procedures, and my dream to be an orthopedic surgeon became 
a real possibility.  So, thanks to a debilitating injury which taught me many things,  I am going 
to pursue that goal. Yes, life is hard, but the pain of tribulation is worth the outcome. God has 
shown me that through His work in my life. For that reason, I am grateful for the pain and 
struggles in which I have endured and for the future that God has planned for me.

Jared Henderson
12th Grade
Hilger Higher Learning 
Teacher: Shelley George 

The Hidden Towns

They live underneath the violet petals, in between the long stems, and burrowed under the soft 
dirt. Bugs are everywhere and nowhere at the same time. They are always there, but sometimes 
people don’t look close enough to see. The irises are a home to a multitude of crawling and 
flying critters. The irises are purple with a hint of blue. Their stems are green and they are tall 
and proud. They are soft and they smell like recently washed linens. The dirt they grow from is 
the color of a polished hardwood floor, and it has volume and depth. They are rooted within the 
soil, so therefore they are strong and can withstand harsh weather conditions. The irises are all 
in a patch and they work together to help the bug’s community grow. I also see one white iris. 
This one is different than the others, yet it is a leader in the midst of sameness. When we look at 
a patch of flowers like these, we see the flowers, plants, and the soil. Sometimes we look at the 
outside appearance only, and miss what is really happening on the inside. 
On the inside and in between, there is a hidden town. Bugs are building their homes and 
becoming who they are. They are building relationships with their kind, and they are making 
friends with the other bugs. Sometimes though, the bugs don’t get along well with others. There 
is a fight to be the best bug and have the most food and housing. Just like bugs, people have a 
hidden town, and beautiful outward appearances, like the flowers. Our inward parts are broken 
sometimes just like the broken bug community. There are parts of us that we want people to see, 
but there are parts of us that we want buried so far in the dirt to the point where we can’t even 
find them sometimes. When we look at the outside appearance of people, we forget that they 
have things going on on the inside too. Once people look close enough to see our brokenness, 
we dig ourselves into the soil, and we keep digging. 
The white iris though, this iris has not dug itself so far in the dirt like the other violet ones have. 
This flower lives close to the surface and lets its roots be spread far out to help others, not down 
so far that they can’t be reached. This iris allows all the other flowers to see its bugs. This iris 
is just as beautiful as the other ones, maybe even more so. This iris is not afraid of what other 
flowers may think of its brokenness. Because of the actions of this flower, other flowers are 
looking and seeing that it is acceptable sometimes to let their brokenness loose. When people 
are their true selves, and they burst out of the dirt, others are influenced by this. They have a 
desire to be their true selves too. The community is no longer a hidden community. People are 
able to look past looks and really get to know a person for their strengths, and for the parts that 
were once hidden in the dirt.

Mattie Parker
12th Grade
Signal Mountain Middle High School
Teacher: Amanda


